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Deep in the Woods
*By R. D. FORBES, Director

Allegheny Forest Experiment Station

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

THE FORESTS of Pennsylvania and the

adjacent States of New Jersey, Delaware,

and Maryland, included in the territory of

the Allegheny Forest Experiment Station, are

probably more intensively used than the forests

of any other part of the United States. Although
sixteen million people live here, nearly half of

this territory is in forest land. Moreover, the

area of the forest is increasing rather than

decreasing.

The Allegheny forests are used for three

major purposes. First, and foremost in the past,

they are used for the production of wood in a

multitude of forms. Soon after the Civil War
Pennsylvania led all of the other States of the

Union in lumber production, although its pres'

ent day production is only a tiny fraction of

what it was. The major industries of the terri'

tory are large consumers of wood. The coal

mining industry, for example, demands annually

immense quantities of mine props, lagging, and

other mine timbers. A substantial pulp and

paper industry draws much of its raw material

from local forests. Northern Pennsylvania and

the adjacent territory in New York State are

one of the three centers in the United States of

what is known as the chemical wood industry.

In those portions of the forest States where

truck crops are important, as in the Del'Mar^Va
Peninsula, considerable quantities of native wood,

and some imported from distant States, are

manufactured into basket veneer and crates. In

Broadcast over KYW, Philadelphia, on January
9, 1937.

southern New Jersey an astonishing amount of

oak fuelwood is cut. Piles, needed for the foun^

dations of large buildings, and everywhere in

harbor construction, are locally in considerable

demand.

Today, however, it is probable that wood prO'

duction in these four States is considerably less

important than the services which forests render

to man in furnishing him with open-air play
grounds, and in protecting watersheds. A mil'

lion licensed sportsmen—hunters and fishermen

—find the greater part of their sport in the

woods and cut'over lands. Numerous as the

licensed sportsmen are, they are far fewer in

number than the picnickers, the hikers, the

trampers, and the nature lovers in general who
enjoy the shade and beauty of the woods, and
who take deep pleasure in even occasional

glimpses of its furred or feathered creatures.

Water is already, or is rapidly becoming, a

very precious commodity throughout the four

States. Per capita consumption in a city like

Philadelphia is 175 gallons a day, about half of

which is actually used in manufactures of one

kind or another. Many of our streams, large

and small, have been dammed in order to gen^

erate electricity for our immense population.

Unless the flow of streams supplying domestic

water and water for generation of electricity is

reasonably uniform throughout the year, many
evil results follow. Although we cannot regu'

late the amount of rain or snow which falls on

the watersheds of our streams, we can greatly

influence the proportion of this moisture which
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U. S. Forest Service.

THINNING A 40 YEAR STAND OF NORTHERN HARDWOODS
The white paint spots indicate trees to he left
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is absorbed into the soil, and which eventually

feeds our springs and streams, and fills our wells.

Old World experience teaches that a good for'

est cover is the best guarantee that falling rain

or melting snow will fill the great storage reser'

voirs of the soil, instead of rushing off over the

surface of the ground, and in swollen river

channels.

Because of the great variety of wood products

and important services which we obtain from our

forests, the problems of scientific forest manage
ment are particularly acute in the Allegheny Sta-

tion territory. The forester comes too late to

prevent many forms of forest deterioration.

Having cut over the virgin forests practically in

their entirety, wood-using industries are now
harvesting the second growth. This they gen-

erally cut very clean, and at an early age, before

the trees have grown to a size to produce much
seed. The third growth is therefore composed

little of seedlings, but mostly of sprouts, which

spring from the stumps of cut trees and are

Two

nourished by the old root systems. Not all of

the stumps sprout, however, and with each sue
cessive cutting the space between trees becomes

wider and wider. Furthermore these sprouts, as

we are now beginning to learn, are quite early

attacked by rot.

Another cause of serious deterioration of the

forest is the gradual disappearance of the most

valuable species of trees. Naturally these are

the first to be cut, and the more completely they

are removed from the present forest, the less their

seed is available to start young trees in future _

forests. Finally, repeated logging of certain
*

areas, and forest fires wherever they occur, have

caused a serious deterioration of the soil, which

makes it extremely difficult to restore the forest

to normal productivity.

The aim of the Allegheny Forest Experiment i
Station, like that of similar forest experiment <

stations maintained by the Federal government

all over the United States, is to put timber grow-

Continued on Page Ten

A Little Wilderness in Vermont
By WALTER PRICHARD EATON

Reprinted by permission from "The Living Wilderness'
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FOR many years I have taught at the Sum-
mer School of English at Bread Loaf, Ver-

mont, which is housed in the old hotel built

by Joseph Battell, and left by him to Middlebury
College, along with some 35,000 acres of moun-
tain forest, a good bit of it virgin timber—i.e.

true wilderness. He left it with such restrictions

that the timber could not be stripped, and when
the College sold the forest to the United States

recently, those restrictions no doubt carried over.

At one point, on Mount Lincoln, the holdings

} ise above timber to over 4,000 feet. Bread Loaf

Mountain itself is 3,800 feet. Through the heart

of the forest, and over both summits, goes the

Long Trail. In all the extent of the holdings but

two roads cross the divide, one of them too diffi'

cult for motor cars. (Of course, the proposed

Sky Line parkway would have traversed the en'

tire length, but that, praises be, has been at least

temporarily scotched.) Out of this wilderness,

on both sides of the range, brooks descend con-

verging on their way down till the united streams

are powerful enough to have carved deep, wild

gorges. I have never seen these brooks dry. The
valleys below may be parching, but half a mile

down from the extreme head springs the brooks

have always gathered up enough water for a cool,

clear flow. I have seen them much less often in

flood-time, but on one or two observed occasions

of torrential rains they have not become turbu-

lent and destructive till they reached areas of

cleared fields or cut-over land.

One of the great charms of Bread Loaf is that

with only an hour or so of spare time, you can

still stroll out into wilderness and lose yourself in

the silence and loveliness of a northern forest.

With a day to spare, you can quite literally lose

yourself if you forsake the trails. Close to the

Inn—not a ten-minute walk—a large brook flows

down a ravine, a golden-brown trout brook lined

with gay borders of Joe-pye weed and tall cone-

flowers. The side of the ravine toward the Inn

must once have been cut over clean, and is now
clothed with a solid stand of spruce, under which
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nothing grows and where there is constant ero'

sion. On the other side is a totally different

forest, which has never been cut, and which, save
for a trail along the brook side, is a beautifully

handy illustration of the forest primeval.

Perhaps the first thing you notice in this piece
of forest is the much smaller number of large

trees on a given area than you find, say, in the
spruce stand opposite. The large trees, however,
are large trees, sending up straight, beautiful,

limbless trunks for more than fifty feet before
they begin to unite into a ceiling. The second
thing you notice is the mixed nature of the stand,

with deciduous trees predominating. Yellow
birch, sugar maple, hemlock and, of course, the

characteristic spruce of the north woods, are the
chief varieties. At this point there is no balsam,
and no pine. The under-forest contains seedlings

of all the varieties, with numerous striped maples,
shrubs, ferns, and other green floor cover. The
higher cover is seldom so dense that it is difficult

to walk through, and is frequently quite open,
with an exquisite carpet of northern wood sorrel.

Probably the third thing you notice (or per-

haps it is the first if you have strolled down from
the Inn in your ordinary foot gear) is the damp-
ness of the forest floor. No matter how long it

has been since a rain, the floor is always cool and
moist, and in low places, or at the foot of steep

banks, is frequently decidedly wet. If you get

off the trail, to experience the "feel" of the floor

under your feet, you at once detect its spongy
nature, and frequently you will find yourself

stepping on what looks like firm moss, only to

have it cave in under you, letting you down any
where from an inch or so to a foot or more, into

a mass of decomposed wood. Here in the virgin

timber the black mould of the actual floor is sel-

dom visible except on the trodden trail. It is

overlaid with dead leaves, rotted sticks and logs,

moss, fern clumps, all manner of vegetation alive

or in process of decomposing. The over-lay acts,

of course, like a perpetual sponge to hold water

Continued on Page Fifteen
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Future of Forest School

On another page of this issue of Forest Leaves
will be found an article by Professor J. A. Per'

guson entitled ''Development of the Pennsylvania

State Forest School at State College." In that

article, he pertinently states, ''Forestry is no
longer a simple study of trees and the methods of

managing them. The forest consists also of

shrubs, vines, and flowers, of wild life, insects,

fungi, and birds. A knowledge of all of these is

essential in the education of a professional for-

ester." Further on. Professor Ferguson says,

"The lines along which students may secure this

fundamental training are forest entomology,

forest pathology, forest soils, forest zoology or

game management, forest recreation, forest eco-

nomics, forest research and the lumber and wood-
using industries."

In Pennsylvania there are approximately thir

teen million acres of forest land and fifteen mil-

lion acres of agricultural land. During the year
over twelve million pounds of game were shot

in these lands. Eighty-five Civilian Conservation
Camps are located in the forest lands of the

State, employing more than seventeen thousand
men. Miles of roads have been constructed and
hundreds of fire towers have been built. Over
eight million young trees were planted last year

and more than five million persons visited the

forest lands of the State during 1936. This is

all in addition to the timber, mine props, fence

posts, chemical and fuel wood taken from the

forest.

The Pennsylvania State Forest School, which is

a union of two forest schools of the State, one at

Mont Alto and the other at Pennsylvania State

College, has had a notable career and has pro'

duced graduates recognized as well-trained in

forestry. Enrolled in the Forest School are 417

students almost one-half the total enrollment of

the School of Agriculture of which it is only a

department. Housed in a antiquated wooden
structure, the Forest School has been treated as

a step-child when appropriations have been made
to the college.

With this enrollment and with the importance

of forests and forest education, does not The
Pennsylvania State Forest School deserve to be
recognized as a distinct school rather than the

Department of Agriculture? Does it not also

deserve to be housed in more adequate buildings

and to be provided with ample equipment and
facilities? H. G. M.
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Frederick Vernon Coville

The death of Dr. Frederick Vernon Coville on
January 9 takes from this life a man who has

done much to acquaint the public with the flora

of this country. As Principal Botanist in the

Division of Plant Exploration and Introduction
of the Bureau of Plant Industry and as Acting
Director of the National Arboretum, his career
has been notable. Associated with the United
States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of
Plant Industry for nearly fifty years, he has been
the author of nearly 160 publications.

In Pennsylvania, we should be particularly

grateful for the work he did in developing im-
proved strains of blue berries, the first work of its

kind. It is hoped that when the citizens of Mon-
roe and adjacent counties recognize the superior
value of these cultivated strains they will abandon
their practice of intentionally setting fire to tim-
ber lands for the purpose of stimulating the
growth of wild blue berries.

Dr. Coville has been President of the Biologi-

cal Society of Washington, the Botanical Society
of America, Washington Academy of Sciences
and a Fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. The scientific world
will find it difficult to fill his place. H. G. M.
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Development of the Pa. State

Forest School at State College
By J. A. FERGUSON

IN 1929 the State Legislature brought about a

merger of the two professional forest schools

in Pennsylvania, the one at Mont Alto and
the other at State College. Both of these forest

schools were recognized as of high standard by
the Society of American Foresters. Both of

them, however, were supported by the State

Legislature. As a result of this merger a new
forest school was created, known as The Penn-
sylvania State Forest School. It is a department
of the School of Agriculture of The Pennsyl-

vania State College, which is one of the Land
Grant Colleges of the country. Of the twenty-

two undergraduate professional forestry schools

in the United States, all but three are located at

Land Grant Colleges.

In outlining the course in forestry for the new
Pennsylvania State Forest School, advantage was
taken of the best features of each of the old

schools. At Mont Alto the location of the for-

est school at the edge of the Mont Alto State

Forest and near the State Forest Nursery had
provided the school with excellent outdoor equip-

ment for the training of professional foresters in

the practice of forestry. At the Pennsylvania

State College, the many established departments

located in the several schools gave excellent facil-

ities for the teaching of fundamental sciences, the

humanities and the many subjects aUied to for-

estry. The curriculum of the new forest school

combines the best features of both of the former

schools. Both plants are used in the training of

professional foresters.

Professional forestry students and the ranger

students spend the first year of the forestry course

at Mont Alto. One day each week the students

are turned over to the State Forestry Officers for

work on the State Forest and Forest Nursery.

This work consists in road making and mainte-

nance, fire line construction, the making of im-

provement thinnings, tree planting and all the

operations necessary for the growing of forest
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tree seedlings in the nursery. The forestry offi-

cers call out the students at any time for fighting

forest fires. At the end of the year the students

are familiar with the various kinds of work that

are carried out on the State Forest and in the

State Forest Nursery. This tends naturally to

give them confidence in their ability to handle

similar forest areas.

In addition to this practical work given at

Mont Alto the students spend one-half day each

week in study of trees, making use of the excel'

lent arboretum that has been in the process of

development for many years, and of the many
tree species growing naturally in the forest. Two
half days each week are spent in the study of sil-

viculture and in the measurement of logs, trees

and stands of timber. In addition the students

study a year of botany, a year of English and a

year of trigonometry and mechanical drawing.

Such a training in the woods as the students re-

ceive during their freshman year at Mont Alto

in addition to making them woods-minded and

woods-wise and making them proficient in the

use of woods tools and woods methods, fills their

minds with illustrations of various conditions

within the forest on which they are able to draw
in their future years of study for explanations

of the many forestry principles studied.

It was a problem to devise a course of study

at Mont Alto that would teach the students the

many things in the forest that they should know.

Forestry is no longer a simple study of trees and

the methods of managing them. The forest con^

sists also of shrubs, vines and flowers, of wildlife,

insects, fungi and birds. A knowledge of all of

these is essential in the education of a profes-

sional forester. There was not time for courses

in all these subjects and the plan finally adopted

was borrowed from the Boy Scout organization.

In addition to all their other work the first year

forestry students are required to secure thirty

merits similar to the Boy Scout merit system, al'
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though of collegiate grade. The Instructors form

the Court of Honor. There is nothing the stU'

dents learn at Mont Alto that is more satisfying

to them than the knowledge of the woods ob-

tained through this merit system. So far as is

known, this is the only collegiate institution mak'

ing use of the Boy Scout merit system in the edu-

cation of students. Military drill is taught at

Mont Alto, an officer going there each week to

take charge of this work.

The sophomore, junior and senior years of the

professional course in forestry and the second

year of the ranger course are spent at State

College, except for eight weeks during the sum-

mer at the end of the sophomore year, when the

students return to the Mont Alto Forest for more

advanced studies in the forest and for field prac-

tice in surveying. During the sophomore year

principally fundamental subjects are studied. A
year of physics and of chemistry, of surveying

and of English are required, as well as courses in

geology and soils. The students also continue

their study of the life of the forest in the courses

in silvics and mensuration.

At the beginning of the junior year each for-

estry student selects an option according to his

own desires. All students in The Pennsylvania

State Forest School are trained as professional

foresters, but the opportunity is granted students

to elect subjects along some special phase in for-

estry that will furnish foundation for future

specialization. The lines along which students

may secure this fundamental training are forest

entomology, forest pathology, forest soils, forest

zoology or game management, forest recreation,

forest economics, forest research and the lumber
and wood using industries. In this way each
forestry student in addition to being trained as a

professional forester, may gain a special knowl-
edge of some one field in the forestry profession

in which he is particularly interested. During
the junior and senior years technical forestry sub-

jects are studied together with a year of history

and a year of political and social science. As a

result of this plan of educating professional for-

esters, the students, on completing their course,

have gained confidence in their ability to manage
a large forest area and a forest nursery from the

practical experience gained at Mont Alto.

Further, through their study of various subjects

in the many departments of the College they find
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themselves broadly educated and able to compete

with the graduates of the other forest schools in

securing positions with the United States Forest

Service through a competitive Civil Service ex'

amination, with other public forestry agencies,

and with private industry. There are 417 sty

dents in the school, 140 of whom are located at

Mont Alto.

This plan for the education of professional for-

esters is unique among the forest schools of this

country. There is but one other forest school, so

far as is known, that follows a similar plan, and

that is the Government Forest School in Sweden;

the only difference is that in the Swedish forest

school the students are taken to the woods in

their sophomore year. This plan for the train-

ing of professional foresters in the new Pennsyl'

vania State Forest School has been most satisfy-

ing not only to the students, but also to the in-

structors who are able to build well on the inti-

mate knowledge of the forest the students gain

during their freshman year.

Interesting Others in Forestry
By MARGARET H. WHITCOMB

Erosion Control Brings

Call for Native Grasses
Approximately 1,250,000 pounds of native

grass seed, not commercially available, will be

collected this year by the Soil Conservation Serv-

ice for use in erosion control work on its demon-
stration areas. Men in charge already have re-

quested more than one million pounds of this

seed for 1937 spring planting. Whether the

Service can collect the estimated 1,250,000

pounds of seed will depend on crop conditions.

Waterfowl "Safety Zone"
Has Two Million Acres

Wild ducks and geese have three times as much
land set aside for them in the United States as

refuges as they had two years ago.

The Bureau of Biological Survey now has

2,100,000 acres of land either already developed,

or under development as refuges.

Two years ago there were 700,000 acres.

The areas are located on the four main water-

fowl flyways—the Atlantic, the Mississippi, the

Central, and the Pacific.

Every boy and girl should enter the contest

which is explained on the Out-of-Doors Page.

Forest Leaves

IF
THE QUESTION, ^^Why are you inter-

ested in forestry?'' were asked, I wonder how
the members of the Pennsylvania Forestry

Association would answer? I am positive none

would heedlessly reply like a group of boys, who
had expressed a desire to become foresters. When
questioned why they were interested in forestry,

several shouted without hesitation, ''Because we
want to ride horseback!" A few Association

members might reply, ''I am interested in for-

estry, because I earn my living through forest

work." I think the number of these answers

would be exceedingly small. Practically all for-

esters chose forestry as their vocation, instead of

some other profession, because they were inter-

ested in forestry. Most persons become inter-

ested in forestry, because the beauty of the woods

appeals to them. I think many members of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association would reply

that they are interested in forestry, because they

love the woods. Others would answer that they

are interested, because they appreciate the useful-

ness of the forests and forest products.

I believe I am interested in forestry; because

when I was a child my father, who loved the

forests and, as a physician, appreciated their

healthful value, often took me into the woods

and talked to me about the trees. We walked

and fished in the woods, and, unconsciously, I

grew to love the woods for their beauty and use-

fulness. No doubt, this influenced me to select

work in connection with forests, instead of oil

or iron or steel.

Interest in forestry kindles a desire to acquire

information concerning the forests. The more

anyone learns about the woods, the more he

appreciates them. Appreciation arouses a desire

to protect.

To a small child, a large diamond is merely a

pretty stone that he may carelessly discard in

favor of a new toy. But to a jeweler, it is a

precious gem that he will guard and protect.

Out of the approximately 10,000,000 residents

of Pennsylvania, there are thousands that treat

Penn's Woods as thoughtlessly as a child would
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a diamond. They carelessly and occasionally

maliciously start forest fires, deface forest parks,

and make no effort to reforest the five million

loafing acres in the State. They should be taught

to esteem, protect, and utilize the forests.

Leading foresters realize that to promote for-

estry the systematic dissemination of useful in-

formation about the forests is indispensable. Only

through a public information program can co-

operative relations between the general public

and government forestry departments be estab-

lished and maintained. Particularly in relation

to forest protection, the proverb "An ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure," is true

The Pennsylvania Department of Forests and

Waters realizes the importance of making the

citizens of this Commonwealth forest-minded.

The forestry oflicials know that the future of

forestry in Pennsylvania depends largely upon

the attitude of the public toward their work.

The Department is improving its parks and

recreational areas and setting aside sites on the

State Forests for recreational purposes. Approxi-

mately five million men, women, and children

visited these wooded areas and enjoyed their

beauty this year. Attractive recreational areas

tend to interest the public in forestry.

The forestry officials in Harrisburg address

many organizations throughout the State every

year upon different phases of forest work. They

also submit items to the newspapers. Through

the Harrisburg office, forest exhibits are shown

at large fairs and festivals, including the annual

farm show at Harrisburg. The Harrisburg office

co-operates with the twenty-four district offices

by supplying them with posters, circulars, bul-

letins, motion picture equipment, and other ma-

terial for educational work.

The district foresters and their assistants

throughout the State talk to many organizations,

show motion pictures to various clubs, schools,

COG Camps, etc., display exhibits at fairs and

festivals, and prepare window displays. They

put up posters, distribute literature, and furnish

news items to papers. In varying degree, they

Seven
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are trying to teach the fundamentals of forestry
to the 4,000 fire wardens under their jurisdiction
and interest about 9,996,000 other residents of
Pennsylvania in forest protection and utilization.
Within the Cornplanter Forest District in North-
western Pennsylvania, more educational work
has been done this year than ever before.

Educational work is also being emphasized on
the Allegheny National Forest. In August,
1935, H. C. Frayer was sent to Warren to plan
and supervise the educational and publicity work
on the forest. He is ^^staff assistant in education
and information^' and is the first person to be
assigned to a position of this sort on the Alle-
gheny National Forest. May the time soon come
when the State can appoint several men with
special training or ability, each of whom can de-
vote his entire time to planning and supervising
similar work in three of four forest districts.

I hesitate to mention to the courageous pio-
neers of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association
anything relating to public relations in forestry
Before I was born this Association began ^^to dis-
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seminate information concerning growth, pro-
tection and utilization of forests." For fifty
years the Association has cojlected and dis-
tributed information through its excellent publi-
cation, Forest Leaves. For half a century this
Association has been outstanding in its effort to
develop a definite public opinion in favor of for-
est protection. State Forests, and tree planting.

Yet, in spite of the best efl^orts of the State,
the Pennsylvania Forestry Association, and other
organizations, many of the 10,000,000 residents
of Pennsylvania have never learned the principles
of forest conservation. Thousands have never
heard the familiar slogans, ^Tverybody Loses
When Timber Burns,'' ^Trevent Forest Fires-
It Pays," or "Plant an Acre of Trees-There's
Money in 'Em." Unless those who can be
lamplighters" work both collectively and indi-

vidually, it may take another fifty years to make
Pennsylvania forest-minded.

Let me suggest that, as members of this Asso-
ciation, you approach the nearest district for-

Continued on Page Fourteen
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FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

T^oon
shadows

in

December

WHAT MAKES WINTER?

"Hole angle of noon shadows on wall

Hold a flashlight and a card so that the rays

of hght strike the card nearly at right angles.

Now tilt the card more. In which position does
a square inch of card surface get more light? The
sun's heat works the same way. It is spread thin

in winter because our part of the earth's surface

gets it on a long, low slant. All noon shadows in

mid-winter show that the sun is low in the sky
then. The sun's heat is thus spread out so thin

that it is not intense enough to warm the earth

and air.
*

Winter Jewels

Moisture in the air reacts to this cooling in

many beautiful ways. Have you ever examined
snow crystals as they fall on your coat sleeve on
a cold, still day? No two of these winter jewels

are alike in shape. Mr. W. A. Bentley, who
lived six miles from his post office, Jericho, Vt.,

chose for his hobby photographing snow crystals

through a microscope. Before his death in 1932
he had taken about 6000 such photographs. The
U. S. Department of Agriculture now owns his

collection of negatives.

Rhododendrons in, V\/inter

Every living thing reacts to this cooling of the

air and earth, too. The OUT OF DOORS Page
will give a first prize of two dollars to the school

boy or girl who sends in to Forest Leaves the

best set of four ''snap shots" showing the way our

native rhododendron reacts to changes in temper-

ature. A second prize of a dollar will be paid

for the next best, and honorable mention for

each of the two next best sets submitted. Be sure

to state mercury readings shown by each picture,

your name, age and address, and the name and
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of Philadelphia Boy Scout building

address of your school and teacher. Contest
closes March 1, 1937. All entries should be sent

to 306 Commercial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia.

More Penn Trees

The search for Penn Trees in 1932 yielded

about 400 specimens. Others have been found
since, that are not included in the Httle book,

PENN'S WOODS, 1682-1932.

This page wants to record the location and
circumference breast height of these new speci-

mens. Also photographs of them, if these are

available.

Plant Penn Tree Seedlings

This is Constitution Year. Every school in

Pennsylvania should plant one or more seedlings

of genuine Penn Trees in the school yard or

nearby park this spring. Boys and girls of the

Woodrow Wilson Junior High School, of Phila-

delphia, planted Penn Tree acorns in 1932. Here
is one of the seedlings growing in their school

yard, protected by its guard.

T^ine



Deep in the Woods
Continued from Page Two

ing on a scientific basis. If we allow Nature,
particularly where interfered with by human
nature, to take its course in our forests we can
expect only indifferent results.

The experiments we are making in what is

generally known as the northern hardwood type
will illustrate our approach to the problems of
forest management. The northern hardwood
forest consists of a very variable mixture of
sugar maple, yellow birch, beech, black cherry,
and at least in the virgin forest, hemlock. Most
of these species are able to endure much shade,
and the ground beneath the mature trees in the
virgin forest was usually dotted with small seed-
lings and saplings. When the large trees were
cut, these seedlings and saplings quickly took
their place, and in the absence of fires reclothed
the cut'over lands. To the careless eye all was
well with this young forest, and Nature unaided
seemed to be doing an excellent job of refor-
estation.

A more careful examination of these second-
growth stands of northern hardwoods, however
revealed to us the fact that they are not only
over-crowded, but that the more valuable species
were often in the minority. In the early stage
ot their growth, young trees benefit greatly from
crowding, which shades out their lower limbs
and enables them to produce tall, clean stems
trom which in time may be cut lumber free from
knots; knots, of course, are cross sections of
branches. But the crowding here was all too
often done by quick-growing but inferior spe^
cies. Obviously, such stands will benefit from a
thinning, in which the inferior species are re-
moved in favor of the better species, and unde-
sirable individuals in favor of the finer indi-
viduals.

In order to test the possibility of thinning suc-
cessfully investigators from the Experiment Sta^
tion laid out a number of study plots on ourKane Experimental Forest of 1800 acres in the

Znt^"'T
"''"'''' ^^ ^"^ ^°^"^y' Pennsyl-

vania^ There were eight acres of plots, in asecond growth stand where most of the treeswere 35 or 40 years old. The thinning aimed to
tree trom harmful competition about 100 ^^croo''
trees per acre-that is, trees of desirable species
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and vigorous growth, capable eventually of yield-

ing lumber.

The more we examined the trees on these plots
of ours, the more apparent it became that very
few were really crop trees. Some of the largest

—the black cherries, highly prized for the manu-
facture of furniture—were so badly forked that
sooner or later they were bound to split apart in
winter storms. The few hemlocks, remaining
from the virgin forest and therefore much more
than 40 years old, generally suffered from in-

ternal rot, or, broken in the top by the earlier
logging, were very slow-growing. An extraor-
dinary number of trees of all species had been
wounded at the base by porcupines, and even by
squirrels and rabbits, which gnawed off a portion
of the bark and exposed the wood beneath to
decay. In short, our examinations showed that
Man had come too late to the aid of Nature,
and that these outwardly promising second-
growth forests could never produce the quantity
of sound, high-grade lumber necessary to repay
man's protection of them against fire, disease,
insects, destructive animals, and haphazard
logging.

Taking the hint from our earlier experimenta-
tion, the Station workers undertook experimental
thinning of much younger stands of timber—
those between 10 and 20 years of age. Hundreds
of thousands of acres of such young stands exist
in the northern hardwood type, and on State and
National Forests in particular CCC labor is

available to improve their condition. Timber
stand improvement is the name used in the CCC
for this class of work. It was in these young
stands that the short-lived aspen and fire cherry
were raising havoc. Incapable of making valu-
able wood themselves, they were robbing better
tree species of light above ground, and, by their
root competition, of moisture and plant food be-
low ground. It should be easy, we thought, to
improve these young stands very greatly by cut-
ting out the aspen, fire cherry, and other trees of
both good and bad species which were interfer-
ing with about 125 of the most promising sap-
lings of good species, our so-called crop trees
Again we employed the sample plot method, on
one plot thinning heavily, on two others lightly
and on a fourth leaving the forest just as it was
tor comparative purposes. In order to be sure
that we were covering a good sample of the

cr^m-^r xrr- a ,^ ^ x ^ ^ ^ U. S. Porest Service.
FORTY-YEAR-OLD STAND OF NORTHERN HARDWOOD TO BE THINNED

CCC hoy by virgin h2mloc\

1

actual conditions, we laid out 5 acres of these
plots in 4 different localities, differing in topog-
raphy, soils, and composition of the forest itself.

In two out of these localities we found after

careful study that abundant crop trees were
present, and we had no difficulty in giving them
adequate space by cutting the trees that were
overtopping or crowding them. In the other two
localities, however, careful search revealed that
the crop trees simply were not there. Or if they
were present at all, they had been so long over-
topped that it was very doubtful indeed if they
could recover, no matter how much help we gave
them. Other experimental work of ours made
us doubt whether it would be possible to intro-

duce crop trees into these stands by artificial

planting. .

To sum up, our several years of experimenta-
tion taught us that timber stand improvement
must begin at the time these young stands of
northern hardwoods start, or even before that.

A young forest will not contain a sufficient num-
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ber of promising crop trees in this type unless

man deliberately fosters the valuable species in

the preceding stand. Unless sugar maples and
hemlocks, for example, are present in the forest

to bear abundant seed from which an advance
growth of seedlings will start beneath the parent
trees, or unless seed-bearing trees of these species

are left when the forest is logged, sugar maple
and hemlock will be largely absent from the next

forest. In other words, the time to insure a

satisfactory future crop of timber is while the

present crop is maturing.

The Allegheny Forest Experiment Station of

the United States Department of Agriculture is

maintained by the Forest Service. It is some of

the work of the Forest Service that I have just

described. But we have the great advantage of

co-operation from another Bureau of the Depart'

ment, the Bureau of Plant Industry. Forest

pathologists, or experts on tree diseases, from
this bureau work with us from Philadelphia, de-

vising means of protecting trees against such
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scourges of the type of the chestnut blight, theDutch elm disease, and a great variety of less
spectacular ailments of trees. Some of the stud-
ies of these pathologists have already proven
invaluable to the foresters of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland. Let me giveyou an example. ^

Among the least conspicuous of tree diseases,
but one which annually causes the death of un-
numbered millions of little trees, is damping-off
Damping-off is caused by fungi, or very low
forms of plant life living in the soil. Damping-
off attacks tree seedlings within a week or two of
heir germination from the seed, and by shrivel-
ing their slender stems kills them very promptlyThe damping-off fungi, of which there are sev-
eral, are very widely distributed in forest soils,

wl K^ri''?''''''^
'^^ "^^^^ formidable foewith which the forest nurserymen must contend.The raising of trees in forest nurseries for arti-

facial planting has come into particular promi-nence since the formation of the Civilian Con-
servation Corps, although planting has alw's
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A HEAVY IMPROVEMENT CUTTING
Reserved trees designated by white paint

U. S. Forest Service.

^en a major activity of the foresters of the
Allegheny territory, and some very fine planta-
tions are dotted over the four States. One of
the important tasks of the CCC is planting
young trees on abandoned farm land, and in cut
over forest lands hopelessly devastated by over-*
cutting and fire. Trees for planting have been
raised for many years in forest nurseries main-
tained for the most part by the State Forest
Services. Tree seed is sown at these nurseries
.n beds generally four feet wide and of any con-

'

vcnient length. The longer these nurseries have
been operated, the greater the number of soil
diseases present in them, generally speaking, and
the more frequent are other soil troubles, such as
excessive alkalinity or acidity. One of the Bu-

AiIk c
^"''"''•y '"^'^^'tigators at the

Allegheny Station has specialized in diseases and

ZiT u
^
l"""'''

""'^"^«- His help was
recently sought by one of the largest State nur-
series in the Station territory, where for two

nlllJ
*"'^^^^'°" 'l^'^P'ng-off had almost com-

pletely wiped out the newly germinated seedlings
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'of Norway and Scotch pines, among the most
important species raised there. Upwards of 100
beds, 24 feet in length, had become unproductive.
The Station investigator brought some of the
soil from this nursery to our greenhouse on the
campus of the University of Pennsylvania, and
sowed it with Norway pine seed. The seed ger-
minated satisfactorily, but about 99 out of 100
seedlings damped-off within a few days. Experi-
ments were at once started in the greenhouse to
kill the damping-off disease in this soil with a
variety of chemicals, the more promising of
which were later tested in the nursery itself. A
treatment with formaldehyde was finally worked
out, and applied to nearly a hundred 24-foot
beds in the nursery. The result is almost normal
production today of Norway pine seedlings, at
the rate of 100 per square foot of bed.
At a smaller nursery in another State the pro-

duction of both Norway and white pine seedlings
was threatened by damping-off disease, and
again the Station was called upon for help.
Although our research showed that this disease
was different from that at the nursery first de-
scribed, here also a treatment of the soil with
formaldehyde was experimentally worked out,
and has made it possible to resume the production
of these two pines. At a third State nursery-
one of the oldest in the territory—the soil longest
used had become excessively alkaline, and
plagued with diseases. Practically all of the ever-
green seedlings were repeatedly wiped out. The
Station pathologist investigated this condition
also, and after experimentation with a variety of
chemical applications, was able to correct the
condition with aluminum sulphate, worked into
the soil to the depth of 6 inches. Last summer
one 12-foot bed, so treated, was green with seed-
lings, in startling contrast with the bare soil of
nine untreated beds, 160 feet long, all about it.

The forest problems of the Allegheny region
awaiting solution by research are legion. For
every problem that the Station has the resources
to work on, we see a dozen of equal importance
crymg for solution. An example is the relation-
ship of forests and other vegetation to the be-
havior of our streams. The possibility of amelio-
rating floods, and increasing low-water flow, in
our streams by improved management of the
vegetative cover on their watersheds, is ques-
tioned by very few thinking persons, yet has

4
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never been investigated in the northeastern United
States. Engineers called upon to design storage
reservoirs, channel improvements, and similar
works in this territory cannot be furnished with
information on this subject. Past behavior of
streams, based on watershed conditions which
might be vastly improved by reforestation or skill-
ful management of existing forests, must still be
relied upon in all of the engineers^ calculations.
Money available for flood control is therefore
being devoted exclusively to engineering works
although the foresters believe that a portion
might be better spent in reforestation and scien-
tific forest management. Reliable information on
this vital subject is only one of the many needs
which can be filled only by forest research.

Items From Board Meetings
The advisability of the Association accepting

as a gift 150 acres of forest land situated in
Franklin County was discussed in a preliminary
way.

* * *

TRe Association will call upon volunteers in
different parts of the State to talk before meet-
ings and gatherings in the interest of Forestry
and in a further effort to increase the member-
ship.

* * *

The suggestion that Forest Leaves be issued
bi-monthly instead of quarterly as at present was
taken under advisement.

m nii Hi

A report was received from the group of about
twenty-five organizations for the promotion of
the merit system in Pennsylvania. Funds are
now being solicited in order to wage a determined
fight.

^p ^* ^p

The suggestion was made that the Association
endeavor to secure members in New Jersey,
Delaware, and Maryland.

* *

The Association recently received a gift of
$700 from a person who desires that his name be
withheld. This contribution was made through
Francis R. Cope, Jr., a member of the Executive
Board.

Thirteen
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scourges of the type of the chestnut blight, the

Dutch elm disease, and a great variety of less

spectacular ailments of trees. Some of the stud'

ies of these pathologists have already proven

invaluable to the foresters of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland. Let me give

you an example.

Among the least conspicuous of tree diseases,

but one which annually causes the death of un^

numbered millions of little trees, is damping-off.

Damping'off is caused by fungi, or very low
forms of plant life, living in the soil. Damping'
off attacks tree seedlings within a week or two of

their germination from the seed, and by shrivel-

ing their slender stems kills them very promptly.

The damping'off fungi, of which there are sev-

eral, are very widely distributed in forest soils,

and they are probably the most formidable foe

with which the forest nurserymen must contend.

The raising of trees in forest nurseries for arti-

ficial planting has come into particular promi-

nence since the formation of the Civilian Con-
servation Corps, although planting has always
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been a major activity of the foresters of the

Allegheny territory, and some very fine planta-

tions are dotted over the four States. One of
the important tasks of the CCC is planting
young trees on abandoned farm land, and in cut-

over forest lands hopelessly devastated by over-

cutting and fire. Trees for planting have been
raised for many years in forest nurseries main-
tained for the most part by the State Forest
Services. Tree seed is sown at these nurseries
in beds generally four feet wide and of any con-
venient length. The longer these nurseries have
been operated, the greater the number of soil

diseases present in them, generally speaking, and
the more frequent are other soil troubles, such as
excessive alkalinity or acidity. One of the Bu-
reau of Plant Industry investigators at the
Allegheny Station has specialized in diseases and*
soil troubles of forest nurseries. His help was
recently sought by one of the largest State nur-
series in the Station territory, where for two
years in succession dampingoff had almost com-
pletely wiped out the newly germinated seedlings
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of Norway and Scotch pines, among the most

important species raised there. Upwards of 100

beds, 24 feet in length, had become unproductive.

The Station investigator brought some of the

.soil from this nursery to our greenhouse on the

campus of the University of Pennsylvania, and

sowed it with Norway pine seed. The seed ger-

minated satisfactorily, but about 99 out of 100

seedlings damped-off within a few days. Experi-

ments were at once started in the greenhouse to

kill the damping-ofF disease in this soil with a

variety of chemicals, the more promising of

which were later tested in the nursery itself. A
treatment with formaldehyde was finally worked

out, and applied to nearly a hundred 24-foot

beds in the nursery. The result is almost normal

production today of Norway pine seedlings, at

the rate of 100 per square foot of bed.

At a smaller nursery in another State the pro-

duction of both Norway and white pine seedlings

was threatened by damping-ofF disease, and

again the Station was called upon for help.

Although our research showed that this disease

was different from that at the nursery first de-

scribed, here also a treatment of the soil with

formaldehyde was experimentally worked out,

and has made it possible to resume the production

of these two pines. At a third State nursery

—

one of the oldest in the territory—the soil longest

used had become excessively alkaline, and

plagued with diseases. Practically all of the ever-

green seedlings were repeatedly wiped out. The

Station pathologist investigated this condition

also, and after experimentation with a variety of

chemical applications, was able to correct the

condition with aluminum sulphate, worked into

the soil to the depth of 6 inches. Last summer

one 12-foot bed, so treated, was green with seed-

lings, in startling contrast with the bare soil of

nine untreated beds, 160 feet long, all about it.

The forest problems of the Allegheny region

awaiting solution by research are legion. For

every problem that the Station has the resources

to work on, we see a dozen of equal importance

crying for solution. An example is the relation-

ship of forests and other vegetation to the be-

havior of our streams. The possibility of amelio-

rating floods, and increasing low-water flow, in

our streams by improved management of the

vegetative cover on their watersheds, is ques-

tioned by very few thinking persons, yet has
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never been investigated in the northeastern United

States. Engineers called upon to design storage

reservoirs, channel improvements, and similar

works in this territory cannot be furnished with

information on this subject. Past behavior of

streams, based on watershed conditions which

might be vastly improved by reforestation or skill-

ful management of existing forests, must still be

relied upon in all of the engineers' calculations.

Money available for flood control is therefore

being devoted exclusively to engineering works,

although the foresters believe that a portion

might be better spent in reforestation and scien-

tific forest management. Reliable information on

this vital subject is only one of the many needs

which can be filled only by forest research.

Items From Board Meetings

The advisability of the Association accepting

as a gift 150 acres of forest land situated in

Franklin County was discussed in a preliminary

way.
sic

The Association will call upon volunteers in

different parts of the State to talk before meet-

ings and gatherings in the interest of Forestry

and in a further effort to increase the member-

ship.

The suggestion that Forest Leaves be issued

bi-monthly instead of quarterly as at present was

taken under advisement.

«

A report was received from the group of about

twenty-five organizations for the promotion of

the merit system in Pennsylvania. Funds are

now being solicited in order to wage a determined

fight.

*

The suggestion was made that the Association

endeavor to secure members in New Jersey,

Delaware, and Maryland.

]|c :i( ^

The Association recently received a gift of

$700 from a person who desires that his name be

withheld. This contribution was made through

Francis R. Cope, Jr., a member of the Executive

Board.
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CAMP GROUNDS IN WINTER DRESS

Interesting Others in Forestry

Continued from Page Eight

ester's office and make known your willingness to

co'operate with the State in the dissemination of

information. With the co-operation of the dis'

trict forester. Association members in a forest

district might be the nucleus for an influential

forestry club within a district. The forester, no

doubt, could suggest practical ways in which you

could help take the message of forestry to the

people in your locality, if he could regard you as

key men in his district.

Several important groups in the State need to

know more about forestry. I believe the children

constitute the most important group. They have

more years ahead of them to spend as forest

spoilers or conservationists. If you are a parent

or teacher, I suggest that you teach the children

in your care to love the trees by showing your

interest in them. I recall hearing a man remark,

"I think the only reason my son eats fish with

such apparent relish is because I catch them."

The little boy knew his father enjoyed fishing.

Fourteen

Because the child loved his father, he relished the

fish he caught. Whatever is important to parents

will seem important to their small children. If

you can kindle in them love and appreciation

for trees, they will want to know how to protect

and care for them, for whatever we love and

value highly we cherish and protect. Everyone
can help create a public demand for a separate

course of study, explaining the rudiments of

forestry and the forest work the government is

doing, for the grade schools. A course, exclusive

of nature study, which already receives consider^

able attention in the lower grades, could be cov
ered in fifteen easy lessons, which would not tax

any child above the third grade.

Physicians appreciate the extent to which a

woodland area favors good health, and for this

reason they are usually interested in the forests.

Many of them, however, should be made to real-

ize that the forests are more than recreational
areas.

Lawyers may be interested in forests, but
many seem to be uninformed in regard to the
State's forest laws. Doubtless, members of the

Forest Leavbs
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Pennsylvania Forestry Association could inform

them about these laws, as the Association was

instrumental in having some of them passed by

the legislature.

Landowners, lease owners, and lumbermen

have a material interest in the forests, but many

should be taught how to protect and utilize them.

Sportsmen are beginning to realize more than

ever before that they depend indirectly upon the

forests for their favorite pastime. They consti-

tute an important group, because they enter the

woods in large numbers during the spring and

fall seasons. It is essential that they learn to be

careful with fire in the woods.

Probably it w^ould be an innovation, but I sug'

gest that this year Forest Leaves publish four

practical articles especially prepared for children,

lawyers, sportsmen, and farmers or other land-

owners. These would give you information you

could use in reaching members of these groups.

By passing on the articles, themselves, you might

win friends for forestry and the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association. If you would like to read

several articles of this type, I suggest you write

the editor of your magazine.

Making 10,000,000 persons forest-minded is a

big task, but upon the measure of its accompHsh-

ment hangs the success of forestry in Pennsyl-

vania. The State is realizing more and more the

importance of educational work and is trying to

disseminate information to the public. As mem-

bers of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association,

you can help by teaching your friends and other

persons in your community how to protect and

utilize the forests.

When all who understand the fundamental

principles of forestry are serving as key men in

an educational campaign to interest others in

forestry, forest parks will not be defaced, trees

will no longer be carelessly burned, millions of

idle acres will be planted, and woodlands will be

utilized to the best advantage.
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A Little Wilderness in Vermont
Continued from Page Three

and give it down slowly to the brooks. It is also

perpetually building soil. How important a part

the down timber plays in this process is every-

where apparent to the eye, because when a fallen

trunk has become thoroughly rotted it is con-

verted into a fifty-foot, luxuriant fern bed, or

even a bed of orchids, and the long mound it

makes on the floor is conspicuously richer and

moister than the surrounding soil.

Much of the Battell Forest is similar in nature •

to this small section. Of course, on the higher

levels there is more spruce, but even at 2,400 feet,

where the Long Trail crosses the Middlebury-

Hancock road, the stand is decidedly mixed, and

the biggest trees are almost always ancient yellow

birches. (There is a yellow birch close to the

3,000-foot level, which is twelve feet in circum-

ference at breast height.) There is a pretty little

wilderness pond at the top of the pass, and under

the very shelter of the divide everywhere you

come upon swampy hollows, sometimes filled with

showy lady's slippers.

With the cross motor road, the north-and-

south Long Trail and several side trails, this bit

of true wilderness is as accessible as it ever needs

be. Quite aside from its esthetic appeal, the

incomparable beauty of its unspoiled richness, its

wild flower and bird life, all those portions of the

forest which are primeval should be kept free of

all lumbering, all roads, and above everything,

perhaps, all '^improvement," so they may forever

serve as a handy example of Nature's methods of

conservation and renewal.

I say "all improvement" deliberately, thinking

of a dozen examples I could name of work done

(with the best will in the world, no doubt) by

CCC gangs, or by men put into wild corners of

public parks and the Hke. I have in mind a cer-

tain steep mountainside covered with fair-sized

second growth, much of it chestnut, which, of

course, had died. Lacking other chores, a CCC
gang was put in here to clear up the woods under

the direction of the Federal Gypsy Moth Con-

trol gang. They chopped down all the dead

chestnut, cut all the laurel and hobble bush and

other floor cover to the ground, and making

heaps of the debris proceeded to burn them.

Many heaps were burned on top of beds of ar-
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butus! Before they were stopped, the gang had

"improved" about twenty acres, converting a

wild mountain forest to an imitation of Central

Park, removing future soil material, destroying

the soil cover which conserves moisture, and

getting that section of slope all nicely prepared

for erosion at the next spring flood.

I have in mind, too, a bit of work on a bank

bordering a Massachusetts State highway, which

was proudly purchased for a park by the village,

and into which a gang of men were sent to clear

it up. They, too, burned all the dead wood,

raked up all the sticks and leaves, cut down all

the brush—and one short year later that bank

was already full of gullies six inches or more

deep, and had become an eyesore.

The whole idea that you are "improving" your

woods by clearing out the underbrush and remov

ing the dead and down timber is absurd on the

face of it, as anybody can see who has ever

wandered in a real wilderness. And on all

slopes, of course, the retention of water and the

prevention of erosion is almost entirely depend-

ent, not on the presence of large trees, but on a

spongy overlay of vegetation in various stages of

decomposition, shaded and kept constantly from

drying out by the living vegetation just above it.

You can see the same thing on the English moors,

where there are no trees at all. It is my pious

prayer that no CCC camp will ever be put into

the Battell Forest, but that the primeval portions

of it be kept as a vivid illustration of how the

woods renew themselves and water the land, and

the other portions be handled in such a way as

to bring them as speedily as possible into wilder-

ness class. After all, 35,000 acres, which Joseph

Battell saved from the axe as he hoped forever,

are not much to keep out of the lumbermen's

hands, and out of the motorists' clutches, both as

object lessons in conservation and soul solace for

lovers of the wild.

Pamphlets Available

The only edition of "Penn's Woods, 1682-

1932," by Dr. E. E. Wildman, is now exhausted.

The author, referring to this work in the Out-

of'Doors page elsewhere in this issue, urges own-

ers of the volume to preserve their copies. 'This

Week Out of Doors in the Penn Country and

Wild Life Enforcement

To aid constituted law enforcement authori-

ties in their efforts to stamp out the crime of

game ^^bootlegging," wildlife racketeering and

other law violations, the American Wildlife In-

stitute has started a ^Xaw Enforcement Fund,"

according to a recent communication of that

organi2;ation. ^ t^i • i

Founder of the fund is Major Max C. Fleisch-

mann, chairman of the Finance Committee of

Standard Brands, Inc., member of the Board of

Trustees of the Institute, and prominent sports-

man and conservationist of Cahfornia and

Nevada. Declaring that every true sportsman

should do his share in aiding law enforcement

authorities to stop market hunting, the illegal

sale of game and other infractions of the "sports-

man's law," Major Fleischmann made a sizeable

"ear-marked" contribution, which opened the

fund, at a recent dinner given by the Institute in

New York.

"The American Wildlife Institute stands for

the restoration of wildHfe resources on the North

American Continent," said Major Fleischmann.

"Market hunters and game bootleggers are noth-

ing less than criminals who ply their trade at the

sportsman's expense. The illegal toll they take

annually works a hardship upon all hunters who

practice the true spirit of sportsmanship and live

up to the traditions of the ancient art of venery.

We should do our utmost to combat this evil and

to salvage the wildlife resources of this country

for the enjoyment and benefit of those justly

entitled to them."

Major Fleischmann's appeal did not fall on dis-

interested ears. He was quickly joined, as co-

sponsor of the fund, by Eltinge F. Warner, pub-

lisher of Field and Stream Magazine, who made a

substantial contribution for a period of five

years. Mr. Warner is vice-chairman of the

Board of Trustees of the Institute. Another

ardent supporter of the fund is Frank L. Check,

who is also enthusiastic concerning the possibili-

ties of such a fund. Other contributors are to

follow soon.

Beyond," by the same author, is still available,

through the office of Forest Leaves, at 75 cents

postpaid for the set covering the four seasons.
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Our Program

1.

The adequate protection of all Pennsylvania forests from Fire, Fungi, and Insects.

2.

The personnel of the Department of Forests and Waters to be chosen and retained on a

basis of efficient service only, in order to guarantee permanency of policy and continuity of action.

y

The management of the State forests so that they may supply the permanent needs of the

people not only for continuous timber protection but also for recreation, hunting, and fishing

4.

Greater co-operation between the departments of the State Government for protection of the

beauty of the public lands..

5.

Adequate biennial appropriations for the purchase, protection, and development of the

State forests.

6.

The education of the public, corporations, sportsmen, and forest land owners with respect to

the value of our forests and the necessity for their development and proper utilization.

7.

The planting of trees valuable for lumber on all waste and idle lands and the continued

distribution of seedlings by the State.

8.

The education of our children in forestry in both public and private schools. A love and

appreciation of the forests tend to a better type of citizenship.

The establishment of town and county forests which will bring pure air. pure water, and

recreation close to the centers of population.

The preservation of the few remaining areas of virgin timber in Pennsylvania.

THE PENNSYLVANIA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION

Organized in 1886

306 COMMERCIAL TRUST BUILDING PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I des.re to .upport the activ.ties of The Pennsylvania Forestry Assocat.on for the preserva^

tion and development of forest lands, and enclose a check for $... 7---—--7"
•„.. „ ^^

membersh,p for the ensuing year. One dollar of th>s amount >s to pay for yearly subscription to

Forest Leaves.

MEMBERSHIP CLASSES
Annual member $3.00

Club membership 5.00

Sustaining member 10.00

•Contributing member... 20.00

Life member 100.00

Perpetual member 250.00

T^dTtlC

Address..

Date.

*If paid for five consecutive

years the person automatically

becomes a life member.

.State.

Forest Leaves, the Association's magazine, is sent to mem-

bers in all classes. Our program will be found on the inside

back cover.

», tc«Tvr rOMPANY—THE MERION PRESS—NARBERTII, PA.
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Annual Meeting
THE FIFTY'FIRST ANNUAL MEETING

of The Pennsylvania Forestry Association

was held on March 6, 1937, at the Hotel

Philadelphian, Thirty-ninth and Chestnut Streets,

Philadelphia, and was attended by fiftyseven

members and guests.

After an enjoyable luncheon, the meeting was

called to order by President Mattoon, who very

briefly reviewed the activities of the year and

suggested certain lines of endeavor for 1937.

He said in part: ''Several matters should receive

the attention of The Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-

ciation during 1937.

'Tirst, is an enlarged membership. I inten-

tionally put this first because all other activities

depend upon the success of this one. At present

5 5 per cent of our members reside in Philadelphia,

Delaware and Montgomery Counties. If this

association is to be in fact a state-wide organiza'

tion, we should bend every effort to secure a

greater proportionate membership in the other

sixty-four counties. To this end, a carefully

selected state-wide membership committee should

be set up and a definite membership campaign

should be undertaken. Our aim should be ten

times as many names on our rolls as at present.

''Along with increased state-wide membership,

careful consideration should be given to increas-

ing our numbers in the three adjacent states of

New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland. This sug-

gestion has been advanced several times in our

board meetings. It deserves your thought and

careful attention. The Federal Government has

in this area a large acreage in the Allegheny

National Forests. There is also in Philadelphia

the Allegheny Forest Experiment Station. In-

cluded in the Allegheny area are the four states

of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and

Maryland. The forest types and problems are

similar throughout the district. We, as an as-

sociation, are under obligation to promote forest

development and conservation and to further the

preservation of forests and trees. This may be

done through many agencies, not the least of

which is the branch of the United States Forest

Service located here. Closer co-operation with

the Allegheny Forest Experiment Station should

be our aim.

"In many parts of the United States, but par-

ticularly in this area there is a noticeable increase

in the enemies of trees and forests. Witness the

destruction of five thousand plane trees in Hav-

crford and Lower Merion Townships during the

last five years or the increasing damage by canker

worms. Woodlands have been destroyed by

these insects. I have in mind a twenty-acre area

above Ambler in which 50 per cent of the trees

have died, due to defoliation by canker worm and

subsequent attack by the two-lined chestnut borer.

Much larger areas have been seriously damaged

in the northern part of the state.

"We should urge the proper governmental

agencies to assign a pathologist and an entO'

mologist to this area to carry on research to

determine the cause of this increased destruction.

I recommend that much of this research be di-

rected to an understanding of the intricate bal'

ances maintained by nature. We have heard

much of late of the balance in wild life with

special reference to game animals. There is just

such a balance of nature among birds, animals,

insects and fungi. We are woefully ignorant of

the cause of cycles in insect and disease outbreaks.

I can visualize the time when the State and Fed'

cral Government will spend less money on devis-

Continued on Page Ten
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Arbor Day in A New Role

By RALPH S. HOSMER
Professor oj Forestry. Cornell University
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FOR SIXTY-FIVE YEARS Arbor Day has

played an important part in arousing in-

terest in tree planting. It is now observed

in every state and territory of the nation. As a

special "Day" its celebration is a recognized part

of the programs of all public schools. Arbor Day

is an agency in the education of the public that

is not lightly to be overlooked. In viev^ of these

facts this article is frankly a plea that, using the

machinery already set up, Arbor Day be made

to serve in a broader way, namely, for the spread-

ing of accurate information concerning the pres-

ent day movement which looks to the orderly

and well-planned use of all the lands of our

country.

In the last analysis wise land use includes for-

estry, soil conservation, stream regulation, wild

life conservation and management, and not a

little of recreation, as well as the skillful handUng

of our agricultural lands. Each of these as a unit

is inter-related with all the others. Together, if

properly integrated in a harmonious program,

they afford solutions to some of the most serious

internal problems that now confront this nation.

Up to now our educational programs dealing

with the conservation and right use of our natural

resources have for the most part been directed

toward the development of some individual unit

among those just named, rather than to the larger

program in which ^ach has a contributory part.

There is increasing need for better understanding

of forestry, wild life conservation and all the

rest. But still more is there need today that the

inter-dependence of all these units be realized

and appreciated. Arbor Day may serve as a

starting point for such an educational campaign.

In the paragraphs that follow are set forth some

of the reasons why it seems to the writer that

such use of Arbor Day is fitting and timely.

Arbor Day was inaugurated to encourage tree

planting in the states immediately west of the

Mississippi River. It has largely been associated

throughout its history with the furtherance of

Two

such projects. In some parts of the country that

may continue to be its chief function. Large

areas of land that are for one or another reason

unsuited to profitable agriculture should again

be brought under forest cover. In parts of the

Lake States the planting of young trees is the

only way that considerable areas can be made

productive. Yet on these lands once stood some

of the best stands of white and of red pine in the

United States.

Tree planting, and particularly forest planting,

is important. But it is only one part of forestry,

just as forestry is but one way of making parts

of the land surface of any country render their

full return for the service of man. Incidentally,

there is one misconception as to tree planting

which talks on Arbor Day might well help to

clear up. This is the erroneous idea that the

planting of trees is the chief job of the forester.

Important as reforestation is, such an idea is far

from true. The first duty of the forester is to

protect, care for and manage existing stands of

forest, and by skillful handling make them pro-

duce, at regularly recurring intervals, crops of

timber and other forest products. Whenever he

can, he secures the start of a new forest crop by

natural reproduction, not by the planting of

nursery grown stock. Working with nature, he

I I V^-k.
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WORK OF BOY SCOUTS
Canand^ax'^ua Troop 2, photographed in 1926 among

trees they planted in 1922
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lets her produce the new forest, but by guiding

nature he obtains the kinds of trees that best suit

his needs. The planting of trees is a highly

important incident in forestry, but it is by no

means all of forestry.

When in 1872 the Hon. J. Sterling Morton,

of Nebraska, later Secretary of Agriculture un-

der President Grover Cleveland, moved the pass-

age of the resolution that led to the proclamation

of the first Arbor Day, in April of that year, it is

doubtful if he gave much thought to how the

custom so established might spread and develop.

The idea of tree planting was at that time a popu-

lar one in that section of the United States.

Attracted by the rich agricultural land, and

under the liberal terms of the Homestead Act,

settlers were coming in rapidly. Uncle Sam

seemed indeed "rich enough to give us all a

farm." And in those days the land of the Public

Domain made good farms. But they lacked one

essential feature, woodlots. And being at some

distance from any real forest area, the cost of

farm timbers, and even of fence posts, was high.

Wood was in demand. Tree planting seemed to

be the answer.

Also, sentiment played a part in this early tree

planting on the plains. A majority of the set-

tlers were from the Eastern States. They missed

the trees to which they had been accustomed.

Many were homesick for them. And so when

proposals were made that tree planting be under-

taken on a large scale, they met with a sympa-

thetic popular response. It is no criticism of Mr.

Morton to say that he capitalized this sentiment.

That much of the effort put forth in the Plains

States under the Federal Tree Planting Acts of

the seventies resulted in failure need not be

emphasized here. Today the reasons for such an

outcome are well understood and generally

known. But out of this interest did come Arbor

Day. And through its observance great numbers

of trees have been successfully planted elsewhere

and much enthusiasm aroused in this aspect of

forestry work. That is the significant thing

about Arbor Day and the reason why it has be-

come a point of departure from which can start

other programs in the public interest in allied

fields.

That the Arbor Day idea has merit is attested

by its almost world-wide adoption. A publica-

tion of the U. S. Forest Service, ^^Arbor Day"

April, 1937

(Farmers' Bulletin 1492), states that Arbor Days

are now observed in many countries. The geo-

graphical range extends from Norway to South

Africa and around the world to Japan. Natu-

rally enough the observance of Arbor Day has

come to be associated primarily with schools.

And in that not all schools are so located that

the pupils can go out and actually plant trees,

special Arbor Day programs have been arranged

that deal with tree planting, or with forestry, or

with conservation. In some states the State

Board of Education issues each year, or at in-

tervals, an Arbor Day Manual, in the prepara-

tion of which the co-operation of the forester

under the State Forestry Board or in the State

Department of Conservation, is often sought and

used to advantage.

Perhaps just a word may be said here as to the

desirability of having adequate material of the

right sort at hand to which teachers can turn.

And also the evident necessity of having these

sources of information kept up to date. As ad-

ditions to the public school syllabi on nature

study, geography, civics, and, in the high schools,

perhaps on government and elementary eco-

nomics. Arbor Day material of the right kind is

welcome and will be used. In this way the chil-

dren in these schools may gain an elementary.

Continued on Page Thirteen
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FIFTEEN YEAR STAND
The "Wilsey Plantation' at Montezuma Cayuga

County, H- T.. consists of White Ash, Red OaK

and Horway Spruce
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// is Time to Act

The article on the adjacent page of Forest

ITeaves describes in simple terms a disease whicii

The Pennsylvania Forestry Association has every

reason to expect will, unless checked by human

action, wipe out the plane trees of Philadelphia

and of neighboring cities. These planes are

among the most beautiful and rapidly-grown

trees of our streets and boulevards. No way has

yet been found to combat the disease. Neither

men nor money are available in the Central At-

lantic States to make the detailed studies neces-

sary to suggest methods of control.

The Pennsylvania Forestry Association is not

urging that a special Federal appropriation he

made to study and, if possible, combat this dis

ease, although the fact that the disease or some-

thing very much like it has appeared in Balti-

more and Washington, certainly warrants Fed-

eral action. What the association does urge, and

calls on all tree lovers in Pennsylvania and

adjacent states to support us in urging, is a con-

tinuing Federal appropriation for research on the

diseases of street and shade trees in this heavily-

populated area. An appropriation of $15,000 a

year for this type of research should make it

possible to maintain at Philadelphia a small staff

of experts to identify at their earliest appearance

diseases such as that now threatening extinction

of the plane tree, to study them, and to devise

plans to combat them. We simply cannot con-
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tinue to risk such catastrophes as the loss of our

chestnuts, our elms, and now our beautiful plane

trees, by waiting until some destroyer becomes

epiphytotic. Constant vigilance cannot be main-

tained over our local conditions by men having

their headquarters in Washington, or by local

men already loaded down with other tasks.

At its meeting at Eagles Mere on September

11, 1936, The Pennsylvania Forestry Association

passed the following resolution : ^^Be it resolved by

the American and Pennsylvania Forestry Associa-

tions, in joint meeting assembled, that Congress

be urged to grant an adequate appropriation to

the Allegheny Forest Experiment Station in order

that it may more adequately serve the enormous

area which comprises its field of operation.'' The

work of the forest pathologists of the Bureau of

Plant Industry, stationed at the Station's head-

quarters in Philadelphia, is among the most im-

portant under way at the Allegheny Station. At

the present time considerably less than $10,000 is

annually available for the pathological work at

this Federal unit, and is very fully obligated for

research in the forest. An additional $15,000 a

year for the Office of Forest Pathology, Bureau

of Plant Industry, would permit that Bureau to

maintain a service which is fully justified by the

huge population— 16,000,000 persons—living in

the States of Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey

and Pennsylvania, now covered by the Allegheny

Station.

Time still remains to have this item added to

the budget for the fiscal year beginning July 1,

1937. The Agricultural Appropriation Bill, as

drawn up by the House Committee on Appro-

priations, may yet be amended in the Senate. The

Pennsylvania Forestry Association asks you to

write at once either to your own Congressman,

or to one or more members of the sub-committee

for agriculture of the Senate committee on appro-

priations: Royal S. Copeland, New York; Carl

Hayden, Arizona; Millard E. Tydings, Mary-
land; Richard B. Russell, Jr., Georgia; John H.

Bankhead, 2nd, Alabama; Joseph C. O'Mahoney,
Wyoming; Harry S. Truman, Missouri; F. Ryan
Duffy, Wisconsin; Gerald P. Nye, North
Dakota; John G. Townsend, Jr., Delaware; Elli-

son D. Smith, South Carolina; Burton K.

Wheeler, Montana, and Charles L. McNary,
Oregon.

H. G. M.
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Disease Killing Plane Trees
By L. W. R. JACKSON and BAILEY SLEETH
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THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, including

its suburban districts, is noted for the great

abundance and variety of beautiful shade

trees which are found everywhere along its streets.

The plane tree, sometimes called the sycamore, is

one of the species that has been planted exten-

sively on many of the prominent avenues. A few

of the finest plantings in the entire area occur

along certain sections of the Roosevelt Boulevard,

the East and West River Drives along the Schuyl-

kill, and on some of the drives in Fairmount

Park. The purpose of this paper is to present

information pertaining to a disease that has

destroyed many of the fine old plane tree plant-

ings in the vicinity of Philadelphia.

During 1933 the Allegheny branch office of

Division of Forest Pathology was informed,

through a series of reports from several different

agencies, that the plane trees in the vicinity of

Haverford Township, Delaware County, were

dying out at an alarming rate. The alarm ex-

pressed by the requests for information denoted

that the trouble was serious and the area was

visited and the condition of the trees investigated.

A preliminary survey showed that the dying was

widespread throughout Haverford and especially

severe in the borough of Beechwood. Early at-

tempts to diagnose the disease were unsuccessful

since it did not resemble any of the described

diseases of the plane tree. As time permitted a

few brief studies were made of the characteristics

of the disease with the hope of obtaining informa-

tion that would ultimately lead to the identifica-

tion of the primary cause of the trouble. These

studies have not been carried beyond the pre-

liminary stage because it was soon realized that

the problem was tcx) large to be handled with the

time and facilities available for the work.

Description of the Disease

One of the earliest external symptoms mani-

fested by a sick tree is a conspicuous reduction

in both the amount of foliage and the size of the

leaves (figure 1, A), which makes the crown ap-

pear very thin. The diseased trees will usually

April, 1937

produce a normal crop of leaves one year and

then the following spring the entire crown will

suddenly appear in this very thin condition. The
appearance of a thin foliage is usually a sign

that the tree will succumb within two years. In

fact practically all the diseased trees that were

observed died before the end of the first growing

season in which these symptoms appeared.

Another characteristic symptom that was

found associated with the sick trees was the oc-

currence of numerous black zones throughout the

wood in the trunk. On the basis of over a hun-

dred dissected trees that were examined last year

it was found that the black zones usually did not

occur in the wood either above the lowermost

branches or in the portions of the roots below the

ground line. On a cross section of an infected

trunk (figure 1, C), the black zones appeared as

radial streaks, which sometimes extended all the

way from the bark to the pith. In a tangential

view (figure 1, B) they appeared as irregular,

vertical black streaks which were readily seen by

simply cutting off the bark. As a general rule

the black streaks were associated with definite

bark lesions. The lesions on the surface of the

trunk are long, narrow vertical areas, where the

dead bark is either intact or fallen off. Fre-

quently in the case of a heavy infection the sur-

face of the bark of the entire trunk will be cov-

ered with bark lesions and the wood will be filled

with the associated black streaks. Slime flux has

not been found associated with this particular

type of trunk infection.

One of the important characteristics of the dis-

ease seemed to be the manner in which it spreads

from sick to healthy trees. Throughout the

afllicted area there are numerous cases where the

dying started with a single tree and then rapidly

spread along the full length of one side of the

block. In Beechwood, Ardmore, and other sec-

tions there are several cases where all the trees

along certain streets have died out during the past

six years. Many instances have been witnessed

where practically all the plane trees along certain

Five



We Seem to Love Poisons

A. A diseased London plane, showing the sparse foliage conditwn. winch
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this disease. This tree died before the end of the season w\en thts condition
f^^^
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view of a diseased trunk with the hark cut way to show the black zones m the wood. C. A cross section oj

a diseased trunk, showing the radial distribution of the black zones

city blocks were removed at one time because they

had been either killed or rendered worthless as

street trees by the effects of the disease.

Host Relationships

Field observations and reports indicate that

the disease has killed only the London plane

(Platanus acerifolia Willd) and it has not been

observed on the American plane tree (P. occi-

centalis L.), which is the native species commonly

called the sycamore. This is considered an im-

portant point because the American plane tree

grows abundantly throughout the afflicted area.

There is considerable uncertainty about the iden-

tity of the London plane that is planted as a

street tree because it is believed to be a hybrid

between the American plane and the Oriental

plane (P. orientalis L.). The Oriental plane

probably does not occur, as a street tree at least,

in this area. In a previous article* the host of

the disease was reported as the Oriental plane,

but recently further studies have led to the con-

clusion that it is the London plane. Further

proof that the street trees are most likely the Lon-

don plane was furnished by Dr. Walther Steck-

beck, of the University of Pennsylvania.

Jackson, L. W. R. A new disease of the Oriental

plane tree (Platanus orientalis L.) prevalent in the

Philadelphia area. Eleventh National Shade Tree

Conf. 77-79. 1935.
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Distribution of the Disease

On the basis of information available at this

time, the heavy mortality in the Philadelphia area

is limited to the communities of West Philadel-

phia, and the nearby townships of Haverford and

Lower Merion. It has been impossible to conduct

an extensive disease survey to determine the oc-

currence of the disease in other eastern sections,

especially the larger municipalities where the

London plane is used extensively as a shade tree.

Most of the field observations have been limited

to the Philadelphia area. There are on record

two other reports on the occurrence of a plane

tree disease that resembled the trouble in this

section. In co-operation with this project, Mr.

B. Crandall, who is connected with the Division

of Forest Pathology, reported that plane trees in

Washington, D. C, were dying from a disease

that resembled the one prevalent in this area. He
made isolations from the diseased wood and

obtained Endoconidiophora fimhriata (E. 6? H.)

Dav., which is synonymous with Ceratostomella

fimhriata E. and H. The fungus was similar to

the one found in this section. Last year a report

was received from Mr. H. J. Howe, City For-

ester at Baltimore, Maryland, that the plane trees

were rapidly dying out in certain sections of that

city. An inspection of the street plantings

throughout the city showed that the disease was

Continued on Page Fourteen
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By H. GLEASON MATTOON

CONTROL OF TREE PESTS is an ever-

increasing problem for the orchardist, the

forester and the owner of shade and orna-

mental trees. The point has been reached where

it seems necessary to put millions of gallons of

poison on everything each year if we are to pre-

serve our property. More and deadlier poisons

seems to be the motto of the experimenter in his

quest for means of controlling this or that insect.

Last year over 30,000,000 pounds of arsenate

of lead were sold for spraying and dusting on

foliage. That is enough poison to kill every man,

woman and child in the country. In addition,

tons of copper sulphate, calcium arsenate, paris

green, magnesium arsenate and other equally

deadly poisons were sprayed or dusted into the

atmosphere for inhalation or absorption by man

and animals. If this keeps up year after year we

will all be dead or so inured to poison that such

things as gas attacks in the next war will have no

effect upon us.

The annual loss to forests caused by insects is

estimated at over $175,000,000. While no figures

appear to be available as to the cost to orchard-

ists, the amount is undoubtedly more than

$100,000,000. If all crops are included, over

$2,000,000,000 a year is devoured by bugs, $40

for each voter in the country.

A list of the more destructive insects would

contain many exotic ones that in one way or an-

other have become established here. In the or-

chard and woodland the codling moth, the gipsy

moth, the brown-tail moth, oyster shell scale, San

Jose scale, golden oak scale, European elm soft

scale, the leopard moth, the satin moth, the Jap-

anese beetle, the European pine shoot moth and

other immigrants are most destructive. The many

methods of intercourse between countries have

made effective quarantine against foreign pests

well nigh impossible. We should expect that

others will find their way here despite our efforts

and should direct our energies to comprehending

the relationships that keep them under control in

their native habitat.

It is quite true that we cannot stop spraying
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or our vegetation will be devoured. On the other

hand, we should get over the belief that pouring

out poisons is the only way in which insects may
be controlled. Nature in her intricacy maintains

a delicate and complicated system of checks and

balances about which man knows little at present.

These checks and cross-checks are innumerable.

An insect to destroy a bird. A bird to eat an

insect. An insect to eat a fungus. Fungi to kill

both birds and insects, and animals to devour

birds, fungi and insects.

The balance is never constant. First one and

then another has the ascendency, but if nature

were left alone, few severe outbreaks would oc-

cur. Of course, this is impossible, for civiliza-

tion has upset nature's balances too greatly.

The white-marked tussock moth which destroys

the leaves of shade and street trees in many cities

is a typical example. No less than twenty-one

parasitic insects exist at the expense of this moth.

In addition, fourteen hyper-parasites, insects which

destroy the parasites, have been found, while four

parasites of the hyper-parasites are known. It is

quite possible that there are also parasites of the

parasites of the hyper-parasites. This compli-

cated relationship is indicative of the intricacy of

nature.

But with all, the white-marked tussock moth

does much damage because man has interfered

with another of its relationships. Cuckoos, tan-

agers and other birds, which were plentiful in the

cities in days gone by, relish the caterpillars of

this moth. But the English sparrow, a European

introduction, and other influences of civilization

have driven the native birds from the cities. Not

having the control formerly exercised by birds,

the tussock moth is more numerous than nature

intended, hence we have to buy poisons and spray

machines and discolor the foliage so that it will

not be devoured.

It is estimated that the bird population of the

country as a whole has decreased over 40 per

cent due principally to cats, boys and guns. With

the emphasis now placed in schools upon nature

study, boys are becoming less a factor. Undoubt-
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We Seem to Love Poisons
By H. GLEASON MATTOON

-, »>^t ^'V* w ' • .~. -^

A. A diseased London plane, showin, the sparse foHa^e condition, which is one of the arUest '^-P -^
^

this disease. This tree died before the end of the season when this . nidition Jirst appeared. B. A ^ «^ ^m

view of a diseased trunk with the hark cut way to show the black zones in the wood. C. A .ross section o\

a diseased trunk, showing the radial distribution oj the black zones

city blocks were removed at one time because they

had been either killed or rendered worthless as

street trees by the effects of the disease.

Host Rdationshijps

Field observations and reports indicate that

the disease has killed only the London plane

(Pldtanus acerifolia Willd. } and it has not been

observed on the American plane tree (P. occi

centalis L.), which is the native species commonly

called the sycamore. This is considered an im-

portant point because the American plane tree

i^rows abundantly throui^hc^ut the afflicted area.

There is considerable uncertainty about the iden-

tity of the London plane that is planted as a

street tree because it is believed to be a hybrid

between the American plane and the Oriental

plane (P. onentalis L.). The CViental plane

probably does not occur, as a street tree at least,

in this area. In a previous article* the host of

the disease was reported as the Oriental plane,

but recently further studies have led to the con-

clusion that it is the London plane. Further

proof that the street trees are most likely the Lon-

don plane was furnished by Dr. Walther Steck-

beck, of the University of Pennsylvania.

^Jackson, L. W. R. A new disease of the Oriental

plane tree {Platanus onentalis L.) prevalent in the

Philadelphia area. Eleventh National Shade Tree

Conf. 77-79. 1935.
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Distrihiition of the Disease

On the basis of information available at this

time, the heavy mortality in the Philadelphia area

IS limited to the communities of West Philadel-

phia, and the nearby townships of Haverford and

Lower Merion. It has been impossible to conduct

an extensive disease survey to determine the oc-

currence of the disease in other eastern sections,

especially the larger municipalities where the

London plane is used extensively as a shade tree.

Most of the field observations have been limited

to the l^hiladelphia area. There are on record

two other reports on the occurrence of a plane

tree disease that resembled the trouble in this

section. In co-operation with this project, Mr.

B. Crandall, who is connected with the Division

of Forest Patholoi^y, reported that plane trees in

Washington, D. C, were dyinij from a disease

that resembled the one prevalent in this area. He

made isolations from the diseased wood and

obtained Endoconidiojphora fimhnata (E. ^ H.)

Dav., which is synonymous with Ceratostomella

fimhriata E. and H. The fuiii^us was similar to

the one found in this section. Last year a report

was received from Mr. H. J. Howe, City For-

ester at Baltimore, Maryland, that the plane trees

were rapidly dyini^ out in certain sections of that

city. An inspection of the street plantini^s

throuti^hout the city showed that the disease was

Continued on Page Fourteen
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CCWTROL OF TREE PESTS is an ever-

increasiiiijj problem for the orchardist, the

forester and the owner of shade and orna-

mental trees. The point has been reached where

it seems necessary to put millions of gallons of

poison on everything each year if we are to pre-

serve our property. More and deadlier poisons

seems to be the motto of the experimenter in his

quest for means of controllinij this or that insect.

Last year over 3(),()()0, ()()() pounds of arsenate

of lead were sold for sprayinij and dustiuLj on

foliage. That is enoui^^h poison to kill every man,

woman and child in the country. In addition,

tons of copper sulphate, calcium arsenate, paris

green, magnesium arsenate and other equally

deadly poisons were sprayed or dusted into the

atmosphere for inhalation or absorption by man

and animals. If this keeps up year after year we

will all be dead or so inured to poison that such

thinijs as j^as attacks in the next war will have no

effect upon us.

The annual loss to forests caused by insects is

estimated at over $175,()()(),(HH). While no fii^ures

appear to be available as to the cost to orchard-

ists, the amount is undoubtedly more than

$1()(),()()(),()()(). If all crops are included, over

$2,()()(),()0(),()()() a year is devoured by bui^s, $40

for each voter in the country.

A list of the more destructive insects would

contain many exotic ones that in one way or an-

other have become established here. In the or-

chard and woodland the codlinLj moth, the i^ipsy

moth, the brown-tail moth, oyster shell scale, San

Jose scale, j^^^olden oak scale, European elm soft

scale, the leopard moth, the satin moth, the Jap-

anese beetle, the European pine shoot moth and

other immii^rants are most destructive. The many

methods of intercourse between countries have

made effective quarantine ai^ainst foreis:rn pests

well ni^h impossible. We should expect that

others will find their way here despite our efforts

and should direct our enert^ies to comprehending;

the relationships that keep them under control in

their native habitat.

It is quite true that we cannot stop spraying
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or our vegetation will be devoured. On the other

hand, we should get over the belief that pouring

out poisons is the only way in which insects may
be controlled. Nature in her intricacy maintains

a delicate and complicated system of checks and

balances about which man knows little at present.

These checks and cross-checks are innumerable.

An insect to destroy a bird. A bird to eat an

insect. An insect to eat a fungus. Fungi to kill

both birds and insects, and animals to devour

birds, fungi and insects.

The balance is never constant. First one and

then another has the ascendency, but if nature

were left alone, few severe outbreaks would oc-

cur. C^f course, this is impossible, for civiliza-

tion has upset nature's balances too greatly.

The white-marked tussock moth which destroys

the leaves of shade and street trees in many cities

is a typical example. No less than twenty-one

parasitic insects exist at the expense of this moth.

In addition, fc^urteen hyper-parasites, insects which

destroy the parasites, have been found, while four

parasites of the hyper-parasites are known. It is

quite possible that there are also parasites of the

parasites of the hyper-parasites. This compli-

cated relationship is indicative of the intricacy of

nature.

But with all, the white-marked tussock moth

does much damage because man has interfered

with another of its relationships. Cuckoos, tan-

agers and other birds, which were plentiful in the

ckies in days gone by, relish the caterpillars of

this moth. But the English sparrow, a European

introduction, and other influences of civilization

have driven the native birds from the cities. Not

having the control formerly exercised by birds,

the tussock moth is more numerous than nature

intended, hence we have to buy poisons and spray

machines and discolor the foliage so that it will

not be devoured.

It is estimated that the bird population of the

country as a whole has decreased over 40 per

cent due principally to cats, boys and guns. With

the emphasis ncm placed in schools upon nature

study, boys are becoming less a factor. Undoubt-
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edly, cats are the greatest enemies of bird life

today.

Research is being done to understand these
balances of nature, but more scientist are needed
who can devote their entire time to this compli-
cated problem. Breeding stations should be set
up where warblers, thrashers, tanagers, vireos,
cuckoos, orioles, jays, bluebirds, robins, chicka-
dees, woodpeckers and others may be reared and
released. If man is going to kill birds he must
also raise them. In Pennsylvania thousands of
dollars are spent yearly in raising pheasants, wild
turkeys and other game birds so they may be
shot, but no money is appropriated to increase
the number of smaller insectivorous birds. A pair
of warblers will consume several thousand scale
insects in one day. Nuthatches and vireos will
do equally well. A pair of orioles or cuckoos
will devour as many canker worms as are killed
by 100 gallons of poison spray.

It is time the scientist ceased his search for
more and deadlier poisons and directed his ener-
gies to a more enlightened understanding of the
innumerable ramifications of nature's balances.
When we comprehend more clearly this compli-
cated interrelationship, a more intelligent method
of controlling insects outbreaks may be devised.A start has been made in combating the Japanese
beetle. The parasites which were first introduced
from Japan and are now reared in this country
are unquestionably a more effective control than
the tons of arsenate of lead that have been put
on trees.

Every time a spray is applied to kill scale
insects or plant lice, numerous ladybird beetles
and ant lions, the greatest enemies of these in-
jurious insects, are killed. If man, with his inef-
ficient methods of control is going to kill the
parasite and predator, the natural enemies of
these pests, he must rear others to take their
place.

I can visualize the time when we will order so
many million of Ichneumon flies rather than so
many tons of poison. A thousand gross of lady-
bird beetles are much easier to throw into a tree
to control aphids and scale insects than spraying
with oil or nicotine.

The rearing of parasites and predatory insects,
once their relationship to injurious insects, hyper-
parasites and other forms of life is known, should
be a definite project. The day may come when
our pet shops and agricultural supply houses will
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carry stocks of praying mantids, solitary wasps,
syrphid flies, ant lions. Ichneumon Qies, ground
beetles and other beneficial insects.

Education and investigation should go hand in

hand. The wonder of it is that man, who is de-

pendent upon nature for his very existence, seems
so anxious to devise artificial means of controlling

injurious insects instead of understanding nature
and her ways. It is easier, of course, to build
machines that make and apply a poison control
for an insect than to spend hours and days pa-
tiently studying its life history and enemies, but
the day will undoubtedly come when we shall

have to understand the complexity of nature.

Shocking Bugs
A Kansas City man, tired of digging out elm

borers with his pocket knife, drove two nails into
a tree and attached to them a small magneto.
After the nails were energized it was found that
the shocks had driven the borers from the tree.

PENNSYLVANIA'S LARGEST
This Sycamore the State's most massive tree islocated at West Conshohocken, MontgomeryCounty^ It is US feet ir. he^^kt; thetfun\l

or r T^"^/^^^"" one foot above theground and the branch spread is 112 feet
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The Out of Doors P,
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

BLUEBIRDS

As April opens the bluebirds are hunting
places to make their nests. They like to build
their nests in holes not more than 5 feet above
the ground. How would you like to have some
bluebird families nesting around your home? A
boy in Iowa made a discovery a year or so ago.

He made some boxes about 6x6x8 inches, and
he had made a hole an inch in diameter in the
frontboard of each box, before putting it on. He
nailed these boxes to the tops of fence posts on
the edge of a field in the open, not in the shade of
trees. He watched his boxes carefully, hoping
that he would get some bluebirds to come and
nest in them. Sure enough, before the first week
of April was gone he had bluebirds in half of his

boxes.

Bluebirds seem to like the sunshine. We find

them nesting so often in holes in old orchard trees

because the apple leaves are not out yet when they
build. The nest box on the post away from shel-

ter thus meets their needs.

When we put up wren boxes, we must use a

much smaller hole as a door or English sparrows
will take possession, and keep the wrens out. But
we don't need to fear this in the use of bluebird
boxes, because the sparrows don't like to make
nests so close to the ground.

The Flyways are Full of Traffic J<low

The advance army of bird migrants has been
spreading over Pennsylvania for weeks now.
First came the grackles, bluebirds and robins;

then came thousands of foxsparrows, meadow-
larks, red-winged blackbirds, kildeers, phoebes,
doves and field sparrows; and during the last

week of March, checked only slightly in their

march by the cool weather, came other thousands
of cowbirds, kingfishers, vesper and chipping
sparrows. The first week of April finds still

other migrants getting here from the south. The
purple martins are due on the fifth, and along our
streams look for the vanguard of the herons—the
little green and the great blue. During the sec-

ond week of April look for the first of the tran-
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sient thrushes—the hermit. He never gives us his
full song in the low country, but now and then
he does favor us with his "whisper song." By
mid-April the beautiful little ruby crowned king-
let is due, and also the swift and two of the
swallows, the barn and bank.

Early Jsiests

Young great horned owls, ravens and eagles,
among our larger birds, have probably hatched
already, some of these several weeks ago. As
April opens screech owls and crows as well as
bluebirds are starting to nest. Through the
empty woods these days we hear the loud call of
the Carolina wren in the southern counties of
the state. You cannot fail to recognize this bird's
song, for it sounds like "tea kettle, tea kettle, tea
kettle," with the emphasis on "kettle." This lit-

tle bird began nesting late in March. You might
find its nest under a little ledge of moss, near the
top of a bank of an old road running through a
woods. Before the fifteenth, the woodcock will

be hunting a place for her nest among the cat-

tails in the swamps, and high in the forest trees,

the red-tailed and red-shouldered hawks will be
building.

Closer home, the English sparrows are building
now. Put out some string and watch them take
it to their hidden nests.

April Colors

Have those gorgeous masses of early April
color appeared in your country yet?—the gold
of the forsythia, the flame of the fire bush, those

pyramids of pink magnolia, and masses of fruit

tree bloom? Which of the fruit trees leads off?

When did you first see a dandelion this year?
Mark the spot somehow in your memory, and
look for it there next year to see if it comes earlier

or later. A record of the year's big movie in color

kept from year to year becomes increasingly

interesting.

In your school library look up the origin of the

name, magnolia. What a monument to the mcm-
Continued on Page Twelve
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Annual Meeting

Continued from Page One

ing means of artificial control and will devote

more attention to the rearing of parasites and
predators. I commend this to the serious con-

sideration of the association and interested

agencies.

''Wooded areas serve many purposes today in

Pennsylvania. Timber production is but one.

The state forests are actually owned by the tax-

payers of the state and they should be adminis-

tered for the benefit of the citizens. Certain

areas may be of greater value as parks or for

recreation, some may be used primarily for flood

control, others for hunting and fishing, while

certain sections should remain actually wilderness

areas untouched by the enervating influence of

civilization. This association should promote
forestry for all purposes and I feel we should urge
upon the state the wisdom of acquiring additional

areas.

''I particularly recommend that the association

actively urge the Department of Forests and
Waters to acquire without further delay the

beautiful Silver Lake tract of virgin timber lo-

cated in the northwestern portion of Susquehanna
County, as a state forest park to be preserved
particularly for educational and recreational pur-
poses. Action must be taken soon or I feel the
present owner, A. C. Crossley & Son, will feel

impelled by a rising lumber market to start their

saw mills.

"Many persons are interested in the activities

of The Pennsylvania Forestry Association. Un-
fortunately, too much of the interest is passive.

This association needs more than dues payers, it

needs men and women who are willing to devote
some time and thought to the promotion of its

activities. Unstinted time and labor are required
to carry on the present program. If we expand
our activities, more shoulders will have to be put
to the wheel.''

Secretary McCaleb in his annual report noted
a gratifying increase in membership during the
year and an aroused interest in our magazine.
Forest Leaves, due to the change in cover and
makeup. His address was as follows:

"Like most organizations The Pennsylvania
Forestry Association went through a very difficult
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time during the early thirties. By the beginning

of 1935 the membership had dropped to a point

where there were only 270 paying annual dues.

We had in 1934 a total of 200 hfe members.

Since then, the number has dropped to 140, but

the number of annual members has increased to

480.

"It is gratifying to report also that several

people are availing themselves of the new classes

of membership. We have now several contribut-

ing members at $20.00 a year. If this payment
is continued for five years these persons auto-

matically become life members. The sustaining

membership fee is $10.00. Twelve persons have

shown sufficient interest in the association to pay
this amount each year. The club membership
fee of $5.00 brought in a number of garden

clubs and civic associations, and, in addition, a

few individuals who feel that they would like to

contribute more than the $3.00 annual fee.

"The change in cover and makeup of Forest
Leaves has aroused considerable favorable com-
ment. One man in Berks County was so much
pleased with the new issue that he sent in thirty

subscriptions.

"Each member of the association receives a

subscription to Forest Leaves free, but in addi-

tion to this there are eighty-seven persons who
subscribe to the magazine.

"The Executive Board of the Association has
held monthly meetings during the year each of
which has been well attended, and at which
various problems pertaining to forestry have been
discussed. The Board has furthered certain

problems which have been introduced into Con-
gress and the State Legislature and opposed
others which it felt would be detrimental to

conservation and forestry.

"The fiftieth anniversary meeting at Eagles
Mere on September 9th, 10th and 11th was at-

tended by about 200 interested and enthusiastic
persons from sixteen states. Here important
problems connected with forestry or allied sub-
jects were discussed, the principal topic being
Torestry and Flood Control.' Field trips were
made to the beautiful country nearby, including
Lake Ganoga and the Kitchen Creek area, which
is ideally suited for preservation as a forest park.
It is hoped that the state may eventually take
over this well-wooded tract so that it may be
preserved for all rime as a scenic and recreation
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ground for the enjoyment of all the people of the

state. We feel that this meeting acquainted
many with the beauties of Pennsylvania which
before they never realized existed."

Mr. Wright, the Treasurer, reported the fi-

nances in better condition than they have been
for the last five years. The association now has
no outstanding obligations and the annual dues
are sufficient to finance its ordinary activities.

The treasurer's books have been audited by Mr.
Edward Woolman, chairman of the Finance
Committee, and were found to be in good order.

The next order of business for the meeting was
the annual election of officers, board and council

members. The slate prepared by the Nominating
Committee which was composed of Eli Kirk
Price, III, chairman; Edward Woolman and E. F.

Brouse, was as follows:

President Emeritus—Dr. Henry S. Drinker;
Honorary President, Samuel' L. Smedley; Presi-

dent, H. Gleason Mattoon; Honorary Vice-Presi-

dent, R. S. Conklin; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Rod-
ney H. True, Dr. E. E. Wildman, Francis R.
Cope, Jr., E. C. M. Richards, Edward Woolman;
Secretary, W. B. McCaleb; Assistant Secretary,

M. Claire Burlingame; Treasurer, Roy A.
Wright.

Executive Board—All of the officers—Frank
B. Foster, E. F. Brouse, Samuel J. Henderson,
Reginald D. Forbes, Francis R. Taylor, Eli Kirk
Price, III.

County Council Members—Allegheny, Frank

J. Lanahan, Thomas Liggett; Berks, Dr. George
B. Weinrich; Bradford, Miss Margaret S. Mau-
rice; Bucks, Mrs. Irvin M. James, David Burpee,
Helen H. Ely; Cambria, P. L. Carpenter; Cam-
eron, Josiah Howard; Carbon, A. C. Neumuller;
Centre, Robert G. Auker, Max Dercum; Chester,

Robert G. Kay, Albert L. Baily, Jr., Frank B.

Foster, E. C. M. Richards, Arthur E. Hutchinson,
Robert C. Liggett, Mrs. Paul Lewis; Clearfield,

W. F. Dague; Clinton, Charles Hogeland; Cum-
berland, W. Card Conklin; Dauphin, James Mc-
Cormick, Jr., J. Horace McFarland, George H.
Wirt, R. Lynn Emerick; Delaware, EUwood B.

Chapman, Herman Cope, Edwin A. Hoopes, Dr.

J- C. Starbuck, Grahame Wood; Erie, Miss
Dorothea Conrad, Dr. George S. Ray; Franklin,

Theodore W. Wood, J. A. Aughanbaugh, H. H.
Chisman; Huntingdon, Mrs. J. C. Blair, Mrs. C.
M. Taylor; Indiana, S. J. Sides; Jefferson, W. N.
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Conrad; Lackawanna, Nicolai H. Hiller, Dr. D.
W. Mears, J. C. Piatt; Lancaster, Miss Mildred
M. Jones; Lebanon, William C. Freeman; Le-
high, H. S. Snyder, Dr. M. J. Backenstoe; Lu-
zerne, Cornehus B. Kunkle, William R. Ricketts,
Samuel D. Warriner, Mrs. Charles M. Young;
Lycoming, Henry E. Kirk; Mercer, N. G. Brayer,'

Elmer Bell, Jr.; Mifflin, F. W. Culbertson; Mon-
roe, J. A. Seguine; Montgomery, Mrs. Albert C.
Barnes, Ralph P. Russell, Mrs. Robert C. Wright,
Fred J. Doolittle, H. Horace Grigg, Philip A.
Livingston, Francis R. Taylor; Northampton,
Professor R. W. Hall; Northumberland, Charles
Steele; Perry, Benjamin D. McPherson; Phila-

delphia, Samuel N. Baxter, Grover C. Ladner,
Albert B. Weimer, Dr. Rodney H. True; Pike,

Hon. GiflFord Pinchot; Schuylkill, A. C. Silvius;

Somerset, V. M. Bearer; Sullivan, A. F. Snyder;
Susquehanna, Dr. Frederic Brush; Union, David
Libby; Warren, Warren W. Beaty; Wayne,
Hon. Alonzo Searle; York, Edgar P. Kable, Hon.
E. S. Brooks.

There being no additional nominations it was
moved and seconded that the secretary cast a

unanimous ballot. This motion was carried.

Following the election Mr. Reginald D. Forbes

proposed the following resolution:

Whereas, Lumbering has now covered

99 per cent of the forest land in Pennsyl'

vania, and reduced to a tiny remnant the

areas in which the present generation of

Pennsylvanians and their neighbors may
see the natural resource which was once the

basis of a great lumber industry, and the

environment in which once throve a varied

wild life; and

Whereas, Nothing short of public acqui'

sition and ownership can assure the con-

tinued existence in an undisturbed condition

for public education and inspiration, of this

remnant of virgin forest.

Therefore be it Resolved, That The Penn^

sylvania Forestry Association hereby strongly

urges the Pennsylvania Department of For-

ests and Waters to include in its land

purchase program at the earliest possible

date the acquisition as a "living museum"* of

such tracts as the several hundred acres at

Silver Lake in Susquehanna County.

And be it Further Resolved, That the

association hereby pledges its efforts to ob'
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tain an adequate state appropriation for this

purpose.

During the discussion Dr. J. F. Bogardus, sec
retary of the Department of Forests and Waters,

emphasized the fact that the department is

anxious to purchase additional lands, but cannot
do so unless there is an increase in taxes for that

purposes or a bond issue amendment to the Con-
stitution is passed. It was felt that the associa-

tion should go on record, however, in favor of
the purchase of this tract of primeval timber.

The motion being seconded, it was carried unani-
mously.

Francis R. Taylor then discussed a bill which
is now before the legislature entitled H.B. 795,
providing for the regulation and licensing of
manufacturers of and dealers in forest products
and prescribing powers and duties of the De-
partment of Forests and Waters and the State
Forest Commission. After the general import
and purposes of the bill were explained to the
meeting, it was moved, seconded and carried that
a resolution be prepared, approving the purposes
and intents of the bill and instructing its officers

to notify the Governor and other interested
persons.

Following proper procedure, a resolution pro-
loosing an amendment to the charter was voted at
the January meeting of the Executive Board and
such a resolution was included in the call of the
annual meeting. According to the statutes pre-
scribing the procedure in amending the charter
of such associations, it is necessary that a ma-
jority of the members of The Pennsylvania For-
estry Association approve this resolution before
the petition for amendment can be presented to a
common pleas court. Proxies were included with
each notice of the meeting. Since the total vote
by those present and by proxy did not constitute
a majority of the members, the meeting was ad-
journed until April 12th in order that additional
proxies may be received.

Following adjournment of the business meet-
ing. Dr. J. F. Bogardus presented a resume of the
activities and accomplishments of the Department
of Forests and Waters during 1936. Mr. G.
Ruhland Rebmann, Jr., a member of the Council
of the National Civil Service Reform League,
explained the need for a civil service law in
Pennsylvania and discussed the provisions of the
proposed law.
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"Seed Spotting of Trees Economical'^
The practice of *'seed spotting'' for soil erosion

control is enabling many farmers to plant oak,

hickory and walnut trees without much expense

reports the Soil Conservation Service. This is

nature's method with the advantage of selection

added.

This practice, consists in planting three or four
nuts of the species desired in small, shallow holes

6 or 8 feet apart. This cuts out the expense of
buying seedlings and the necessity of digging
deep holes. Under favorable conditions seed
spotting seems to be as effective as transplanting

seedlings. Walnuts, hickory nuts, and all the
black oaks are planted in early spring; white oak
in the fall.

Under its program of woodland management
for erosion control, the Soil Conservation Service
in 1936 supervised the planting of approximately
2,000,000 "seed spots" on its demonstration areas.

Present plans call for 2,500,000 seedlings by the
spot method in 1937.

On the service's soil and water conservation
projects the seed spotting areas usually are laid
out in openings in farm woodlands, on badly
eroded places, and on steep hillsides to provide
a soil cover that will check erosion. On hillsides
the spots are usually staggered so as to eliminate
any open rows running up and down the slope,
which might lead to gullying. The soil around
the spot is "scalped" to remove grass and weeds
which would compete with the young trees.

Most of the seed spotting has been in the east-
ern part of the country principally in the central
hardwoods region, where soil and climatic con-
ditions are favorable to the growth of oak, hickory
and walnut trees.

The Out of Doors Page
Continued from Page >iine

ory of a famous teacher, Pierre Magnol. For-
sythia is also a glowing memorial to a man.

Life Marches On
Although not so conspicuous, many other forms

ot life are active now. Look for earthworms
emerging; mourning cloak and cabbage butter-
flies, and the first honeybees. Now is the time
to collect and destroy egg masses of tent cater-
pillars and tussock moths. In our rivers shad
are heading up stream to lay their eggs in the
headwaters, and it's time for Easter bonnets.

Forest Leaves

Arbor Day in a New Role

Continued from Page Three

but correct understanding of some of the great
public programs in forestry, erosion control,

stream regulation, and wild life conservation and
management, and of the essential inter-relation

of all these and other forms of regulated land use.

Apart from its observance in schools. Arbor
Day gives point to tree planting activities of Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls, 4 H Clubs
and other organizations of young people. A few
acres well planted on the town watershed, under
proper direction, brings a personal sense of civic

responsibility to every one who has a part in the
project. As an indication of what is being done
in this way it may be noted that in 1936 in New
York State 4 H Clubs planted 1,042,000 trees

and the pupils in schools of vocational agriculture
535,000 more.

Arbor Day can likewise be used to incite the
setting out of forest plantations by members of
the several Luncheon Clubs. A few years back
we heard a good deal about "The Rotary Mile,"
—rows of shade trees along the main thorough-
fares as they approached a town. Such projects
still have value, if carried out under well con-
ceived plans, made in conjunction with the appro-
priate highway officials.

It is, however, the use of Arbor Day as an
agency for the education of the general public
that this article aims to stress. Under whatever
auspices. Arbor Day programs afford the oppor-
tunity whereby correct information on the larger
land use problems of today can be brought home
to the average citizen, just as a generation ago
men like Dr. B. E. Fernow and Dr. J. T. Roth-
rock built up public sentiment in support of
forestry—the results of which are so distinctly in

evidence today in a state like Pennsylvania.
At the beginning of this article it was said that

among the vital problems that concern our natural
resources that of wise land use was great enough
to embrace the control of erosion, river regulation,
forestry, wild life conservation, recreation and
still others. Is this not true? And do we not
come to this conclusion whether our angle of
approach as individuals is forestry, or soil con-
servation, or stream regulation, or' the manage-
ment of agricultural land, or the planned man-
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agement of wild Hfe? All these things are func-
tions of land use. As a consequence all are inter-
related, with all sorts of inter-actions one on the
other. Too much in the past each specialist has
seen only his own particular problems. A saner
ind broader point of view is now developing.
Each group of workers must continue to labor in
that particular field, but from now on, it is to be
hoped, in co-operation with those in allied fields,

under a well integrated master plan.

Wise land use as a national program is by no
means new. During the days of the so-called

Conservation Movement, in the first decade of
the present century, it was clearly formulated
and expressed. Conservation, with a large C,
meant, as it still does, the wise use of the four
major classes of natural resources: lands, waters,
forests and minerals. It implied the extension to
the other renewable resources of the forester's

"long look ahead"—the principle of "sustained
yield," as the forester calls it. In every day
words this signifies using the interest, but not
eating into the capital, which should be so man-
aged as to go on essentially intact. With non-
renewable resources, like minerals, the Conserva-
tion doctrine is to prevent unnecessary waste and
to apply reasonable care in their development, so

as to make the supply last as long as possible,

under legitimate use. Conservation to those be-

hind that movement never meant mere preserva-

tion, or locking up. Its keynote was ever Wise
Use. That this was clearly understood at that

time is brought out by the closing line of the

Declaration of the Governors, made at the great

Conservation Conference held at the White
House in May, 1908, "Let us preserve the founda-
tions of our property." That need is as great

today as it was then. It will continue to be,

indefinitely into the future.

In the quarter century that has passed since

then much has been learned about all our natural

resources and about what must be done through
the right sort of management to conserve them
through wise use. Recreation has come into the

picture. Literally by the millions the people now
flock to our forests and parks each summer sea-

son, to say nothing of those who also go out for

winter sports. Wild Life Conservation has like-

wise taken a merited place in this broad program,

for it is now clearly seen that if our wild life is

to be perpetuated, it must be through skillful
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management. New Government Bureaus like

the Soil Conservation Service are carrying on
aggressive campaigns as to the urgent need of

erosion control. Due to destructive floods the old

Conservation doctrine that adequate river regu-

lation requires that a stream be treated as a unit

from source to mouth is gaining ground. The
far-sighted recommendations that are appearing
from the National Resources Committee are help-

ing to rationalize and harmonize the program as

a whole.

It makes little difference by what name it is

called if the purpose behind the program is

understood and supported. Some of us who were
active in the work back from 1908 to 1910 feel

perhaps that the word Conservation is still per-
fectly satisfactory as a general term. Wise land
use has much the same meaning. This, how-
ever, is but a passing incident. At the recent
Second North American Wild Life Conference
at St. Louis, the speeches both of Secretary of
Agriculture Henry A. Wallace and of the Presi-

dent of the new organization, the General Wild
Life Federation, Mr. J. N. (^^Ding^^) DarHng,
made it quite clear that both these leaders had
firmly in mind the relation of wild life to the
basic natural resources; waters and forests, and
above all, lands.

Call it Conservation or Wise Land Use, the
importance of this problem to the enduring wel-
fare of our nation cannot be gainsaid. To put
into effect all the varied measures that are called
for in its solution is no easy task. It will take
time. It will call for large expenditures. To
enable the program to succeed there must be con-
stantly behind it an inteUigent, informed and
active public opinion. In the creation and main-
tenance of that body of public opinion the agen-
cies that are concerned with popular education
may well make use of Arbor Day.

More Refuges for Birds
Migratory birds soon will have additional

refuge areas all along their seasonal flying routes
where they will be safe from the hunter ^s gun, as
the Federal Migratory Bird Conservation Com-
mission has approved the acquisition of 133,184
acres of land for thirty-four refuges in twenty-
one states.
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Disease Killing Plane Trees

Continued from Page Six

limited to a small section in Arlington near the

Pimlico race track. An examination of the trees

revealed that the disease was similar in most re-

spects to the one prevalent in this area. Isola-

tions from the infected wood of one of the sick

trees yielded a culture of Ceratostomella that

resembled the one from this area. The disease

had caused considerable damage and many of the
dead and badly diseased trees had been removed
from the streets. On the basis of the information
at hand it is suspected that the disease is present
in Washington, D. C, and Baltimore, Maryland.
Conversations with shade tree experts represent-
ing practically all sections of the eastern United
States, failed to yield any reports on occurrences
of heavy dying of plane trees outside of the
Philadelphia area.

The first step in this study was to make isola-

tions from the black zones occurring in the wood
of sick trees in order to determine if a pathogenic
fungus was present. Nearly all the isolations
consistently yielded a fungus which has been iden-
tified tentatively as a strain of Ceratostomella
that closely resembles C. fimbriata. Since this
was the only fungus obtained that appeared to be
associated with the black zones in the trunks, a
preliminary inoculation experiment was made to
find out whether it was parasitic. The stems of
approximately two dozen two-year-old potted
cuttings of the London plane, which were grow-
ing in the greenhouse, were inoculated with the
plane tree strain of Ceratostomella. Everyone of
the inoculated plants wilted and died within a
period of four to fourteen weeks. In each case
the entire cross section of the wood for a distance
of several inches above the point of inoculation
turned black and closely resembled in every espect
the black streaks in the diseased street trees. The
fungus was successfully reisolated from the arti-
ficially induced infections which demonstrated
that It was capable of producing this particular
symptom. Later it was discovered that the fun-
gus was so parasitic that malignant infections
could be produced by merely placing the inocu-
lum on the surface of the bark of the potted cut-
tings without wounding. The results from the
inoculation experiment demonstrated that the
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fungus was extremely parasitic on the London
plane, but failed to injure the other species of
hardwoods that were tested. It is believed there-

fore that the black streak infections in the trunks
are caused by this particular strain of Cerato-
stomella. These results do not satisfactorily an-
swer all the questions pertaining to the cause of
the dying of the plane trees, because it is recog-
nized that there are too many other factors,

especially those pertaining to environmental con-
ditions, that will have to be investigated.

Predisposing Factors

Up to the present time no evidence has been
found to cause one to suspect that there are any
insect factors in the cause of the disease. This
statement however should not preclude further
efforts along this line, because there still exists the
probability that the activities of insects may play
an important role.

A study should be made of the soil in the badly
diseased areas, because uncongenial soil condi-
tions sometimes predispose or weaken plants so
that they are attacked by fungi. Last year a
large number of stump excavations were observed
in Beechwood and the soil to a depth of 2 or 3

feet did not manifest any apparently uncongenial
factors, but it requires more than a mere ocular
examination to obtain specific information on
such factors as acidity, fertility, porosity, aera-
tion and drainage, colloidal content and many
others.

Observations were made on a number of other
possible predisposing factors such as gas injury,

electrical injury from power lines, injury from
sidewalk and curb improvements, paving effects,

various types of mechanical injuries, and several

others. A fairly large number of instances oc-

curred in the area where the damage to the root
system caused by either sidewalk or curb installa-

tions apparently injured one side of the trunk.

Ceratostomella was the principal fungus isolated
from the injured and badly diseased part of the
trunks of many of these trees. Further investi-

gations may show that this type of injury is the
predisposing factor that led to the death of many
of the trees in this section. Several cases of infec-

tion were found associated with various types of

mechanical wounds, especially those near the base
of the trunk. Although the above-mentioned
predisposing factors are prevalent throughout the
area they were not consistently related to the
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occurrence of the disease, because many sick trees
were found that did not bear any visible signs
of the above types of injuries.

The most important predisposing factor appears
to be a peculiar type of bark fissure on the trunks
of both healthy and diseased London planes. They
are very numerous as a rule, extend vertically and
inward in the bark only to the surface of the
wood. Throughout the investigation it was no-
ticed that the black streaks are frequently asso-
ciated with the bark fissures. For this reason it

appeared as though the bark wounds formed by
the fissures are probable avenues of entrance for
the fungus.

The effects of pruning should be considered
because the surfaces of the old scars are the only
places where the fruiting stage of the fungus has
been found under natural conditions. Most of
the pruning wounds occur around the base of the
crown. In such cases it is possible for the spores
from the infected wounds to be washed down
along the trunk and probably infect bark fissures

and other wounds.

The writers wish to acknowledge the co-opera-
tion extended by Mr. H. G. Mattoon, of the
Lower Merion Township Shade Tree Commis-
sion. The work reported in this paper was done
at the Allegheny branch office of the Division of
Forest Pathology, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, in co-operation with
the Allegheny Forest Experiment Station and the

University of Pennsylvania.

Old Numbers Offered
The following letter has been received from

Mr. A. E. Andrews, who has many unbound
copies of Forest Leaves of twenty years ago. If

anyone is interested in completing his file, this

possibly will be an opportunity to do so.

March 7, 1937.

Pennsylvania Forestry Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gentlemen

:

Can you refer me to anyone who might pur-

chase some unbound copies of Forest Leaves of

old issues, 1915, etc.

Yours truly,

E. A. Andrews.
ff
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Ponds Must Have Depth
to Withstand Droughts

It's capacity of a pond that counts, and depth

is an important part of capacity that often has

been overlooked.

During the 5 months, May—September, 200

head of cattle will drink nearly an acre-foot of

water—325,850 gallons—at the rate of about 10

gallons of water for each animal daily. The Dc
partment of Agriculture has found that in the

Great Plains in this same period four to five times

as much water may be evaporated from a reser^

voir.

In constructing reservoirs or ponds for live-

stock, a depth of double a season's evaporation

loss is a safe rule, says the Soil Conservation

Service.

From April through September average evapo'

ration from ponds in the Great Plains runs from

5 feet in western Texas to a little less than three

feet in the Dakotas and Montana, according to

15 to 30 years of records kept by the Division of

Dry Land Agriculture. In the dry summer of

1934, evaporation losses reached nearly 6 feet in

southwestern Kansas. Figures for the drought

summer of 1936 have not been completed, but

they will be much above the average.

Evaporation losses in 1934 showed these in'

creases over the 15 -year average; 20 inches at

Hays, Kans.; 16 inches at North Platte, Nebr.;

1 5 inches at both Colby and Garden City, Kans.

;

12 inches at Dickinson, N. Dak.; 14 inches at

Lawton, Okla.; 13 inches at Dalhart, Tex.; 12

inches at Tucumcari, N. Mex., and lesser increases

at other points in the drought areas.

Evaporation losses may be reduced by locating

stock ponds and reservoirs, if possible, so they will

be protected from hot, drying winds by steep

slopes or trees. But the greatest saving of water

is made with a pond of minimum area and maxi'

mum depth. Record of southwestern reservoirs

show those more than 12 feet deep go dry much
less frequently than those shallower.

The area of National Forests totals

165,978,691 acres. Since 1932 the Forest Serv-

ice reports $44,543,000 has been expended in

the purchase of forest land. This sum purchased

two and one-half times as much as was acquired

in the previous twenty-two-year period.
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New Members
Since the first of 1937 the following persons

have become members of The Pennsylvania For-

estry Association:

Gilbert Mather, Philadelphia

J. D. Berg, Sewickley
Stanley Mesavage, Glen Lyon
Edward S. Moyer, North Wales
William W. Conrad, Devon
Carey E. Etnier, York
Mrs. H. W. Mortensen, Drexel Hill

Edward J. Griffith, Haverford
Mrs. C. Reed Cary, Philadelphia
A. A. Dupre, Rolling Rock Farms, Laughlintown
George W, Emlen, Jr., Philadelphia
Charles Lindner, Schwenksville
Henry P. Bristol, Newtown
Jesse H. Newlon, New Hope
Rudolf Freund, 717 Sansom Street, Philadelphia
Mrs. E. F. Leiper, Areola
D. William Scammell, Yardley

J. Russell Smith, Swarthmore
O. F. Fryer, Reading
Robert P. Hare, Jr., Philadelphia
JefFery W. Graham, Villanova
Mrs. Samuel M. Kier, Salina
Louis J. Appel, York
William P. Morris, Berwyn
Hanover Water Company, Hanover
William Price Newhall, Philadelphia
Chester S. Allen, Warren
H. H. Ganser, Norristown
Mrs. Charles A. Fife, Philadelphia
Joseph Stastny, Greenville

John Story Smith, Gwynedd Valley
Joseph G. Rosengarten, Jr., Wayne
Seth Gordon, Harrisburg
Dr. Edward A. Wilhelm, Clarion
Westmoreland Water Company, Greensburg
Mrs. Louis R. Thun, Sinking Spring
Dr. D. S. Pepper, Melrose Park
Edmund H. Porter, Philadelphia
Charles Dubson, East Earl
Miss Anna M. Zimmerman, Rydal
Mrs. W. G. Audenried, Birmingham
Dr. Edward J. Kielar, Glen Lyon
Elmer Adler, Erwinna
Charles H. Welles, Jr., Scranton
C. ^ M. Archer, Reading
Godfrey R. Rebmann, Philadelphia
William G. Foulke, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia
Dr. Daniel Longaker, Philadelphia
Dr. Fred W. Heyer, West Nanticoke
Mrs. R. L. Motter, York
C. Y. Brough, Hanover
Dr. George W. Norris, Dimock
C. H. Messerly, Bradford

While this is a healthy increase, a better

monthly average than this will have to be main-

tained if we are going to reach our goal of 500

new members this year. That goal can only be

reached if each one will do his part.

Forest Leaves

Our Program

1.

The adequate protection of all Pennsylvania forests from Fire, Fungi, and Insects.

2.

The personnel of the Department of Forests and Waters to be chosen and retained on a
basis of efficient service only, in order to guarantee permanency of policy and continuity of action.

3.

The management of the State forests so that they may supply the permanent needs of the
people not only for continuous timber protection but also for recreation, hunting, and fishing.

4.

Greater co-operation between the departments of the State Government for protection of the
beauty of the public lands.

Adequate biennial appropriations for the purchase, protection, and development of the
State forests.

6.

The education of the public, corporations, sportsmen, and forest land owners with respect to
the value of our foresU and the necessity for their development and proper utilization.

7.

The planting of trees valuable for lumber on all waste and idle lands and the continued
distribution of seedlings by the State.

8.

The education of our children in forestry in both public and private schools. A love and
appreciation of the forests tend to a better type of citizenship.

9.

The establishment of town and county forests which will bring pure air, pure water, and
recreation close to the centers of population.

10.

The preservation of the few remaining areas of virgin timber in Pennsylvania.

THE PENNSYLVANIA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
Organized in 1886

306 COMMERCIAL TRUST BUILDING PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I desire to support the activities of The Pennsylvania Forestry Association for the preserva'
tion and development of forest lands, and enclose a check for $ to cover
membership for the ensuing year. One dollar of this amount is to pay for yearly subscription to
Forest Leaves.

MEMBERSHIP
Annual member .
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Practicing ForestryWith theAx
By E. A. ZIEGLER

Our Volunteer Forests Need Improvement

PENNSYLVANIA now has upwards of

1,650,000 acres of land in State^owned

forests and about 550,000 in State^owned

game lands. The earliest areas purchased are

now under State protection and management

thirty to thirty-seven years. This period has

brought remarkable changes in ground cover on

most of these earlier purchased areas. After the

magnificent virgin stands of white pine, hem'

lock, white and red oak, birch, beech, maple,

ash, basswood, poplar and many others were

removed in the development of a lumber indus'

try that first made forest communities prosperous

and then left them stranded, the forest land was

further pauperized by recurring fires maliciously

or carelessly set. In other words, the richest

forests in the world in the number and variety

of fine timber trees were stripped of their best

species and the weed trees largely left to seed in

the ground. These in turn were injured and

crippled by the recurring fires until vast moun-

tain areas were covered with bracken fern with

a little fire cherry and scattered aspen in the

north, and with mostly scrub oak in the south,

with here and there stands of larger fire scarred

trees, diseased trees and weed trees. Such was
the forest (forestless?) land which Pennsyl-

vania foresters had as a basis for their reforesta-

tion work.

''Nature abhors a vacuum,"' was well said.

Nature rushed a second growth forest of some

sort or other on these vacant lands where the

forester was able to check the fires. Plantations

of more desirable conifers were often engulfed

and suppressed by this rapid coming in of natur-

ally seeded hardwoods or sprouts—both weed
trees and desirable species. The conifers were

defeated in this natural reforestation because

most all coniferous seed trees were killed by fire

and they could not sprout from stumps or fire

charred tree bases.

So here we are in 1937 with heavy stands, open

stands and sparse stands of young forest—weed

trees—good timber trees—scattered old fire

scarred hardwoods—and much diseased material.

Advance Cvtttings for Different Objectives

The foresters' first object is to get a dense

forest of usable trees, so as to have tall, shapely

trees, clear of branches to a crown occupying

about one-third of the tree height, the other two-

thirds being clear timber. When this is done

he is ready to go in with the ax and direct

nature's inevitable thinning process, releasing the

more desirable tree species by cutting the weed

trees, the diseased trees, the knotty big crowned

wolf trees, the fire scarred trees, the forked trees

and even desirable species in the few places

where they form too dense a stand. In the

older cull stands the undesirable species are cut

and the desirable ones left to fill the openings

with their progeny.

The forester calls the cutting of knotty scarlet

oaks, suppressing straight but slow growing white

oaks (or any other less desirable tree suppressing

a more desirable tree) a ''release cutting:'' Cut-

ting diseased trees a "sanitation cutting," for

tree diseases are generally caused by fungi and

the spores of these organisms are infectious; cut-
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and related subjects.
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Governmental Reorganization

On the desk is a copy of S. 2700, a bill before

the United States Senate, purportedly ''to pro-

vide for reorganizing agencies of the Govern'

ment, extending the classified civil service, es-

tablishing a General Auditing Office and a

Department of Welfare, and for other purposes.''

In this issue of Forest Leaves this bill as it

affects the Forest Service and the forestry and

conservation problems of the country is ably

discussed by Professor H. H. Chapman, president

of the Society of American Foresters.

In addition to the many changes inferred in

the bill, the parts which have to do with classified

civil service are the most alarming. Rather than

extending civil service. Section 207 (b) would

imply that the President may destroy much that

has been accomplished for civil service during

the last two decades. This Section reads as fol'

lows: ''Whenever the President finds that an

office or position in the classified civil service is

policy-determining in character, or that a

confidential relationship exists between the head

of any executive department, independent estab-

lishment, or independent agency, and any person

holding any office or position under the immediate

supervision of such head, he is authorized by

executive order to except such office or position

from the classified civil service."

It is not difficult to realize that many depart-

mental and bureau positions might be inter-
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preted as policy determining in character. The

Pennsylvania Forestry Association is opposed to

many parts of this bill and particularly to this

Section. If any member of the Association

wishes a copy of the bill for further perusal, he

may have it by writing to the office of the Asso-

ciation. It is hoped that those who are interested

in maintaining the status of the United States

Forest Service, in preserving the Biological Sur-

vey in its present position, and in saving classified

civil service, will voice their protest against S.

2700 by writing to the chairman of the Senate

Select Committee on Government Organization,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C. Hear-

ings on this bill will be held within the next few

weeks, so it is important that action be taken

immediately. H. G. M.

In a Gay Young Company
In a gay, young company.

Fresh and strong and wild and free,

Bending, blowing, whispering sweetly.

Telling secrets, low, discreetly,

Laughing at the bitter blow

Of winter's icy winds and snow,

There I stood, a dark-pine-tree.

In that gay young company.

O! but we had many a bout,

Finding each the other out.

What we sheltered, what we heard.

Vow of man and song of bird.

What brown nests we hid from thieves

In compassionate thick leaves.

And the sap in early spring,

Made our sleeping pulses sing.

But—men strike and tear and kill,

Crushing beauty to their will,

All my love4y, living friends,

Were but barriers to their ends;

Broken, smitten to the knee,

Fell that merry company,

And my heart seems turned to stone.

As I stand and wait—alone.

M. N. Page

The Pocono Forestry Association under the

guidance of Charles N. Thompson, president,

will hold its annual meeting on the afternoon

and evening of August 18 at Pocono Lake

Preserve.

Forest Leaves

A Forestry Extension Program
By J. W. WARNER

Agricultural Extension Representative, Indiana County

THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION office calls, a few farmers and other land owners
program of the Pennsylvania State College filled out tree applications. Many land owners

has endeavored to include in its service, all at that time ordered only 1,000 trees at a time,

phases of farmer's problems dealing with the In the spring of 1919 several forest tree planting

land and farm home. Naturally, the farm wood- demonstrations were held at farms where trees

lot, sub-marginal land and even larger tracts of had been ordered. At these demonstrations the

timber have called for numerous types of service, essential factors in tree planting were discussed

In this article, the experience of the writer is and demonstrated by the Extension forester,

confined almost entirely to Indiana County, The weekly report of the County Agent

which is probably typical of the forestry pro- dated March 22, 1919, contained the following

gram in most of the counties of Pennsylvania, paragraphs: ''Forestry meetings: We held two

According to the 1935 census, there were meetings on Saturday, March 22, 1919, with

3,842 farms in Indiana County with an acreage Forestry Commissioner I. C. Williams and For-

of 346,163, making an average of 90.1 acres per ester Walter D. Ludwig in attendance. Both

farm. The statistics show the following: meetings were very interesting, but not as well

Crop land harvested 126,772 attended as we expected. The attendance was
Crop failure 2,862

thirty-five and fifty. About seven or eight
Crop land idle or fallow 44,201 ^

n i r ..

Plowable pasture 46,247 farmers will plant forest seedlings this spring.

Woodland pasture 21,360 These early plantations served as demonstra-
Other pasture 24,253 ^. j • r -i u j a
Woodland not pastured 54,905 ^lons and in a few years were easily observed. A
All other land in farms 25,563 year or two later, nine roadside planting area
Land available for crops.

.

... . .
. 220,082 demonstrations were started. In most cases the

(Harvested, failure, idle, tallow and plow . . i j i i j
able pasture) l^^^d owner was approached and persuaded to

Adding together the woodland not pastured order a thousand or more trees with the promise

and the woodland pastured, the acreage is of assistance in planting them the following

76,265. The 44,000 acres of crop land idle or spring as a roadside demonstration planting,

fallow is also potential forest land. These areas have been very valuable in acquaint-

It has therefore been the function of Agricul' ing the public with the fact that reforestation

tural Extension to give a reasonable proportion is practical.

of thought, time and service to the farm forestry One area on a steep hillside only a half mile

problem. Much of the forestry extension pro- north of the boro of Indiana was planted in 1924.

gram has been the direct outgrowth of requests Five hundred each of white pine, Norway spruce,

for service made by land owners. Perhaps some larch, red pine, pitch pine, and Scotch pine were

of the program has been the result of vision and planted in adjacent strips with the aid of local

planning by the County Agent and Extension Boy Scouts. Some of these trees are now 20

foresters. feet high.

The beginning of forestry Extension work in The tree planting program has been the major

Indiana County was in 1918 when a series of activity in the forestry Extension program, al-

meetings were held throughout the county, at though there have been several other minor

which time the problem of reforestation was projects. Since the establishment of the local

presented. The County Agent carried with him forest tree nursery at Clymer by the Clearfield

a supply of forest tree applications from the Bituminous Coal Corporation in 1924, local land

Pennsylvania Department of Forests and Waters, owners have purchased forest tree seedlings and

At the meetings mentioned above and through transplants from this nursery and other privately
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owned nurseries as well as from the state nurs'

eries. Forestry plantations can be observed in

every one of the twenty-four townships in Indi-

ana County on at least five hundred farms.

Forestry Extension meetings have played an

important part in furthering the forestry pro-

gram. An annual forestry day school has been

conducted each winter, attended by the Exten-

sion forester from State College, the district

State forester, many of the forest fire wardens

and numerous land owners. These meetings

have included discussions of all local problems

pertaining to forests. Motion pictures and

slides have been used at these meetings. The

coal companies who have been planting exten-

sively have had an. important part in these meet-

ings. The Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corpora-

tiontion has more than 5,000 acres of land whicli

it has reforested in the past seventeen years.

It is the opinion of the writer that the interest

developed in tree planting and reforestation has

been a valuable factor in the forest fire preven-

tion problem. Land owners who have gone to

the expense of purchasing trees and planting

them seem to become much more fire conscious

than the average land owner who owns a wood-

lot. The forest fire problem, however, is one

which belongs primarily to the Department of

Forests and Waters. Excellent co-operation has

always existed between the Pennsylvania De-

partment of Forests and Waters and the Exten-

sion service of the Pennsylvania State College.

Tree planters in Indiana County have become

interested not only in reforestation for timber

production, but many have taken up the produc-

tion of Christmas trees and ornamentals. We
know of one land owner in Center Township

who planted two and one-half acres in 1918 who
has sold over two thousand dollars worth of

Christmas trees from this plantation and still has

a sufficient stand for a permanent forest. Many

^ Reading from Top to Bottom

A sawlog sawing contest in Armstrong Township.

An Extension forestry field meeting at the Clear'

field Bituminous Coal Corporation nursery.

An inspection field meeting of red pine at the

M. C. Stewart plantation m Center Township. Mr.
Stewart has planted one hundred acres.

4'H Club hoys on an overnight camping trip to

El\ County have a demonstration in saw filing by Fran\
T. Murphey.

A tree planting demonstration in Indiana County.
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of the larger trees were sold to churches as

Christmas trees.

A group of four men in Indiana have formed

a company and now have more than two thou-

sand acres planted for Christmas tree production.

This spring they are establishing their own forest

tree nursery to produce their own seedlings.

This group purchases abandoned or sub-mar-

ginal farms and plants the entire treeless acreage

to evergreen trees. Scotch pine and red pine

are the local favorites for Christmas tree

production.

In addition to meetings, newspaper articles and

photographs have been of great value in acquaint-

ing the public with forestry activities and

possibilities.

Many land owners have planted windbreaks

or plantations to protect farm buildings. These

have proven ornamental as well as useful.

For several years, a 4-H Forestry Club was

active in the Marion Center district with twelve

boys enrolled. Each of these boys planted a

small forest nursery bed, using red pine. They

also made a number of trips to gather seeds, in-

cluding white pine, hemlock, red oak, walnut,

locust, and maple. A number of camp suppers

were held and two overnight hikes were also

enjoyed. One trip was made to a hunting camp

in Elk County by the 4-H Club boys. Here they

had a demonstration in saw filing and tool fitting.

Trips were also made on tree identification and

timber estimating.

Many land owners have requested informa-

tion on marketing timber and value and uses of

timber. In many cases, timber estimating

demonstrations were planned and conducted by

the Extension forester. This type of demon'

stration has been well attended and much interest

shown. Land owners have been encouraged to

make reasonably accurate surveys before seUing

their timber.

Nearly every year a forestry auto tour has

been planned to visit plantations of special in-

terest, forest tree nurseries in this and other

counties and to study existing forests. Auto

tours seem to have a special appeal.

Recently, forestry field days have been ar-

ranged in co-operation with the Soil Conserva-

tion Service. At these field days, farm woodland

improvement cuttings have been observed and

definite information presented. Sawlog sawing

Seven
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owned nurseries as well as from the state nurs-

eries. Forestry plantations ean be observed in

every one of the twenty-four townships in Indi-

ana County on at least five hundred farms.

Forestry Extension meetinj^^s have played an

important part in furtherini,^ the forestry pro-

iq-am. An annual forestry day sehool has been

eondueted eaeh winter, attended by the Exten-

sion forester from State Collej^e, the distriet

State forester, many c^f the forest fire wardens

and numerous land owners. These meetings
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pertaining to forests. Motion pictures and

slides have been used at these meetings. The

coal companies who have been planting exten-

sively have had an. important part in these meet-

ings. The Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corpora-

tiontion has more than 5, ()()() acres ol land which

it has reforested in the past seventeen years.

It is the opinion of the writer that the mterest

developed in tree planting and reforestation has

been a valuable factor in the forest fire preven-

tion problem. Land owners who have gone to

the expense of purchasing trees and planting

them seem to become much more fire C(Miscious

than the average land owner who owns a wood-

lot. The forest fire problem, however, is one

which belongs primarily to the Department of

Forests and Waters. Excellent co-operation has

always existed between the Pennsylv.uiia De-

partment of Forests and Waters and the Exten-

sion service of the Pennsylvania State College.

Tree planters in Indiana County have become

interested not only in reforest.ition for timber

production, but many have taken up the produc-

tion of Christmas trees and ornamentals. We
know of one land owner in Center Township

who planted two and one-half acres in PMS who
has sold over two thousand dollars worth ot

Christmas trees from this plantation and still has

a sufficient stand for a permanent forest. Many

^ Rcddnis,' from To^ to Bottom

A sawlo^ sawing contest m Armstrong Townshijp.

An Extension forestry field meeting at the Clear-

field Bitiininioiis Coal Corj;>oration nursery.

An insj;^ection field meeting of red f;'^ine at the

M. C. Stewart filantatio)! in Center Townshijp. Mr.
Stewart has l^lanted one hundred acres.

4'H Club hoys on an overnight camming trifp to

Elk County have a demonstration in saw filing by Franl{

T. Murjphew

A tree planting demonstration in Indiayia County.
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of the larger trees were sold to churches as

Christmas trees.

A group of four men in Indiana have formed

a company and now have more than two thou-

sand acres planted for Christmas tree production.

This spring they are establishing their own forest

tree nursery to produce their own seedlings.

This group purchases abandoned or sub-mar-

ginal farms and plants the entire treeless acreage

to evergreen trees. Scotch pine and red pine

are the local favorites for Christmas tree

production.

In addition to meetings, newspaper articles and

photographs have been of great value in acquaint-

ing the public with forestry activities and

possibilities.

Many land owners have planted windbreaks

or plantations to protect farm buildings. These

have proven ornamental as well as useful.

For several years, a 4-H Forestry Club was

active in the Marion Center district with twelve

boys enrolled. Each of these boys planted a

small forest nursery bed, using red pine. They

al'O made a number of trips to gather seeds, in-

cluding white pine, hemlock, red oak, walnut,

locust, and maple. A number of camp suppers

were held and two overnight hikes were also

enjoyed. One trip was made to a hunting camp

in Elk County by the 4-H Club boys. Here they

had a demonstration in saw filing and tool fitting.

Trips were also made on tree identification and

timber estimating.

Many land owners have requested informa-

tion on marketing timber and value and uses of

timber. In many cases, timber estimating

demonstrations were planned and conducted by

the Extension forester. This type of demon-

stration has been well attended and much interest

shown. Land owners have been encouraged to

make reasonably accurate surveys before selling

their timber.

Nearly every year a forestry auto tour has

been planned to visit plantations of special in-

terest, forest tree nurseries in this and other

counties and to study existing forests. Auto

tours seem to have a special appeal.

Recently, forestry field days have been ar-

ranged in co-operation with the Soil Conserva-

tion Service. At these field days, farm woodland

improvement cuttings have been observed and

definite information presented. Sawlog sawing
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contests and tool fitting demonstrations were

given at these field days. Game shelters and

feeding stations have also been observed on these

field day trips.

In some counties where maple sugar and maple

syrup are important products, the Extension for'

esters and County Agents have rendered services.

In other counties, portable saw mill demonstra-

tions have shown the modern methods of cutting

logs, sawing and piling lumber. Improvement

cuttings in established woodlots have been popu'

lar in counties where wood is used as fuel. How
ever, there has been less interest in this type of

work in counties where local sources of coal are

abundant.

Perhaps the greatest service rendered by the

Department of Agricultural Extension has been

the arousing of public interest in the forest tree

and land utilization needs. The public interest

in the aesthetic side of reforestation is often

greater than in the economic phase.

It is the opinion of the writer that only a start

has been made, but that the start is in the right

direction. Our forests and conservation are

matters of public interest as well as of interest to

the private land owner.

;<

Pennsylvania Forest Legislation

At the close of the session of the General

Assembly early in June, it was revealed that

fortysix of fifty legislative bills submitted by the

Department of Forests and Waters were passed

successfully.

The highlights of the program were:

1. Establishment of the Water and Power

Resources Board as the State Flood

Control Authority.

2. Appropriation of $5,000,000 for im-

mediate flood control work.

3. Passage of $50,000,000 bond issue bill

for long range flood control program.

4. Passage of encroachment and water

obstruction measures which tie in with

the flood control legislation.

5. Passage of $10,000,000 bond issue bill

for purchasing forest land to control

soil erosion, and for reforestation

purposes.

6. Establishment of a Bureau of Parks,

which will permit the department to
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develop a chain of state parks through'

out Pennsylvania.

7. Passage of a stream pollution measure.

Secretary James F. Bogardus, who has led

the fight for flood control in Pennsylvania gained

a great victory when the Legisiature passed the

key flood control bill. This measure not only

sets up the board as the state agency, but also

restores to the Commonwealth the power of

eminent domain, and also permits the state to

construct dams which at any time in the future

may be utilized for power.

The accompanying bills relating to stream

regulation and control, and the reforestation

measures were also key bills in the department's

program.

Under the new legislation, the Department of

Forests and Waters will also be able to develop

park and recreational areas throughout Pennsyl-

vania. Work has already begun on these pro'

posed areas and it is the hope that in the near

future Pennsylvania will be able to take its rank

as one of the finest park states in the nation.

More than 7,000,000 people visited state parks

last summer, and a greater number of visitors

are anticipated this year.

The stream pollution bill, although chiefly a

health measure, was turned over to the Depart'

ment of Forests and Waters early in the session,

and under adroit handHng the state is today in

possession of the finest pure stream legislation it

has ever had.

The department lost only one important meas'

ure in the closing days of the Legislature when
the Senate Committee on Forestry refused to vote

out of committee the department's coal, sand,

and gravel dredging bill.

From Hell to Heaven
Travelers in the Black Forest of Germany, on

the road to Freiburg, find that the road goes

through Hoellantal, or the Valley of Hell, and

takes them en route to Himmelreich, or the King-

dom of Heaven.

First Tunnel in U. S.

The first tunnel in the United States was the

Schuylkill Navigation Canal, above Auburn, Pa.

It was commenced in 1818 and was opened to

trafiic in 1821. It is no longer in use.

Forest Leaves

Reorganization
AND THE FOREST SERVICE
(Excerpts from an article b>; Professor H. H. Chapman, Presi^

dent of the Society of American Foresters, appearing in the Jour^
nal of Forestry, Volume XXXV. A[o. S, May, 1937.)

FOR THIRTY-TWO YEARS the Forest

Service in the Department of Agriculture

has been serving the Nation with fidelity

and distinction. Great progress in forest con-

servation has been made. Now, when the goal

is almost in sight, the proposal is made to trans'

fer the Forest Service from the Department of

Agriculture to the Department of Interior. This

proposal involves fundamental considerations of

policy, purpose, and ideals. The real issues are

non'partisan and non-political.

The ofiicial position taken by the Council of

the Society of American Foresters and by prac
tically all other organized conservation groups

to which this question has recently been put by
the American Forestry Association, is that the

Forest Service, Biological Survey, and other

Federal agencies dealing with organic resources

should remain and be consolidated within the

Department of Agriculture, and that the pro'

posed dismemberment of these agencies be re'

sisted as inimical to public welfare, destructive

of efficiency, and wasteful of effort and financial

resources.

The outstanding reasons for this decision are:

1. That under a dominant multiplc'use policy

of land planning and management, the legitimate

needs for exclusive monopolistic use of areas for

recreation can and will be satisfied by proper

classification and segregation of such high'

priority park areas without unnecessary sacrifice

of the basic economic resources of the Nation,

whereas, under a department dominated by the

motives of single use and with all barriers to

extension of parks ^wept away, and the redesign

nation of such areas left solely to executive

decree, there exist no adequate safeguards to the

inclusion of vast stretches of land in the White
Mountains, Colorado, California, and elsewhere,

in a greatly extended National Park system.
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Witness the recent sweeping transfer by execu'

tive order of all national monuments regardless

of location, to the National Park Service and
the consequent establishment of park nuclei,

duplication of administration, and creation of

"bureaucratic conflicts.'' This works in two
ways: on the one hand, by national urban

demand, in pursuit of the ideal of non^use conser^

vation which ruthlessly overrides local economic

welfare; and on the other, by shortsighted local

political pressure to create National Parks from

areas of subnormal quality, in order to stimulate

revenue from the tourist trade, caught by the

bait of the National Park reputation; which is

like cheapening the quality of an established

brand of goods for the sake of immediate profit.

2. That under a co-ordinated program, the

forest industries of the country, dependent now
on private lands for over 90 per cent of their

raw materials, have the best chance of survival

through the integration of^ public and private

efforts towards regeneration of forests, co'opera'

tive fire protection, sustained'yield units partly

dependent on public timber, and the final estab'

lishment and recognition by the public that

forests, in order to be used, need not be destroyed

but can contribute in full measure to industry,

agriculture, and recreation alike; while under a

department divorced from the fundamental basis

of multiple use, no such prospect exists.

3. That grazing and the use of the forage

crop on National Forests and the public domain

cannot be effectively separated from the private

agricultural, irrigation, and livestock interests of

the West, or from the predominant public

values involved in control of soil and erosion,

and protection of reservoirs against silting,

without threatening the entire economic structure

of this vast region with swift destruction brought

on to an alarming extent by abuse of the range.

y^ine
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4. That the plan for divorcing the gra2;ing

control from all immediate contact with other

economic values in this region would, under

present tendencies and attitudes in the Depart-

ment of the Interior, give to the stockmen on the

public domain a controlling interest dangerous

not only to the pubHc, but to the perpetuation

of their own industry. This is regarded by an

increasingly large group of these stockmen as

undesirable and headed for trouble.

5. That the basis of successful future game

restoration and management lies in increasing

recognition of the need for a balanced adjustment

between environment, food supply, and game

population, including predators and hunters, and

through co-ordinating private with public game

management, principles which are the basis of

the entire conservation program in Agriculture;

whereas, in the Department of the Interior the

the extreme position taken by such crusaders as

the Emergency Conservation League of New
York City to the effect that no game whatever

should be killed, finds full expression in the

National Parks and their extensions, while on the

public ranges, dominated by livestock interests,

game may fail of proper recognition.

6. That the basic structure of an intelligent

co-ordinated land policy dealing with organic

or living resources must continue to rest on the

closest possible co-ordination of administration

of public properties with research into both

physical and economic problems, on whose solu-

tion alone depends the success of measures taken

for the adjustment of conflicting interests and

uses. There is no conceivable way by which this

basic research can be split between two depart-

ments and remain effective. Just as the original

co-ordination of the technical guidance with

administration which was established in 1905 by

the transfer of the National Forests to Agricul-

ture was the primary contributing cause of the

rapid and successful solution of the numerous

and difficult problems of multiple use of public

land, so the reversal of this process and the

separation of public administration from its

direct contact with these sources will promptly

lead to a retrogression and lowering of the

standards of efficiency. In this connection, and

without intimating any reflection on those en-

gaged in single-use administration, it will be

accepted, I believe, by the profession at large
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that the combined problems of utiliring and at

the same time restoring the forests; regulating

gracing without damaging reproduction; provid-

ing for recreational use while not excluding

economic development; adjusting game manage-

ment to grazing, recreation and timber sales;

fitting mining and water uses into the picture

without disregarding other rights; and protecting

the soil from destruction by erosion while at the

same time allowing timber to be cut and stock

to be grazed, requires a greater degree of tech-

nical ability and freedom from political influences

than does any one single-use plan of manage-

ment, whatever may be its nature.

Partly because of this fact, and partly through

the traditional recognition of the incompatibility

of skilled technical direction of such complicated

problems with any political admixture which

would tend to substitute favoritism for impartial

justice and intelligent guidance, it has happened,

and is universally recognized, that the Depart-

ment of Agriculture has been comparatively free

from political appointments in which reputation

the Forest Service shares. The same degree of

immunity cannot be claimed by the department

which now seeks the name of ''conservation.''

Where a choice such as this is offered, foresters

and the public should hesitate before seeking a

reform by the "marriage'' route.

7. The principle that public lands should be

segregated in one department and private rela-

tionships in another is probably the most falla-

cious and untenable, although it is the basic,

recommendation of the President's committee on

reorganization as touching conservation. In a

broader way the relations involved are the same

as those outlined for research. The principle

of public retention and management of forest

lands found its justification, after the transfer

in 1905, as the most effective means of expand-

ing, strengthening, and co-ordinating the entire

program of land conservation. It was a natural

outgrowth of the purposes for which the Depart-

ment of Agriculture was founded, and the proof

of this is the recent swift development of a pro-

gram of land acquisition to round out the

expansion of economic control of agricultural

resources. Should such recently acquired lands

immediately pass out of the agricultural program

by reason of their federation acquisition?

Continued on Page Sixteen
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The Out of Doors Page
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

HERE WE ARE, past the mid-point of the

year, and what a record we have written

up week by week thus far in 1937! An
open winter, a spring with no late frosts and

no prolonged blasts of summer heat to date.

Bumper crops of fruits and vegetables, hay and

grain are promised throughout the eastern states

this season.

We have never had a finer blossom time.

Starting in early April with maples, poplars,

magnolias and fruit trees, then black locust,

horse chestnut, buckeye and dogwood in May,
and tulip tree, linden and catalpa in June, we
have had a continuous pageant of color among
our trees in town and country. Forsythia, judas

tree, azalea and imported rhododendron, weigela,

hydrangea, laurel, roses and privet filled in for

the woody shrubs, while a host of annual and

perennial herbs, from snowdrops, daffodils and

tulips to lilies and Indian pipe, Joe Pye and

jewel weed were never more abundant or

beautiful.

It has been a great season for birds, too. By
the time this page reaches you, the young of

second broods will be leaving the nests. These

active, efficient guards of our food and wood
supply are devouring enough insects every day

on every acre of farm and forest to fill three

bushel baskets. It takes a lot of insects to fill

three bushel baskets, and if not destroyed, they

could and would do a lot of damage to our

growing things.

The birds have been consuming this enormous

daily bill of fare since April, and will keep it

up until hard frosts cut short the insect supply.

This is the reason that birds are of far more value

than cats. Don't forget that cats are the worst

enemies of our birds. A few cats can clean up

all the young birds of a community, if we let

them do it. Kill the cats, not the birds!

The great insect quartette of the year is just

about starting its annual chorus now. It is made
up of the cicadas, tree crickets, meadow grass-

hoppers and katydids. No four kinds of animals
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alive can make so much noise for their size as

these. The cicada sings all day long, and stops

when night comes; but the others sing mainly at

night, stopping as dawn arrives. In some parts

of the state, the periodic cicadas, or ''seventeen-

year locusts" came out of the ground in May,

after their long larval life. These cicadas are

slightly smaller than our every-year cicada, or

harvest fly, and they are trimmed in cherry red

instead of green on head, legs and front wing

margins. The note of the male is diflferent, too.

It is a quer^r^r instead of a sizzle^sizz. You
remember the poet Riley speaks of the song of

the harvest fly as filing ''the summer stillness to

an edge." We evidently have two species of

harvest fly in this state. In the hill counties the

song is a uniform buzz or sizz. In our lower

lands the song is a broken sizzle, ending in a sizz.

Watch the cicada laying her eggs. If you are

lucky, you will find one standing on a twig of a

bush or low tree where you can watch it easily.

See the neat way she uses her tools to shred the

wood fiber of the twig into a pulp into which

she lays her silvery white eggs, and then fixes

that twig so that it will be sure to drop to the

ground in time for them to hatch, so the young

cicadas can dig down to their food supply—the

sap-filled rootlets of the home tree or shrub.

The most interesting note of this noisy insect

quartette is that of the tree cricket. This little

songster has no resemblance to its distant cousin,

the brown cricket of the weed patch. You will

find it hidden under leaves of trees and shrubs;

a slender, frail thing, apple green in color, with

two long feelers or antennae longer than the

body. As the sun gets low in the west these

mid-July evenings you will hear these crickets

tuning up. One starts the song, with a musical

'kerr," sung at a uniform speed with a pause

after each note. Soon dozens of them join in,

and all sing in unison. The kerrs come with the

regularity of a metronome. And their speed

depends on the temperature. On a warm eve-

ning and night they are faster than if it is cool.
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A formula has been worked out by which we

can tell the temperature shown by the thermom'

eter by counting the notes of the tree crickets

for say fifteen seconds. This remarkable song of

the tree cricket will continue until frost comes.

It starts each evening at about sunset, and goes

on through the night till nearly dawn.

The meadow grasshopper is almost as hard to

see as the cricket, because its colors blend so

well with the color of the timothy stem on

which it stands while feeding and singing. Its

song is more continuous and much louder and

more piercing than that of any of the other

songsters. It begins to sing earlier in the evening

than the other night singers, so you may be able

to find it by its song. If you are fortunate

enough to find it singing, you will be interested

in seeing what makes the noise. Near the bases

of the upper wings, look for a transparent, shell-

like patch on the inner edge. When the insect

"sings," it rubs the edges of these against each

other with great rapidity. It is such shell-like

patches that make the ^^song" of the tree cricket,

also.

The amount of noise that the meadow grass-

hopper can make in this simple manner is almost

incredible. If he is singing close to you, your

ears fairly hurt when he suddenly stops.

Like all true grasshoppers, this insect has

antennae that are longer than its body. Our

common "grasshoppers" are really locusts. They

have much shorter antennae.

The fourth member of our insect quartette is

the katydid. It also is beginning to sing here in

mid-July. We have two species. The one in

most of the regions of the state says "katy did"

plainly. The other, found in southeastern coun-

ties and across the Delaware has no song except

a low "tick-tick-tick" note. Like the other night

singers, this insect has very long antennae. These

help it find its way at night among the foliage

where it lives.

You would be interested in seeing the flat,

greenish white eggs of the katydid. She lays

them in a neatly overlapping row along the edge

of a leaf. Can you find the eggs of the tree

cricket and meadow grasshopper, and how they

are laid? The OUT-OF-DOORS page will be

glad to print the story of your discovery.

Wilburton 4'H Forestry Club

In the little town of Wilburton, southern

Columbia County, located on a high ridge and

isolated by miles of brush and timber lands, a

group of forty-one boys have banded themselves

together into a forestry club. Several public

spirited adults of the community have sponsored

the projects, giving the boys the necessary en-

couragement to go through with a definite pro-

gram of forestry activity. They have been

granted the use of the local sportsmen's club-

house as a meeting place.

These boys have a definite program of work

outlined for them by the Extension Service of

the Pennsylvania State College. Each club mem-

ber will prepare and plant a small nursery bed

for the growing of pine and deciduous trees from

seed. They have chosen Scotch pine and locust

as their varieties for planting this year. They

plan to grow the seedlings to transplantable size.

In addition they will have to identify a number

of native trees, and acquaint themselves with

their fruiting habits.

Each month the group meets together and car-

ries on a regular 4-H Club meeting. In June

they will go to the woods for an overnight hike,

eating and sleeping in the outdoors and learning

the hardships and pleasures incident to such a

trip. The boys are taking to the work like ducks

to water and expending a lot of their excess time

and energy in studying forestry rather than

getting into other practices less valuable for

character building.

F. T. M.

E. E. W.

Twelve

Maple Syrup-Sugar Output

Higher in Pennsylvania

"Sugar bushes" in the maple syrup belt of

Pennsylvania placed this State fourth in maple

syrup production and fifth in maple sugar pro-

duction among the ten maple states this season.

The Keystone State crop of sugar was about

20 per cent higher this year than last and syrup

output was 50 per cent greater, the Federal-State

Crop Reporting Service, Pennsylvania Depart-

ment of Agriculture, reports.

Figures for the 1937 crop were: 518,000 trees

tapped, 62,000 pounds of sugar made, 155,000

gallons of syrup made and 2.51 pounds of sugar

per tree.
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Practicing Forestry With the Ax
Continued from Page Two

Here the approximately fifty remaining C. C.

C. camps with 7,500 to 10,000 young men are

finding plenty to do. These camps have already

developed a forest road, trail and fire line system

which has made forest protection easier, less

expensive and more effective. These same forest

roads and trails will now facilitate this next

large step—the systematic "forest stand improve-

ment cuttings." Up to the present the forest

stand improvement cuttings carried on by the

C. C. C. camps have mainly been Hmited to

''window dressing" roadside cuttings, embracing

narrow strips along roads and producing fuel-

wood principally for camp use. These cuttings

have removed understory and shrub trees that

the present cutting plans require to be left in the

woods, except in fire hazard reduction on a 20-

foot strip on each side of a road or a lOfoot

strip on each side of a trail.

Mar\ing Trees to Be Cut

The camp forester has the responsibility of

developing a crew of enrollees who are interested

enough in the work to learn to identify the trees

and learn the principles of forest stand improve-

ment cuttings, as a marking crew. After selec-

tion by the State Forester of the compartment or

compartments to be improvement cut, strips are

laid out beginning along some road and running

up slope usually to the back end of the com-

partment. The width of the strip depends on

the size of the marking crew working abreast,

under the eye of the camp forester or specially

trained foreman. Each tree to be removed is

blazed at breast height and also close to the

ground on the side of the tree away from the

road.

Cutting

A suggested cutting direction is to begin at

the rear of the compartment (generally up hill)

and fell the trees up hill as far as possible, since

in case the material is marketable it should be

snaked down hill, and thus it lies in the proper

position—butt foremost. The felled stems will

often lie across each other. Felling from the

rear to the road will bring the last cut and there-

fore the top stems next to the road. The taking

out of the stems will necessarily begin at the

road and work back so that the snaking out of
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the tree stems will be out through areas previ-

ously cleared of felled wood.

The brush is lopped and scattered, but one or

more trails must be opened for each strip to

snake out the stems.

After the C. C. C. enrollees fell this cull,

diseased, injured, deformed, weed or thinning

material and lop and scatter the branches their

function may in some cases be terminated. The

State Forester may find some of this material

merchantable and it is his task by local con-

tractor or day labor to cut up and deliver to a

truck road the material that is marketable at

cost or better.

Game and Fish Assistance

In the tree cutting and scattering of brush

other public interests besides high quality timber

growing are furthered. Thus where old hollow

trees are found one or two to the acre are left

for squirrel and raccoon den trees or nesting

trees for woodpeckers, flickers, and other hollow

tree nesting birds. Here there are conflicting

Hollow trees have decay present and inneeds

Butt rot in Red Oa\
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the case of some fungi which attack Hve wood

it is essential for the prevention of spread of

timber disease, that such trees be removed and

the infectious spreading of these wood rot spores

prevented.
,

In scattering the brush an exception is made

in favor of an occasional pile over a stump or

old log for cover for small game.

The cutting will more often be done in the

winter, except when pulpwood requiring spring

or early summer peeHng is to be a marketable

product. This winter cutting with the loppmg

of the tree crown into low lying brush will pro-

duce much browse for deer when herbaceous

food and acorns or beech nuts are not to be had.

Even the fishing interests are considered in the

cutting, since cutting of trees or brush overhang-

ing streams is discouraged. This keeps the water

shaded and cool favoring the habitat of trout.

Often special C. C. C. projects are set up for

the building of stream retards for forming trout

"pools," essential for carrying trout through

summer low water stream stages.

Forest Stand Improvement Cvtting

Schools

In order to secure uniform practice in this

early forest stand improvement cutting by the

fifty C. C. C. camps and also in the marking by

State Foresters of trees to be cut by local con-

tract labor, demonstration cuttings and confer-

ences or "schools" are held by the central office

Divisions of Forest Management and Forest

Research. One such cutting demonstration is

laid out in each C. C. C. Division, including

several adjacent State forests having the same

general forest type and timber trees. The demon-

stration usually consists of laying out perhaps

three cutting areas in forest to be improved,

showing three different illustrative problems.

One-half of an area is marked and cut, the next

half is marked but not cut. The Conference, or

School then convenes for a discussion of the

cutting and marking tree by tree. The cut por-

tion of the area shows the results; the marked

portion the condition and appearance before

cutting.

For example, in the Bald Eagle State Forest

west of Mifflinburg the demonstration cutting

areas included the following problems:

(1) Improvement cutting of a dense

young oak stand where rapid growing but

poorly formed and large crowned and often

diseased scarlet oak was fast over-topping

straight, sound white oak. The cut and

marked areas showed changes (improve-

ment) in composition as follows:

OAK STAND IMPROVEMENT CUTTING, BALD EAGLE STATE FOREST

(Half Acre Plot)

White Oak

Tree
Dia.

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9

Totals

Number
Cut Left

160
111
48
28
6
1

2

Cubic Feet

Cut

0.9

356

Left

16.0

44.4
43.2

42.0

15.0

3.6

10.6

Scarlet Oak
Number

Cut I
Left

2

23
19

3

5

4

0.9 174.8 59

12
74
32
13

8

5

Cubic Feet

145

Cut
.2

9.2

17.1

4.5

12.5

14.4

10.6

• • •

11.0

79.5

Left

12
29.6

28.8
19.5

20.0
18.0

11.0

128.1

Others
Number

Cut Left

226
36
27
2

3

Cubic Feet

Cut

0.9

Left

22.6
14.4

24.3

3.0

7.5

294 0.9 71.8

{Cubic feet includes total stem volume)

An examination of the above table shows a

total volume of approximately 456 cu. ft. or five

cords on the half acre; of this 81.3 cu. ft. or a

bit less than one cord was removed. The cutting

removed about 18 per cent of the wood volume

or perhaps a fifth of the wood grown in a twenty

year period. The other four-fifths is left to in-
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crease the stand volume. But most important

is the fact that the scarlet oak is reduced from

45 per cent to 33 per cent of the stand (volume),

while the white oak was increased from 38 per

cent to 45 per cent of the total volume. After

several twenty year period improvement cuttings

the scarlet oak would be reduced still more and
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the white oak further increased. Because of the

early thinning the material removed would not

quite pay for the work.

(2) Improvement of an old stand by

cutting hollow, diseased, ''wolf"" crowned,

and weed trees, in favor of sound, straight,

clear boled trees of the better species. In

the demonstration cutting in the Bald Eagle

Forest twenty-six trees 1 to 25 inches in

diameter were cut and 592 trees left on the

acre. There were 3.1 cords cut and 13.1

cords left. The cutting represented 19.3

per cent of the total stand volume or about

one-fourth of the twenty year growth, the

other three-fourths being left to bring the

stand up toward ''normal'' stand density.

Here the improvement was less of a species

weeding and more of a diseased tree cutting.

The material removed would pay for the

cutting.

(3) Release Cutting, Tiadaghton Forest,

Waterville, Pa., by removing an undesirable

over-story of low grade scarlet oak from

over a promising stand of white oak. Here

167 trees were cut from the demonstration

acre and 1,541 trees left. By volume 22 per

cent of the total or two and one-half cords

were cut and eight and one-half cords or 78

per cent left. The cutting increased the

percentage of white oak from 29 per cent

to 35 per cent and decreased the scarlet and

black oaks from 18 per cent to 7 per cent of

the stand. The material removed would

pay for the cutting.

Summary
This forest stand improvement with the ax is

the supreme test of the forester's ability to create

a forest of better, sounder and straighter trees,

increasing the total wood growth as well as its

quality and value. The State Foresters must

keep an active finger on the work of the C. C. C.

camps to push this all important improvement

cutting and also market a maximum amount of

the material cut as pulpwood, chemical wood,

mine timber, fuelwood and ties, posts, poles and

even some lumber. Future twenty year cutting

cycles will see the small sized wood material de-

crease in percentage and the saw logs and large

sized valuable timbers constantly increasing in

volume. Lumbering in Pennsylvania is being

brought bac\.
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The Summer Meeting

Continued from Page Three

side improvement work and then will make a

short stop at Camp Acahela, the Wyoming
Council Boy Scout Camp, then along the Pinchot

Trail to White Haven and from there to the

Hickory Run Recreational Demonstration Pro-

ject. This is a 13,000-acre parks project in

process of development. Here at first hand, one

may get a clear idea of a typical recreational

park of the future. Director McClung will be

on hand to explain the details of the project and

to answer questions. From the Stony Point fire

tower which is maintained by the Department

of Forests and Waters, one may have a pano-

ramic view of the whole project. The morning

at Hickory Run will close the meeting.

The trips planned are not long, but will take

in some interesting and instructive projects.

Under Chairman E. F. Brouse a local commit-

tee composed of Vice-Chairman Stanley Mesav-

age, forest supervisor. Colonel Vail of the Spring

Bird Refuge No. 1. built in Monroe County by

Boy Scouts of Camp Acahela

Fifteen
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Brook Water Company, Colonel T. H. Atherton

of the Chamber of Commerce of Wilkes-Barre,

Colonel Ernest G. Smith, editor of the Wilkes-

Barre Times Leader, John M. Hewitt, Boy Scout

Executive, Judge E. Foster Heller of the Orphans'

Court of Luzerne County, Mrs. Charles H.

Miner of the Wilkes-Barre Chamber of Com-

merce. Dr. C. A. Mortimer, secretary of the

United Sportsmen of Pennsylvania, Dr. E. J.

Kielar, of Glen Lyon, Eugene D. Hegerty, dis-

trict forester of the Department of Highways,

Frank Shannon, assistant project head of the

National Youth Administration, Frank Corbett,

project head for Luzerne County of the National

Youth Administration, J. Q. Creveling, former

member of the Game Commission, A. C. Neu-

miller, forester for the Lehigh Navigation Coal

Company, and M. H. Hench, district forester,

will work out the many details necessary for

an interesting and profitable meeting.

Reorganization

Continued from Page Ten

8. The co-ordination of public forests with

private ownership and management of forest

land is one of continuous adjustment, involving:

land classification; the question of tax revenues;

integration of sustained-yield units; co-operative

fire protection; widespread extension of educa-

tional service; direct assistance to land owners

through advice on practical operations (witness

the C. C. C. and the Soil Conservation pro-

grams); demonstrations on public forests of the

technique of silviculture and management; the

influence of protection on lands without the

forests; the adjustment of market problems, and

supply and demand for timber products. How
will the solution of any of these problems be

advanced by severing the control of public

forests from all direct contact with any of the

issues thus raised and putting them under the

domination of a department whose whole outlook

must be reformed before it can get away from

the traditional policy of disposing of public land

on the one hand, or of managing it exclusively

in the interests of some one dominant group, on

the other. The public knows what can be

expected of the present setup in the Department

of Agriculture, but there is not one forester in

ten that would venture a guess as to the outcome,
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under such a plan as is proposed for

reorganization.

100-Year Locust Posts

Fence posts that have been in the ground for

125 years and still are in fair shape were found

by Oran Raber of the United States Department

of Agriculture in tracing the history of the ship-

mast locust on Long Island and in other parts of

New York State, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.

Other posts were found that had been set

eighty years ago, indicating that this particular

variety of the locust, which has not been de-

scribed previously in scientific papers, is even

more hardy and lasting than other varieties of

the common locust which itself is an unusually

durable wood. A Department of Agriculture

circular includes a technical description.

In describing the shipmast locust Raber says

that it has a more erect stem with less spread

at the base, a narrower crown, thicker bark with

deeper furrows, more durable wood, and fewer

flowers with greener calyxes than the common

locust in the same locality.

It is also different because it fails to develop

seed which will germinate. As a result the ship-

mast locust must be propagated by sprout or root

cuttings. It often attains a height of 75 feet

without the waves and crooks so common in

other varieties of locust. It is particularly

desirable for posts.

Origin of the shipmast locust is in doubt

alihough it was grown and propagated exten-

sively by the Society of Friends on Long Island

almost 250 years ago.

Air Photos Cover Eighth of Country

The largest aerial survey mapping job ever

undertaken in this country is now being directed

by the Soil Conservation Service. It will cover

362,000 square miles—more than 12 per cent of

the area of the United States—and will provide

basic maps for use in erosion control programs.

Contracts for aerial surveying have been let to

fourteen aviation companies, H. H. Bennett,

Chief of the Service, announced. Work is now

going forward in forty-four States and aerial

surveys of all but one of the 156 erosion control

projects of the service already have been

completed.
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Our Program

I.

The adequate protection of all Pennsylvania forests from Fire, Fungi, and Insects.

2.

The personnel of the Department of Forests and Waters to be chosen and retained on a

basis of efficient service only, in order to guarantee permanency of policy and continuity of action.

3.

The management of the State forests so that they may supply the permanent needs of the

people not only for continuous timber protection but also for recreation, hunting, and fishing

4.

Greater co'operation between the departments of the State Government for protection of the

beauty of the public lands.

5.

Adequate biennial appropriations for the purchase, protection, and development of the

State forests.

6.

The education of the pubhc, corporations, sportsmen, and forest land owners with respect to

the value of our forests and the necessity for their development and proper utilization.

7.

The planting of trees valuable for lumber on all waste and idle lands and the continued

distribution of seedlings by the State.

8.

The education of our children in forestry in both public and private schools. A love and

appreciation of the forests tend to a better type of citizenship.

9.

The establishment of town and county forests which will bring pure air, pure water, and

recreation close to the centers of population.

10.

The preservation of the few remaining areas of virgin timber in Pennsylvania.

THE PENNSYLVANIA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
Organized in 1886

306 COMMERCIAL TRUST BUILDING PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I desire to support the activities of The Pennsylvania Forestry Association for the prescrva'

tion and development of forest lands, and enclose a check for $ to cover

membership for the ensuing year. One dollar of this amount is to pay for yearly subscription to

Forest Leaves.
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The Summer Meeting
THE ASSOCIATION'S SUMMER MEET

ING opened in Hotel Sterling, Wilkes-

Barre, on the evening of September 9. After

reviewing briefly the history of the Association

and the purposes of the meeting in the Wyoming

Valley, President Mattoon called upon Mr. Stan-

ley Mesavage, Forester for the Susquehanna Col-

ieries Company, who was vice-chairman of the

Summer Meeting Committee, and who actually

made practically all of the arrangements locally

for the meeting. Mr. Mesavage pointed out the

desirability of an increased activity in the sur-

rounding counties and outlined the Forestry Pro-

gram now underway and that to be carried out

in the near future.

Secretary of Forests and Waters, J. F. Bogar

dus, was introduced. Dr. Bogardus told of the

importance of parks in Pennsylvania and the need

for them in Northeastern Pennsylvania. The

present parks in Pike County particularly Prom

ised Land are to be improved and two new areas

in the Scranton-Wilkes-Barre section are to be

purchased and developed. Dr. Bogardus stated

the apparent need for parks is greater in North-

'

eastern Pennsylvania than in any other part of

the State at the present time.

Mr. George H. Wirt, chief Forest Fire War-

den, told in a most interesting way of the devel-

opments of forest fire prevention and control in

Pennsylvania. Charts, were displayed, and some

statistics related showing the improvement over

conditions as they existed almost a half century

ago. Mr. Wirt stated that the vast majority of

people now are for forest protection. It was

pointed out that forest protection is still the

deciding factor in the successful practice of for-

estry in Pennsylvania.

The first meeting concluded with the showing

of Forests and Waters sound movies.

The forepart of the Friday field trip was under

the guidance of Mr. E. D. Hegerty, Highway

Forester, who showed the party a recently con-

structed road side parking place overlooking --

Wilkes-Barre, the nursery.where collected plant

material is developed for future use and the

flood control work between Harvey's Creek and

the highway. The caravan went to Glen Lyon.

Here Forester Mesavage is experimenting with

the establishment of trees on culm banks. Several

two-year plantings of black locust appear success-

ful. A hillside reforested by the Glen Lyon

school children over the past six to eight years

was pointed out to the group. Nearly forty

thousand trees have been set out adjacent to the

school on the edge of the borough. The planting

amounts to a school forest. The Susquehanna

CoUeries Company through Forester Mesavage

buys the trees and furnishes the site. The head

workings of a coal mine far under a mountain

near Glen Lyon were inspected and explained to

the group.

After lunch in Wilkes-Barre, the party jour-

neyed to the Kingston side of the Susquehanna

River and viewed the levees now under construc-

tion to keep flood waters from west side towns.

Approximately one-half million cubic yards of

material will have been moved at the completion

of work.

Some of the early plantings of the Spring

Brook Water Company on the shores of the

Huntsville dam were inspected—planted Scotch

pine, blue spruce, balsam fir and white pine up to

thirty-five feet in height. These plantings are

among the oldest in the State.

The Association held a banquet Friday eve-

ning. The brief meeting afterwards was pre-

sided over by Judge E. Foster Heller. Mr. R. D.

Forbes, Director of the Allegheny Forest Experi-

il
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ment Station, ably pictured the present forests of

the anthracite region and cited ways and means

of attaining a considerably increased production

and fuller use of them. Mr. Forbes told of the

desirability of the Association appointing a com-

mittee composed of representatives of land

owners, coal companies, labor unions, the anthra-

cite institute, business men as well as Federal and

State forest service men. The functions in part

would be to determine upon surface valuations

for several reasons, perhaps declare the surface

public forest and to bring forest fire protection

to a high point of efficiency never dreamed of be-

fore. The logic was developed from the beUef

that the problem was larger than the land owner,

the Commonwealth and the public and obviously

a co'operative project of large magnitude.

Seth Gordon, Executive Secretary of the Penn-

sylvania Game Commission drew a parallel be-

tween the program of the Association's several

meetings and the commendable attitude towards

forestry today. The meetings dealt with allied

subjects and so today the forests are regarded in

the composite—trees, streams, mountains, wild

life—the physical aspects, the flora and fauna

complete. Mr. Gordon believes that this trend

is wholesome and reported a close tie-up between

the "Conservation" Departments of the State.

The ''Hic\ory Run" Trip

The final field trip took the group to the Hick-

ory Run tract in Carbon County. Thirteen

thousand acres were purchased by the Federal

government for recreational demonstration. Ex-

tensive preparations are planned and under

construction to care for hundreds of young people

on vacation, campers and day picnickers.

Dutch Elm Disease

Eradication Campaign

During the five years in which the Dutch elm

disease work has been conducted the Federal

government has appropriated a total of $1,136,-

168, supplemented by emergency allotments of

$9,684,132 toward the control of it reports G.

H. CoUingwood, Forester of the American For-

estry Association. Justification for these large

sums is shown in the recent elm census which

revealed that America's elms are valued at nearly

three-quarters of a billion dollars. Those of the
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New England States alone are estimated to be

over $155,000,000.

The results of the campaign support the Fed-

eral authorities in their belief that the Dutch elm

disease can be eradicated from the United States

if the necessary man power and equipment are

at hand at the right time.

About 2800 scouts, employed with relief funds,

supplemented by several hundred more technical

supervisors and scientific assistants are now scour-

ing an area of about 4800 square miles in Con-

necticut, New York, and New Jersey, around

which is a ten mile protective zone comprising

about 2600 square miles, from all of which are

being cut the dead and dying elms, as well as

those which show actual evidence of the disease.

From considerable portions of the back country

within the area every elm is being killed or re-

moved, in order to reduce the possibility of

further spread of the disease. Supplementing

this intensive drive for eradication, additional

scouting crews are covering sixteen ports and

midwestern cities, where imported diseased elm

logs have been handled, and 12,000 miles of rail-

road right of way, over which the logs were

hauled.

Samples from every suspected tree are exam-

ined and verified in the laboratory at Morristown,

New Jersey, before being destroyed. A total

of 22,101 Dutch elm diseased trees have been

confirmed since the campaign began in 1933.

During the past five years more than three mil-

hon elms, condemned as possible sources of infec-

tion have been destroyed. Most of them have

been felled and burned, but during the past sev-

eral months about 625,000 have been killed and

left standing available for later use by a new

treatment known as *'silvicide." This consists of

peeling a band of bark from the tree at about

breast height and placing over the exposed wood

granulated copper sulphate, kept in place by a

strip of oil cloth. Moisture from the wood dis-

solves the copper sulphate, which, taken up by

the sap, soon poisons the tree.

Victor A. Beede, Associate Professor of Forest

Management, has been made director of the Penn

State Forest School. Professor Beede has served

at Penn State the past six years. He succeeds

Professor J. A. Ferguson who retired.
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Proposed Forestry Building

FOR THE PENNA. STATE COLLEGE
By VICTOR A. BEEDE

ADREAM OF YEARS seems about to be

realized in the erection of a new building

for forestry at the Pennsylvania State

College. This will be a part of the proposed

building program of the College for the next two

years, to consist of nine structures, and will be

financed by the General State Authority and the

Public Works Administration.

As planned, the forestry building will be

erected on that part of the campus known as the

Hill, near the buildings of the School of Agricul-

ture, and will conform in style and location to the

campus landscaping plan which has been in

progress for many years. /The Authority's

description of the building has been given as

follows

:

"The new structure will be of three stor-

ies including basement, of fireproof con-

struction. It will be 152 by 78 feet, with

reinforced concrete footings, steel frame,

reinforced concrete and tile floor slabs.

"The exterior will be face brick with

limestone trim; and the structure will have

steel sash, pitch and slag roof, and exterior

doors of steel. Interior partitions will be

tile plastered. Stairs are to be of steel and

the stair halls lined with brick; ceilings will

be plastered; floors of cement, terrazzo, and

asphalt tile. Doors and trim will be of birch

wood.

"One freight elevator will be installed.

Plumbing, electrical work and heating are

'

to be of standard type and practice, and

the source of heat supply is to be the central

plant.

"Estimated cost of construction, exclusive

of architects' and engineers' fees, is

$189,176."

Hunter and Caldwell, of Altoona, and Charles

2. Klauder, of Philadelphia, associated, are the

architects.

As designed, the new building should ade-
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quately provide for the increasing number of

students who are admitted to the College for

education in forestry. The plans call for thir'

teen classrooms, twelve laboratories, fourteen

staff and administrative oflices, a distribution

which should do full justice to the various op'

tions in forestry which are offered. These op'

tions, at present eleven in number, carefully

planned in response to insistent demands, are

designated as follows: Professional forestry,

forest economics, wood utilization, the lumber

industry, forest entomology, forest pathology,

forest zoology or game management, forest recrc

ation, forest soils, forest research, range manage^

ment. The varied character of these interests

reflects clearly the growing importance of the

place which forestry has taken in the economic,

the social, and the industrial life of the people.

We cannot contemplate the splendid facilities

and comfort of a new building without a word

in regard to the old. Affectionately known to

graduates of recent years as the "Shack," the

"Squirrel Cage," and "Fergie's Woodshed," this

small wooden frame building, the first to be built

exclusively for forestry education in the United

States, has come to have an atmosphere of its

own, in spite of its utter inadequacy and its

architectural shortcomings. Students and faculty,

with hardly elbow room for the activities of

either, have rubbed elbows and learned mutual

tolerance and patience within its bulging walls.

Continued on Page Sixteen
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competent, earnest and capable president of The

Pennsylvania Forestry Association thereby con-

tributing much to the work and activities of the

association, and

Whereas, The Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-

ciation and the cause of forestry are greatly in-

debted for his many and useful activities.

J^ow Therefore he it Resolved, That The

Executive Board of The Pennsylvania Forestry

Association desires to go on record as expressing

its high appreciation of his long and valued serv-

ice and of his kindly and unselfish personality,

and

Be it Further Resolved, That a copy of this

resolution be spread upon our records and that it

be printed as a memorial in our publication and

that a copy be sent to his son as a token of our

appreciation and of our sympathy.

Dr. Henry S. Drinker

1850-1937

The death of Dr. Henry S. Drinker, of Merion,

Pennsylvania, brought to a close a long and use-

ful life devoted largely to forestry and education.

Born in Hong Kong, China, Dr. Drinker re-

ceived most of his education in the United States

and began his career with the Lehigh Valley

Railroad. After serving for twenty years as

solicitor general for the railroad, he accepted the

presidency of Lehigh University and almost im-

mediately established a department of forestry at

the school.

When Dr. Joseph T. Rothrock retired as Presi-

dent of The Pennsylvania Forestry Association

in 1916, it was logical that a man of the attain-

ments and wide experience of Dr. Drinker should

follow him. From 1916 to 1929 under his

leadership the Association prospered and grew in

membership and accomplishments.

Recognizing our loss, the Executive Board of

The Pennsylvania Forestry Association at the

first meeting subsequent to the death of Dr.

Drinker adopted unanimously the following

memorial

:

Whereas, The Executive Board of The Penn-

sylvania Forestry Association is deeply sensible

of the personal loss to us and our association by

the death of Dr. Henry S. Drinker, and

Whereas, Dr. Drinker was for many years a

In a previous issue of Forest Leaves we com-

mented upon the weaknesses of the departmental

reorganization plan of President Roosevelt. At

the last regular session of Congress no action

was taken and it was hoped that the bill would be

withdrawn or modified to protect the Forest

Service and other bureaus having to do with the

renewable resources of the country and to

strengthen civil service.

The President in his call for a special session

of Congress to meet on November 15 has indi-

cated that he still wishes the adoption of this

plan. We continue to feel that its weaknesses

outweigh the benefits to be derived. For a clear

exposition of these weaknesses we suggest that

you read the statement by Francis R. Cope, Jr.,

before the Senate Select Committee on the Reor-

ganization Bill. This appears on another page

of this issue of FoREST Leaves.
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H. Gleason Mattoon, President of The Penn-

sylvania Forestry Association, has recently been

appointed chairman of the Advisory Committee

on Forestry Research of Pennsylvania State Col-

lege. Other members of the committee are

Albert Albright, Centre County; Andrew Abra-

czinskas, Columbia County; Colonel H. W. Shoe-

maker, Clinton County; former Secretary of the

Department of Forests and Waters C. E. Dor-

worth, Centre County; J. D. Upton, Warren

County; D. C. Lefevre, Indiana County.
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Roadside Tree Bordering
BY THE USE OF NATIVE GROWTHS

By DR. F. V. BRUSH

THE DESIRABILITY of having trees and

shrubs along many of the roadsides of

America has been presented from Colonial

times and frequently emphasised in much writ-

ing and the formation of associations for the

purpose. The idea is as old as road building in

civilization—with corresponding sanction. Dur-

ing the predominantly rural phase of our develop-

ment some border plantings were made, mostly

by individuals, with trees taken .from the fields

and forests. Many of these strips stand today

and excite the praise of the traveler; others have

been cut away, for commercial and various other

reasons. On the whole, there is less highway

shade and beautification than existed seventy-

five years ago. Modern road construction has

been a factor in this deterioration.

The reasons for having trees and lower growths

along selected stretches of our roadways need

not be enumerated here; they are many and well

acknowledged, both by the populace and the en-

gineer. The time is appropriate to begin again,

and on a large scale, this improvement affecting

the millions of people; as our roads are, for

most part, now located in a fairly right-of-way

permanence.

Nursery stock planting by highway depart-

ments, or neighborhood associations and individ-

uals, cannot be looked to for much aggregate

accomplishment in the near future.

On this country's natural forest areas, where

trees still abound, in wood-lots and clumps at

least, highway shade and beauty and increased

utility may be measurably achieved by leaving

selected sprout and seedling growths to mature

under scientific care.

Weed and scrub growths of the banked and re-

tentive roadsides collect tree seeds, form humus

and foster sproutings. A percentage of nursery

planting dies, the water table being usually low-

ered by the road workings; these natives prove

their adaptation and livability by so starting.

The most rapid growth is not here an important

desideratum. Small and medium trees function

The U. S. Bureau of Standards reports "Wood
in 1936 continued to improve its standing in the

engineering field." Grading, standard working

stresses for structural timber, better practices in

the preservative treatment of wood, more efficient

timber joints, the introduction of lominated con-

struction and an increasing use of structural ply-

wood are some of the factors which have brought

this about.

The old road and the new one parallel
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A majority of farmers and suburban property

owners will co-operate, foreseeing private adyan-

tages through windbreak, shade, etc.—as along

pasture borders. Exceptional widenings beyond

the right of way might be established. A press-

ing need, now that the larger recreational areas

are approaching adequate provision, is for mo-

torist^s small shaded ^waysides," turn-outs, the

briefer stopping places—making for more safety

and a better kind of socializing.

Examples of this conservation and utilizing of

economical nature-aid are to be seen occasionally

along the older highways and by-roads, and as

auxiliary landscaping on well conditioned estates.

Carried out extensively it would provide comfort

and the esthetic appeals, nuts, fruit, windbreak,

soil saving, wood production, song bird and game

refuge—a not inconsiderable augmentation of

American forest values; with constant inspira-

tion to further roadside planting and improve-

ment.

Change in Land Use in One

Generation

Selected naiurai shade

admirably on their way up; young groves have a

special charm for many outers. Eroding and

shding banks, if rightly managed with natural

seeding will frequently clothe and knit, obviating

expensive, annual ditch clearing and unsightli-

ness.

The standard procedure is to send a few men,

without leadership, to chop and scythe closely

all plant growth back a regular distance from

the tracks. On secondary roads especially, this

cutting may not be repeated until the scraggy

revival has again become a menace to safety. A
skilled leader, with some forest and park train-

ing, and representing the highway department,

could speedily select and mark specimens to be

left, with due regard to species, future obstruct-

ing' of travel vision, etc. Suitable trimming and

protection would follow through the years.

Troublesome undergrowths subside as the trees

enlarge and the long-run upkeep costs, both of

roadbed and sides, would be reduced. In many

instances one side of the road only could be thus

treated.

Six

John Bachert, a farmer of Schuylkill County,

reported this spring that he will have reduced

his cultivated farm area down to a net total of

thirty-four acres. Next spring he plans to bring

this area down to approximately thirty acres.

Beginning in 1925 he began planting ever-

greens on the hillier portions of his better than

100 acre farm. Year after year he added to

his area of trees until he now has over 100 acres

of young forest and thirty-four acres of open

land, about the exact opposite of what he had

twelve years ago.

He is proud of his hand-planted acreage and

has been able to make it pay reasonable dividends

from Christmas trees thinned out during the

last few years. He hopes as time goes on to

make his net farm area of thirty acres and his

100 acres of trees pay him better than his entire

farm ever has done in the past. He tells how

he as a boy of fourteen helped his father clear

some of the land of woods, plant grain crops on

it and cradle off the harvest. Today these same

fields are growing evergreens.

F. T. M.
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Black Walnut As A Hedge
By DR. J. A. FERGUSON

rpHERE ARE CERTAIN TREES that are

I naturally adapted for use as hedge plants.

Such are shrublike trees that do not form

a long stem or trunk, but which divide close to

the ground, making a more or less bushy growth.

When these trees are trimmed new shoots are

sent out from abundant dormant buds.

There are certain forest trees that are adapted

for use in hedges, as for example the osage

orange. The tree grows to the height of 50-60

feet in the forest with a diameter of 2-3 feet.

But due to its ability to send out new growth

along the stem, the tree can be cut back severely,

causing it to assume a bushy form.

Certain of the evergreen forest trees, like arbor

vitae, hemlock and spruce, are extensively used

as hedge plants. They can be severely pruned

or cut back without apparent injury. This is

due to the length of time the leaves or needles

remain on the trees before being shed, or in

other words, the length of time the side branches

remain alive. The leaves on the hemlock trees

remain for three years and the arbor vitae for

two years, spruce seven to ten years. Provided

the limbs are not clipped back beyond the last

side branches containing live leaves, the buds

on these branches will develop and continue

growth.

Probably few would consider the black walnut

tree as a hedge tree. It grows to be 100-150 feet

in height in the forest with a diameter of 4 to 6

feet. Yet it makes one of the most beautiful of

hedges, as shown in the photograph. This hedge

is over fifteen years old. It was started by cut-

ting off a row of black walnut trees in the

forestry nursery at State College about 4 feet

above the ground. The result was a luxuriant

growth of sprouts from near the top of the

stumps. This process in Europe is known as

pollarding. It is used especially in vineyards in

Italy where live trees are often used as vineyard

stakes. These are cut off when the trees reach

the desired height. The result is rapid sprout

confined to the top of the stump. It is customary

B\ac\ Walnut hedge aitcr rcmovaX of seasons growth
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The hedge the following summer

to cut back this new growth every year or two.

Because of the rapid growth of the sprouts

each year there is but Httle food left over for

the growth of the trees themselves, and the

stems do not increase rapidly in diameter. The

trees in this walnut hedge have not grown more

than an inch or two in diameter in fifteen years.

The rapid annual growth of the sprouts, how-

ever, causes a clublike growth at the top of the

stem, some of these reaching 6-7 inches across.

It is possible that many other forest trees can

be used for hedges when pruned in this way.

fl

The Farm-Game Refuge Program

The Pennsylvania Game Commission instituted

a program to improve farm-game hunting condi-

tions a little more than a year ago. The plan on

which the program is based is proving practical

and beneficial to all concerned reports W. Gard.

Conklin, Chief, Bureau of Lands and Refuges.

It provides for the establishment of many small-

si^ed game refuges, on farms in two of the more

thickly populated southeastern and southwestern

sections of the State; protection for farmers and

farm property against thoughtless or unscrupu-

lous hunters; building up better wildlife habitats

so that the area will produce and support a larger

game crop; and general improvement of hunting

conditions for both farmers and sportsmen.

By late summer 19 projects, involving 288

farms aggregating 21,982.7 acres, had been

Eight

signed up, and considerable progress has been

made on many others. Agreements, vesting the

hunting rights for these 288 farms in the Com-

monwealth for use of the Game Commission have

been completely executed and are on file in the

Commission's offices. These agreements are all

for a period of ten years which was the minimum

period allowable under the old law. By pro-

vision contained in the new Game Law, the

minimum period is now five years. The ten-

year period is preferable since several years will

be required to show successful results. Project

Numbers 1 to 8 have been completely established

and food and cover improvement work is now

progressing very nicely. There is every assur-

ance that this environmental improvement work

will result in the project areas being able to sup-

port a much larger annual game crop than here-

tofore.
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High Hopes for Wildlife

UNDER U. S. — STATE PROGRAM
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT approved Sep-

tember 2 an act providing that the United

States shall aid the States in wildlife-re'

storation projects. The act is to take effect July

1, 1938.

The new law, sponsored by the General Wild'

life Federation and other conservation groups,

authorizes appropriations equal to revenue dc

rived from Federal taxes on firearms, shells, and

cartridges, for a Federal-State* wildlife program.

Tax receipts in previous years indicate that the

funds may total about $3,000,000 annually.

Wildlife-restoration projects to be financed by

the new funds will include the selection, acquisi-

tion, and development of areas for wildlife and

also research on wildlife-management problems.

Benefits of Act Pointed Out

Describing the act as "epoch making in the his-

tory of wildlife conservation,'' officials of the U.

S. Biological Survey pointed out the following

outstanding features of the new set-up

:

Funds from Federal taxes on firearms and am-

munition will for the first time be available for

improving wildlife conditions.

Hunting-license fees of participating States

will be used solely for wildlife purposes.

Money for the improvement of wildUfe condi-

tions will be spent in accordance with a carefully

planned program.

Federal participation in wildlife-conservation

measures is extended to those involving resident

and upland species, as well as migrants.

Co-operation between Federal and State wild-

hfe officials will be furthered. The new program

also follows a recent movement advanced by Ira

N. Gabrielson, Chief of the Biological Survey,

and approved by Secretary Wallace, for increased

co-operation between Federal and State officials

in matters affecting migratory-bird conservation.

Outstanding and ultimate benefit of the new

program will be the restoration of land and

water areas to the uses of wildlife.
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States Receive Proportionate Shares

The amount of the appropriations provided for

in the new act that will be available for each

State will depend on the si^e of the State and

the number of hunting licenses sold there. After

the deduction of not more than 8 per cent of the

total appropriation, for the administration of the

act and for the acquisition development, and

maintenance of Federal refuges, the remaining

funds will be divided in half. One half will be

apportioned according to State areas, the other

half according to hunting licenses sold.

On the basis of a $3,000,000 total, it is esti-

mated that each State would have available

nearly 46 cents for each square mile within its

boundaries and, according to the 1935 hunting

license reports, more than 23 cents for each

license sold.

Not more than $150,000, however, is to be

made available to any one State in a year. The

act also provides for a minimum allotment of

$15,000.

States to do Their Part

States, according to the act, will co-operate

by providing funds equal to one-third of their

Federal allotments, and by carrying on the pro'

jects in accordance with Federal standards. A
State's participation will follow its assent to the

provisions of the act and also will depend on its

enactment of wildlife-conservation laws, "which

shall include a prohibition against the diversion

of license fees paid by hunters" for any other

purpose than the administration of the State fish

and game department.

Funds allotted to any State that does not de-

sire to avail itself of the benefits of the act and

funds that are not spent or obHgated during the

period in which they are available may, accord-

ing to authorization of the act, be made available

for carrying out the provisions of the Federal

Migratory Bird Conservation Act. This act

provides for the establishment and maintenance

of Federal bird refuges.

T^ine
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Delaware County

Park Development
By SAMUEL L. SMEDLEY

President Delaware County Park Board

DELAWARE COUNTY was the first

county of the third class in Pennsylvania

to appoint a Park Board. That was over

five years ago. For the first two years, owing to

lack of available funds, very little progress was

made.

In 1933, Federal aid became available. From

this aid, it was possible to employ an Engineering

Corps. Immediately topographic surveys were

started of all the Creek Valleys noting the avail-

able and suitable sites for parks and recreational

areas.

The Board's first venture was the improvement

of the square in the rear of the Court House in

Media, which had been purchased by the County

Commissioners. Nearly the entire area was oc-

cupied. The buildings had to be removed, the

land graded and planted.

In 1935, Mr. and Mrs. George T. Butler gave

the county twenty-five acres along BroomalKs

Run, just west of Media. Part of this tract was

in heavy timber. Numerous varieties of trees,

flowering shrubs and wild flowers were in evi-

dence. A lake has been constructed and the park

is fairly well developed on the whole. The Dela-

ware County W. P. A. Orchestra held concerts

in this park during the summer, which were well

received, particularly by nearby residents.

Mr. Butler has recently added five additional

acres to this tract. Further application for Fed-

eral aid has been made and if granted, these will

be improved.

The Board has recently received a most valu-

able gift of ten acres of primeval hemlock along

Crum Creek above the Baltimore Pike, this will

be developed in the near future.

Title papers are now being processed for about

ten acres on Darby Creek near Clifton Heights.

Negotiations are under way for other tracts along

Darby Creek Valley.

Delaware County is most fortunate in having

four Creek Valleys within her borders. All con-
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tain scenic conditions which can be developed

on lines of the far-famed Wissahickon, and will

become a most valuable asset to the county.

-A gift of Land is a gift eternal. The l^ark

Board is much encouraged by the liberal contri-

butions of land the citizens are making.

I Love A Tree

by

SAMUEL N. BAXTER

Arboriculturist—Fairmount Par\

When I pass on to my reward.

Whatever that may be,

rd like my friends to think of me

As one who loved a tree.

I may not have a statesman's poise.

Nor thrill a crowd with speech.

But I can benefit mankind

If I set out a beech.

If I transplant a sapHng oak

To rear its mighty head.

Twill shade and shelter those who come

Long after I am dead.

If in the park I plant an elm.

Where children come to play.

To them ^twill be a childhood shrine

That will not soon decay.

Or if I plant a tree with fruit,

On which the birds may feed,

Fve helped to foster feathered friends.

And that's a worthy deed.

For winter, when the days grow short

And spirits may run low,

rd plant a pine upon the 'scape,

Twould lend a cheering glow.

rd like a tree to mark the spot

Where I am laid to rest,

To me ^twould be the epitaph

That I would love the best.

And though not carved upon a stone

For those who come to see,

My friends would know that resting here

Is one who loved a tree.
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The Out of Doors Page
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

A UTUMN IS WITH US NOW, and all

/\ living things, even people, are getting

ready to live over the coming winter as

comfortably as possible. Wherever you go you

see busy fingers knitting; the stores are advertis-

ing sweaters and furs for grownups and sweaters

and snow suits for children; and from many a

kitchen these days, come the delicious odors of

green tomato pickle and jellies and preserves of

all kinds.

Plants and animals are at it, too. They are

getting ready, each in its own way, for the com-

ing of the cold and snow. As October opens,

the Carolina poplar trees are closing up the bases

of their leaves and letting them drop off in every

breeze, or quietly during the night. The Norway

maples are doing the same things. Linden leaves

have already fallen, and elms and horse chest-

nuts have dropped most of theirs. Soon all of

the trees will be at it, and then before long they

will be clean and bare, like ship spars, ready to

take all the winds that blow. But remember,

that before each leaf falls, its little sap tubes

must be closed up with a neat layer of cork. All

summer long these little sap tubes have been

carrying soil water from the tree into the leaf,

and rich sap back from the leaf to the tree. If

these tubes were not sealed, the tree would bleed

to death when its leaves fall.

Not only the trees, but all the other plants of

our streets and yards, parks and roadsides, fields

and forests are getting ready for winter. They

are all ripening their seeds and fruits, and the

bushes and trees are finishing those new layers

of wood and bark,— a new layer of wood just

outside the layer made last year, and a new layer

of bark just under the one made last year. In

these layers a lot of food is being stored for use

next spring when the growing season will come

again.

All of this work is closing in a blaze of color.

Every day now it unfolds before us. Each of a

hundred kinds of plants will add its share to this

color masterpiece,—in greens, grays and gold,
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scarlet and crimson, browns and yellows.

And now for the birds. I wonder if any of

you are sometimes awake in the night. If you

are, you have probably heard the little call notes

of birds flying over your house. Whole flocks

of these little travelers have been winging their

way southward all night long for weeks past.

Thousands of them flew over your home every

September night. You can recognize some of

these call notes fairly well. One of these is the

''tenk'' of the boboHnks, or reed birds, we call

them now, as they are going south. Each of the

hundred kinds of birds flying south to escape the

coming winter has its own call note. ''Birds of a

feather fly together," you know, and these call

notes help to keep the flock together as they fly

through the dark.

These bird travelers rest and feed during the

day. We have had ten different kinds of them

in the trees along our street during the past

week,—robins, blue jays, brown thrashers, cedar

wax wings, red eyed vireos, grackles, and at

least four kinds of warblers.

The birds are not the only south'bound mi-

grants in the autumn. One of these others &ies

by day, and I know you must have seen him. He

is our big, brown Monarch butterfly. No matter

whether the day is rainy or sunny, these butter-

flies drift leisurely by, one by one, at the rate of

about a mile an hour. Six weeks ago they were

flying over the Pocono Mountains, always headed

south. On one afternoon near the end of August

I counted fifty of them in half an hour flying

over the tennis courts at Pocono Manor.

These migration flights, southward in the au-

tumn and northward in the spring, take place

every year. These Monarchs which we see going

south now will spend the winter in our southern

states. Then next May we will see these same

insects flying back north. Some will go as far as

Central Canada. Others will stop along the

way, some of them around your home, wherever

they can find a plant which they especially like.

This is the common milkweed. The little Mon-
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arch caterpillars would rather eat the leaves of the

milkweed than anything else in the world. So

the mother Monarch lays her eggs on the milk-

weed.

Here is a strange thing. The Monarch just

seems to feel that the time has come to start

south. And they all get this feeling at about the

same time. We call this urge to do things that

will save life, instinct. This wonderful guide

of the Monarch not only tells it that it is time

to start, but it also tells it in what direction to

fly. Just think what would happen to any Mon-

arch butterfly which got confused and flew north

instead of south at this time of year. But they

don't do that, and so they Hve.

It will be interesting to see how long they will

be passing through our neighborhood. I saw

one on September 30 while driving through Cam-

den, N. J. It was flying just over the housetops,

steadily southward.

About how far north docs your shadow reach

just at noon? Each day this week watch your

shadow at twelve o'clock and see if it reaches

any farther north, day by day.

Perhaps you have been watching the point of

sun set these autumn afternoons. Watch it this

afternoon. Over what chimney or housetop or

tree top does the sun disappear, and just at what

time of day does it drop out of sight? Just

where does the sun come up on each clear morn-

ing? Does it come up over the same point each

day?

Now perhaps you think that all of this doesn't

have anything to do with the Monarch butter-

fly's feeUng that it is time for it to start flying

south, but it may have a lot to do with it. Have

you been feeling any difference in the tempera'

ture of the air lately? Perhaps the Monarch but-

terfly has, too.

The first killing frost is with us, and this will

cut off the food supply of all the butterflies and

many of the birds that have spent the summer

here. Flycatchers, warblers, vireos, and swallows

must leave when this frost comes.

Great flocks of sparrows are to be seen in old

stubble and corn fields where they are eating

enormous quantities of weed seeds. These little

fellows and also the insect eaters which are now
leaving us, are of the greatest value to us. These

sparrow flocks, now so busily harvesting the

year's crop of grass seeds, contain several kinds
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of sparrows. Among them you will find song,

field, chipping, and vesper sparrows, as well as

our common English sparrows. This week we

may find some of the earliest tree sparrows and

juncos coming from the north, which will spend

the winter with us. Myrtle warblers are going

through this week, on their way south, and with

them are the yellow warblers, ruby-crowned king-

lets, and white crowned sparrows. The grass-

hopper sparrow is also going south now, and so

are the indigo bunting, scarlet tanager, and gray

cheeked thrush. Among the larger birds now on

their way are the herons and cuckoos. In addi-

tion to these, all this month wild ducks will be

coming from the north on their way to warmer

waters where they will spend the winter.

So you see, we are just in the midst of a vast

movement of bird life this week, because thou-

sands and thousands of each kind I have men-

tioned are flying southward over our eastern

states every night.

Light frosts have already touched the country-

side. The most sensitive of all of our plants to

these early frosts are the nettles. On the farms,

corn is being cut and husked, and pumpkins

gathered, ready for market or storage. Apples

and grapes are being picked as fast as they ripen.

Indeed, grapes that are not yet ripe must be cov-

ered now to keep them from being eaten by

flocks of migrating birds during the early morning

hours.

In our gardens, bulbs of gladiolus and roots of

dahlias will soon be dug and put away in cool

cellars after drying.

Seeds of sunflowers are ripe now, and these

can be gathered for bird food during the winter.

Boys and girls in the country are gathering

walnuts and hickory nuts now and shelling and

drying them so they can be stored away.

Have you seen the red or swamp maples and

the sugar maples this week, or a ''five-finger" ivy,

or a sour gum or a sweet gum tree? Have you

seen the spots of yellow in the tulip poplars that

match the color of the goldenrods below them?

And the reds of the sumac and blackberry

thickets, the purple ash trees, and the crimson

leaves of the dogwoods under their crop of scar-

let berries,—these are just the forerunners of

October's matchless array of color.*

^Selected from Book 4, This Week's Out of Doors,

by E. E. Wildman.
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Forest Leaves

Reorganization Bill Weaknesses
By FRANCIS R. COPE, Jr.

V. P. Pennsylvania Forestry Association

SPEAKING not only on behalf of The Penn-

sylvania Forestry Association as one of its

vice-presidents, but also for myself as one

long interested in the problems of agriculture,

forestry, and the conservation of wild life, I de-

sire to protest emphatically against certain pro'

visions of the pending Robinson bill (S. 2700),

which would give to the President sweeping

power to reorgani2;e, transfer, regroup, or abolish,

either in whole or in part, the Forest Service and

certain related bureaus, divisions, or agencies now

in the Department of Agriculture.

Believing, as we do, in the vital importance of

conserving all our natural resources, both renew

able (organic) and non-renewable (inorganic),

and recognizing the very close relationship which

exists between the conservation of our soil and

water and all the plant and animal life dependent

upon their proper management, we would be in

favor of any reasonable plan of reorganization

which would abolish waste and duplication and

truly increase the efficiency of Federal or State

control. For the same reason, we are not opposed

to some further concentration of control in the

management of these natural and renewable re-

sources, such as is provided for in the pending

Kleberg Bill (H. R. 12498).

But just because we believe in a strong and

wise policy of conservation we are unalterably

opposed to the following provisions in the Rob-

inson bill:

(1). Section 2, giving the President sweeping

power to transfer either in whole or in part from

the Department of Agriculture, where they now
are and clearly belong, the Forest Service and

other closely related agencies charged with the

conservation of all organic and renewable

resources.

*Bricf submitted by Francis R. Cope, Jr., in behalf

of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association, opposing

certain provisions of the Robinson Bill (S. 2700) for

the reorganization of the forest service and other re-

lated agencies or their transfer from the Department
of Agriculture, etc.
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(2). Section 402, which designates the exist-

ing Department of Interior as the new Depart-

ment of Conservation, with the obvious intent of

transferring to it the Forest Service, the Bureau

of Biological Survey, and other agencies now in

the Department of Agriculture, which have long

been successfully engaged in conserving and de^

veloping the renewable natural resources of the

United States.

(3). Section 203, especially subsection (b),

which authorizes the President ''to fill any va-

cancy in any office or position of head of any

bureau, division, service, or other similar agency,''

etc. (clause 1).

We are also strongly opposed to that portion

of section 203 subsection (a), which authorizes

the President alone to appoint the head officer of

any office which he determines to be ''policy

making,'' instead of leaving such appointments to

the executive head of the department or agency

to whom they should be responsible.

No matter how great our confidence in and

admiration for the present administration—and

my own is great—these proposed changes in or-

ganization must be judged in accordance not only

with fundamental principles and temporary ef'

fects, but in the light of what might or would

happen under future administrations. Under

these tests we beg to submit:

(1). That any transfer of the Forest Service

and its present related agencies is entirely illogical

in theory and would be disastrous in practice.

The growing of trees and the conservation of all

plant and wild life dependent upon the forest,

closely and vitally related to the growing of all

other crops, and to the conservation of the soil,

including all branches of agricultural research,

economics, and engineering, as well as to the

entomology and the necessary control of insects

and plant diseases—the control and management

of all these renewable natural resources cer'

tainly belongs in the Department of Agriculture,

and to divide them or transfer them in whole or

in part to Interior or some other department
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would surely make for divided authority and

inefficiency.
_ . . , t,

(2) That the proposal in the original Brown-

low report-which is the basis of the reorganiza-

tion plan embodied in the pending Robinson bill

_to transfer the national forests to the Depart-

ment of Conservation, i. e., Interior Department,

while leaving forest research in the Department

of Agriculture, would be especially bad practice.

The growing recognition of the best importance

of agricultural and silvicultural research only

emphasizes the absolute necessity of co-ordinating

rather than separating the control of administra-

tion and research.

(3) That if there is any reorganization, or

the creation of a new Department of Conserva-

tion, such a plan should retain the Forest Service

the Soil Conservation Service, and the Bureaus of

Plant Industry, Animal Industry and Biological

Survey with all their present interrelated agencies

engaged in research, etc., within the Department

of Agriculture. To these might well be trans-

ferred the Grazing Division, the control of the

85 miUion acres of public domain not now in-

cluded in the Taylor Act grazing districts, the

Reclamation Service (except possibly its engi-

neering functions), and all national monuments

within the national forests.

These proposed changes and concentration of

power in the Department of Agriculture are

embodied in the pending Kleberg bill (H. R.

12498). If adopted, we believe it would be much

more appropriate to add the work "Conserva-

tion" to the present title of the Department of

Agriculture than to change the title of the De-

partment of the Interior to the "Department of

Conservation."

(4). That the great extension of the power

of appointment conferred upon the President in

parts of section 402 and 404 of the Robinson

bill is much too sweeping, unnecessary, and dan-^

gerous. We recognize that "poHcy-making

positions should be filled by those in sympathy

with and loyal to the administration in power;

but such officers, if outside the qualified civil

service, should be appointed by the Secretary of

the Department or by the chief executive officer

to whom they are directly responsible, just as

the President, in turn, appoints the members of

the Cabinet who are responsible directly to him.

(5). Such an extension of the power of ap-
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pointment to the President would be dangerous

and perhaps disastrous in its tendency to break

down or prevent the extension of the ment

system. Furthermore, the power conferred on

the Chief Executive by the Robinson bill to

create new departments or bureaus outside of the

civil service encroaches on the rights and duties

which now properly reside in the Congress.

In conclusion, we would again stress the splen-

did achievements of the Department of Agricul-

ture in all its closely related activities not only m

the past, but also under the present administra-

tion The public has long been particularly im-

pressed by the fine record of the Forest Service

and the high sense of duty shown by its officers

from the chief down, based largely on their

appointment and promotion for merit rather than

on political influence. Neither the President nor

the Congress can afford to adopt any plan ot

reorganization which threatens to curtail or

destroy such a fine record and such a high stand-

ard of public service.

The demand and encroachments of our modern

civiUzation emphasize as never before the neces-

sity of conserving and wherever possible renew-

ing the great natural resources of the Nation.

Far too long have we abused and destroyed them.

But at last floods and droughts, axe and fire, sel-

fish greed and a dangerous get-rich-quick policy

are arousing the American people. No longer

will we tolerate such selfishness or such reckless-

ness in the handling of the vital natural resourcea

which belong to all of us.

Have a care, gentlemen. There is always room

for improvement, but instead of the dangerous

provisions of the Robinson bill, the Pennsy vania

Forestry Association and we believe all, all true

friends of conservation, commend to your con-

sideration the much wiser and safer plan pro-

posed in the Kleberg bill.

Forestry

A Natural Beehive

In Australia, what is believed to be the world's

largest beehive, is atop a giant eucalyptus tree^

The hive measures more than 21 feet across and

36 feet high, and will weigh nearly a ton, while

the honey is estimated to tip the scales at three

tons.

Forest Leavbs

FIRST STEP TOWARD FLOOD CONTROL
By CHARLES A. YOUNG

Penn State, '39

THE ROLE THAT FORESTRY can play

in finding a solution to the flood problem in

the United States is of extreme importance.

That the co-operation of engineering, agricul'

tural, and management experts is necessary in

finding this solution is an undisputed fact, but

to what extent and at what time in the program

each shall function is a matter of controversy.

Forestry because it works to correct an evil, to

replace the natural cover of the forest, should be

the opening move in the program to control

floods and to relieve the nation of its annual

burden of flood damage.

Many plans calling for an elaborate system of

retaining dams, dikes, and diversion channels

have been suggested, and all the mentioned fea-

tures are necessary in a flood control plan, but

such units reach the greatest efiiciency only after

the natural conditions have been restored to the

watershed and tributaries of the streams in

question. Because the work of forestry involves

the re-establishment of a balance in nature it is

the backbone of the control work and should

preceed any projects of a control nature in the

valleys.

The cause of floods, particularly spring floods,

may be laid to two general sources; an excessive

run-off of rainfall, and the rapid melting of

snow. Both of the mentioned causes fall within

the scope of forestry to control. It will be noted

that it is an excessive run-off", not an excessive

rainfall, that is pointed out as one of the con-

trollable causes of floods. Abnormal run-off may

result from several factors, particularly from the

lack of protective vegetation, heavy rainfall on

frozen ground, and a soil so thin that the satura-

tion point is reached with a comparatively small

rainfall. To be able to meet a condition, or even

better to prepare for the irregularity is the first

step in the solution of a problem. To be able to

meet the floods at their source; to be able to con-

trol that source through proper reforestation is
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the initial step in lessening the extent of floods

and the resulting damage and destruction.

An occurrence during the spring of 1937

will serve as an example of the damage resulting

from uncontrolled run-off". Heavy rains fell in

the western part of Pennsylvania over a forty-

eight hour period. The effect was immediately

felt in the rise of the rivers at Pittsburgh the

junction point of the Allegheny and Monongahela

Rivers. The rivers rose 5.1 feet in fifteen hours

which added to the normally high stage of the

river for the month of April was 10 feet above

flood stage. The rivers began to fall at the end

of the fifteen hours, but damage to the extent of

one million dollars was caused by its short stay.

Had the vast quantity of water been added to the

streams at a gradual rate, rather than over a very

short period of time, the water could have been

carried off with little or no damage. This rapid

rise to a high crest with an equally rapid fall is

the direct result of lack of vegetation on the

water shed.

Trees themselves use in their function of

transpiration and growth a large percentage of

the annual rainfall, but this is of secondary

importance, for trees are not carrying on this

function, to any extent, during the early spring

when the danger of floods is the greatest. It is

the effect on the soil and the creation of a layer

of litter that makes trees of chief importance as

a flood control factor. The litter that is made

up of the twigs, leavejs and the branches that

fall from trees acts as a sponge in absorbing early

spring rains and in conditioning the soil to retain

a maximum amount of water. The Utter of

various forest types and conditions has been

found to have a water holding capacity that aver-

ages in excess of 400 per cent of its dry weight.

It is this factor that gives to the forest soil the

ability to hold fifty times more water than bare

soil and nine times more water than meadow or

pasture soil. It is this factor that prevents the
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soil from freezing and thus continuing to absorb

moisture throughout the winter when the greater

part of the precipitation occurs. The Utter and

vegeution by interrupting the rapid flow of water

down the slopes and by increasing the seepage ot

water prevent the eroding of soil. It is this

eroded soil that is slowly silting up retaining

dams and shipping channels, and causing the

expenditure of millions of dollars annually to

maintain waterways. A stop must be put to

this destruction before down stream engmeenng

in the form of dams, overflow channels, and

flood walls can be of lasting value. Litter is the

factor that acts in holding each drop of water in

place until needed. No artificial means can pro-

duce it, for it is a product of forest growth and

forest growth only.

/) The rate and time at which the snow melts is

the second source of unusual floods. If the snow

that normally falls during the winter months

could be held intact and the process of melting

be delayed or extended, another barrier in the

fight against floods would be crossed. Under

the present conditions of barren hills and eroded

wasteland the snow begins to melt with the first

warm winds of spring. Trees through their

shading action prevent the rapid melting of the

snow. An increase in daily temperature finally

removes the snow, but the process is a lengthy

one spread over a period of days, even weeks,

rather than a matter of hours. If a 3 -inch rain-

fall, and a snowfall as well, can be held by the

soil fifty-two million gallons of water per acre

will be absorbed. This amount of water and

proportionally larger amounts suddenly flowing

from an area measured in thousands of acres is

the cause of rivers sweeping over their banks and

into the streets and homes of our cities. The

amount and the extent of the snowfall cannot be

controlled, but the rate at which the water is

released can be governed by the proper use of

forest cover. Forestry is the agency through

which forests are maintained, and it is through

forests that the speed with which snow melts

can be delayed.

Because of the vastness of this phase of flood

control, the area involved, and the land that will

be used, a limitation should be established. For-

estry in carrying out the natural balance between

forest, grassland and bottom land allots to each

the land that is best suited for its purpose. Land
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from which the timber has been harvested and

on which no attempt has been made to replant

trees or to utilize it in some other manner, will

be replanted and conditioned to lessen surface

run-off and soil erosion. Land that was once

fertile farm land, but which through misuse has

become a waste land and a liability to our natural

resources will be restored to tree growth. A
small part of this land is now under the control

of the Federal and State governments. Much

more land must be placed in the forest reserve

before any noticeable effect will be felt.

The restoration of forests involves the growing

of trees which is a slow process at best. A pro-

cess that cannot be accomplished in ten, twenty,

or even fifty years, but a plan that when it does

reach completion will exert an influence on the

water flow and will form a foundation on which

to build a system of control measures and be of

perpetual benefit to the nation. . . •

Proposed Forestry Building

Continued from Page Three

And we take pride in reminding readers that a

generation of foresters has gone forth from its

single door to take positions of responsibility m

State and Nation, and to reflect deep credit upon

the school which trained them.

The prospect of a new building is one of four

factors which make the future of education in

forestry at Penn State appear bright. The trans-

fer of the Mont Alto plant to the College was a

logical and reasonable action of the legislature,

and one that has terminated a mutually anomal-

ous situation existing since the union of the two

schools in 1929. The acquisition of a research

forest of approximately five thousand acres m

Stone Valley as a result of the activities of the

Resettlement Administration will provide the

school with a much needed out door laboratory.

Finally the prospect seems bright for a first-class

spring and summer camp on the Allegheny

National Forest, a result of co-operation between

the United States Forest Service and the College.

These arrangements will provide more advantage-

ous training for students than is now available,

developments which are highly desirable, for

after all, forestry is an out-of-door business, and

forest land upon which to train is as essential

as the classroom and the laboratory.

Forest Leaves

Our Program

1.

The adequate protection of all Pennsylvania forests from Fire, Fungi, and Insects.

2.

The personnel of the Department of Forests and Waters to be chosen and retained on a

basis of efficient service only, in order to guarantee permanency of policy and continuity of action.

3.

The management of the State forests so that they may supply the permanent needs of the

people not only for continuous timber protection but also for recreation, hunting, and fishing

4.

Greater co-operation between the departments of the State Government for protection of the

beauty of the public lands.

5.

Adequate biennial appropriations for the purchase, protection, and development of the

State forests.

6.

The education of the public, corporations, sportsmen, and forest land owners with respect to

the value of our forests and the necessity for their development and proper utilization.

7.

The planting of trees valuable for lumber on all waste and idle lands and the continued

distribution of seedlings by the State.

1.
'

The education of our children in forestry in both public and private schools. A love and

appreciation of the forests tend to a better type of citizenship.

9.

The establishment of town and county forests which will bring pure air. pure water, and

recreation close to the centers of population.

10.

The preservation of the few remaining areas of virgin timber in Pennsylvania.

THE PENNSYLVANIA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION

Organized in 1886

306 COMMERCIAL TRUST BUILDING PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I desire to support the activities of The Pennsylvania Forestry Association for the preserva-

tion and development of forest lands, and enclose a check for $ to cover

membership for the ensuing year. One dollar of this amount is to pay for yearly subscription to

Forest Leaves.

MEMRERSHIP
Annual member .

Club membership .

Sustaining member
•Contributing mem
T 1 fA TTipmhpr . . . . *




